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It nust be well known unto you that myself and
colleagues have endeavoured to Christianize the Lac
la Pluie Indians for these last ten years. But we
have met with littl.e or no success amongst then, and
may say with the Jewish prophets of old "behold this
people is a stiff necked people." They are (the
Indians) wholly given to idolatry ...

to George Sinpson
Fort Francis, July 2, 1849

Rev. Peter Jacobs

Oginaubinas of the RÍver Indians called on ne this
morning and told me the result of their council held
anong themselves this Fall. He spoke in a friendly
manner and said that the Indians of the Lake of the
Woods would not consent to receive your instruction
Itle River Indians gave in to their views . . . Our
relative (the MÍssionary) can re¡nain in the fort. He
has a custom which he has enbraced. We gently bar

our door against

him

Rev. Allan Salt
Fort Francis Diary
October 29, 1855

lt

PREFACE

The primary purpose

of this thesÍs is to analyze the historical

circumstances surrounding the establishnent, work and ultimate closure

of the Methodist Mission at Rainy
From one viewpoint

Lake during the years 1g39

-

1g52.

the thesis is a study of the local Ojibwa response to

the encroachment of Euro-American society, and in particular, their
response

to the Methodist missionaries. For this reason there is

a

considerable emphasis on the ideas and practices of ojibwa religion.
The thesis

will argue that ojibwa society in the region

Lake and RaÍny RÍver during the

around Rainy

early and mid-nineteenth century

was not

in a state of disintegration as has sometimes been asserted. Because
the social structures of the society were strong, and because their
religious beliefs

to be confirned, the Ojibwa had no reason to
seek alternate worldviews. Nor did they feel conpelled to accept these
beliefs ín return for technological assistance. rn so far as it is
appeared

possible, the reactions of both individuals and groups of Ojibwa to the
Methodists

will be presented,

and an attempt

within the larger context of other groups of
From another viewpoÍnt

in the

west¡rard expansion

of the last century.

then

Ojibwa.

the thesis is a study of a neglected chapter

of the MethodÍst

Most

will be ¡nade to place

Church during the mÍddle part

of the attention of historians has been

concentrated on the missions staffed by the more prominent European

missionaries, or on the controversies which existed between the
Methodists and Hudson's Bay company officials.

trl

Although the prinary

focus of this portion of the thesis is on the work of the Methodists

the Lndians, it is impossible to entirely separate this work from
their relationship with the Hudson's Bay Company and theÍr rivalry with

among

the

Roman

Catholic Church. Nevertheless, the enphasis remains on the

ideas and work of the Methodists among the Rainy Lake ojibwa.

Finatly, thÍs thesis is a study of the work of the three native
ojibwa mÍssionaries, Henry B. steinhauer, peter Jacobs, and Allen sa]t,
who served the Methodist mission

at

RaÍny Lake during

thÍs period. In

order to comprehend the events at the ¡nission and the actions of the

native nissionaries, it Ís necessary to understand the socio-economic
and

religious backgrounds of both the missionaries and the people with

whom

they were working. In other situations native missionaries

have

to serve as "bridge figures" or cultural brokers, since they
able to operate as insiders in both cultures. In fact, Steinhauer,

been able

were

Salt all acted as culturaL brokers in other places and at
other tines in their missionary careers. Although they rùere not able to
functÍon in this capacity while at the RaÍny Lake Mission, a detailed
Jacobs and

analysis of their role can nevertheless provide us with a better

of the factors which led to the continuing rejection of
the missÍon and christÍanity by the najority of the Rainy Lake ojibwa.
understanding

My work on

this topic has been made possible by a number of

individuals. I would like to thank my advisor, Professor Jean Friesen
¡Yho first introduced me to the exciting new field of ethnohistory and
the general topic of rndian-nissionary encounters. she has both
provided me with sone much-needed guidance and borne with

lv

¡ne

as I

have

learned to use new techniques and shed some of my ethnocentric

preconceptions. I an al.so indebted to Professor Jennifer Brown of the

university of winnipeg and Leo ülaisberg, the Ethnohistorian for the
Grand

council Treaty #3 AssocÍation of ojibway chiefs. Both of then

have helped me considerably

with their encouragement, assistance and

naterials. Professor Donald smÍth of the university of calgary has
generously made available a considerable amount

of source material on

Peter Jacobs. Victor Lytwyn's maps add significantly to
understanding

of the area under discussion.

nuch easier through the kind cooperatÍon

an

My research has been made

of the archives staff, at

Provincial Archives of Manitoba, the United Church Archives in Toronto,
and the Public Archives of Canada in Ottawa, and the library staff at
the Elizabeth Dafoe Library. The J. s. Ewart Memorial Fund greatly
assisted me in undertaking this latter research. Last, but not least, I
would

to thank ny wife Barb,

who

first

suggested

that I

re-undertake

graduate work, and who now knows more about the Rainy Lake Mission than
she ever intended

or wanted. Her proofreading skills

invaluable, and both she and my chÍldren have

shown

have been

the patience of

Job.
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CHAPTER

ONE:

INTRODUCTION

ChristÍan nissionaries played a pivotal role in the continuÍng
encounters between Euro-Americans and Indians

in North America.

Although the missionaries were not always part

of the earliest contacts,

the fact that their prinary objective was to change the religion

lifestyle of the Indians

nakes the

and

hÍstory of their work particularly

valuable to an understanding of the ínteractÍon of the two cultures.

An

extensive a¡nount of historÍcal and anthropological literature exists on

the encounters which took place between Euro-Americans and Native North
Anerican Indians. John l{ebster Grant, in his recent study of these
encounters

in

Canada, Moon

of lrlintertine, has traced the

attitudes of missionaries towards the Indians, and the

changing

changing

attitudes of scholars to the study of these intercultural contacts. l
Unfortunately, ¡tost of the early histories of Christian missÍons

among

the Indians Írere at best ethnocentric, focusing on the lives, work and
issues of Euro-A¡rerican society to the detriment of the study of IndÍan

society.

The

latter

was seen

primarily as a background to the work of

the Euro-Americans. John Carroll's classic study of Methodism,

Case and

His Contemporaries, an exanple of an early deno¡ninational history,2 Í"
useful to later historians for the wealth of detail it provÍdes.
However,

it

was

written prinarily to hightight the accomplishnents of

the early Methodist preachers and vindicate thein methods.

Subsequent

historÍes of Christian denominations and ¡nissionary efforts in both
Canada and

for quite

the United States continued to follow the

some

same

basic approach

time. Biographies of individual njssionaries, while

2

sonetimes providing more

detail concerning the activities that went on.

are even llss reliable since they were lntended to be prinarily

inspirational

rt

was

works.3

not until well into the 20th century that a

nurnber

of

denoninational histories appeared which nade greater attempts to analyze

the sources critically and to provide a

somewhat more balanced

picture

of the ¡rork of the early missionaries. A. Moricets 1910 study of
catholic efforts,4 J. H. Riddell's 1946 history of the Methodist
church,S and

T. c. B. Boon's

1962

Roman

history of the Anglican church in the

A

west," provide an Íntroduction to the work of the three

maÍn

that attempted to establish Indian missions in üfestern
during the 19th century. Boon, in particular, paid considerable

denominations
canada

attention to the

¡ryork

of

some

of the native missionaries involved and

credit for their contributions. Nevertheless, the works of
these writers continue to be primarily narrative accounts written fro¡n

gave them

the viewpoint of the particular religious denomÍnation. I{hile they are

infinitely nore useful than the earlier hagiogaphies, they continue to
accept the basic underlying assunptions of the missionaries, and to
present their vision of the realÍty of the time as an accurate portrayal

of the events and the circumstances which surrounded the¡n, In
partlcular they assumed that the missionaries played a central role in
bringing "civilization" to rûestern canada, and that the work of the
missionaries anong the Indians had positive effects Ín the sense that

the missionaries helped the Indians to adjust to the new society which
was

developing. These vÍews were shared to a considerable extent

early historians such as A. S. MortonT and later by George

by

3
e

stanley," who, while having a secular emphasis, accepted the basic
presupposiiion that the Indian and Metis societies were primitive.

Such

historians contÍnued to express the view that missionaries played an
important role in the formation of a neri¡ frontier society which balanced

"civilization" and Indian ".barbarÍsm',.

European

During the past several decades scholars have slowly begun to look
more

closely at the complex relationships that existed between Indians,

missionaries and other Europeans, and to analyze more precisely the role

that the missÍonaries played in the encounter between Europeans and
Indians. By usÍng the methodorogies developed by anthropologists,
sociologists and geographers, historÍans are

now ab]e

to exanine the

relationships in terms which go beyond the old dichotony of

"civilization" and "savagery". In
A. N. thompson in his 1962 thesis,
conflict

between Anglican

one

of the earliest works, the

examined what he

nissionaries and the

felt

Rev.

was an on-going

Hudson Bay Conpany, based

their differing concepts of society in Rupert's Land.9 His work
to some extent parallelled by Professor ll. H. Brookst lg72 study of
on

role of

Methodism

in the west during the nineteenth century.l0

was

the

Brooks

not concentrate on the missionary-Indian encounter, but it does
play a significant part in his work. While nost subsequent authors have
does

tended

to agree wÍth the interpretation that missÍonaries

traders were in conflict, at least one recent ¡titer,
argued

that in

hen 1975 case study

J.

and fur

Goossen, has

of the stanley Mission, at least,

slissionaries and the Hudson's Bay Conpany nrere so interdependent that
they were forced to cooperate, not compete, when working with the
tl

Indians."

Much

earlÍer, ln 1952, F.

pannekoek took

a different

the

4

approach when he concentrated on the

agricultural missÍons of

the

Protestant churches in the Canadian ,oest.12 Pannekoek was critical of
these nÍssions for what he fett was an overly sirnptistic response to the

lifestyle of the Indians. SeveraÌ other theses have looked at
the role of the missionaries as agents of cultural change. J. usher, in

no¡nadic

her 1968 study of the Rev. Willian Duncan's Church Missionary Society
settlement at Metlakatla, examined the attenpts of an Euro-AmerÍcan
missionary to create a model victorian village anong a group of llest
Coast

Indians.lS rn

19?5

E.

Grahan used

part of her thesis as the

of a book which focused on the work of Anglican

basÍs

and Methodist

missionaries anong the Indians of southern Ontario,14 white B. Gainer.

in 1978, undertook a slmilar study of the work of
missionaries in the canadian west.15

Roman

catholic

Graham acknowledged

that

the

missionaries were agents of change on the one hand, but argued that they

also helped the Indians to preserve some aspects of theÍr cuLture and to
develop a new

identity. Gainer argued, that contrary to the

commonly

accepted vÍew, cathoric nissionaries were, generally speaking, as eager

to have Indians accept

European

"civilization" along with Christianity

as their Protestant counterparts $¡ere. Thus, they were not

as

culturally relativist as generally believed.
Two

recent theses which examine the Ínteraction between

European

missionaries and Indians in Northern Canada during the latter part of

the nineteenth century, are methodologicarly significant. M. Mccarthy,

in her study of the mission philosophy and practices of the Oblates of
Mary Immaculate among the Athapaskans, found

that the Oblates

adaptations to their Euro-American version of christianity.

nade few

The

5

Athapaskans, while accepting Catholicism, continued

cultur! relatively intact,

own

and

to varying

to maintain theÍr

degrees attempted to

syncretize christian and Indian religÍous ideas and practices.l6

Abel, in her ethnohistorical study of the

of

Dene response

to the

Oblates

Mary In¡naculate and the Church Missionary Society, attempted

at both sldes of the cultural interaction.
Dene becane

christian, they

"made

She argued

K.

to look

that although the

active choices on the basis of

a

strong cultural tradition", rather than being passive recipÍents of
new

relígious tradition.

a

17

Several theses have focused specifÍcally on the work of Christian
Indians or mixed-bloods who served as native nissionaries among their
own people

or

among

other rndian bands. K. pettipas, for instance,

has

described the work of Henry Budd, a prominent nineteenth century native
AnglÍcan missÍonary and exanined how
Church Missionary

his work reflected the vierus of

society.lS D. Smith analyzed the do¡rinant roLe

the

played

by Peter Jones in the Mississaugats reception of Methodism and European

civilization in upper
More

canada during

the early nineteenth century.19

recently V. Fast outlined the ryork of a

number

of native

nissionaries in her exploration of the encounters between missionaries
and Indians,zo while

I. Mabindisa exanined in depth the work of

one of

these nen, Henry Bird Steinhauer, among the Cree.21 Smith and Mabindisa
both stressed the Methodist background which helped to shape the

Christian sensibilities of these two prominent Native missionaries,
demonstrated how they were able

to use their unique status to

convince

other rndians to accept both christianity and Euro-Anerican society.
Although these recent ¡uorks have considerably altered our

and

6

understanding

still

¡vork

of the contacts

between nissionarÍes and

Indians, there is

to be done ln this area. During the past two

decades

historians and anthropologists, often using tools and approaches
developed

to analyze

contemporary

societies, have begun to

examine and

to attempt to reconstruct IndÍan society and its institutions as they
nay have existed at the time of contact. The works of such diverse
scholars as c. Bishop, A. I. Halrowell, H. Hickerson, R. t{. Dunning

and

E. Rogers have greatly increased our knowredge of ojibwa sociuty.22
Although their works have been subjected to some valid criticis¡ns, these
scholars have established a foundation upon which the structure of

ojibwa society can be more readily analyzed. The pubtication of

R.

Berkhoferrs Salvation and the Savage has had a similar liberatÍng effect
on the study

of christian mission".23

Recent

historians have, to

varying degrees, started to accept Indians as active participants in the
¡ltission encounter, while other scholars have begun to analyze the role

of traditional religion in Indian society both before and following
contact with Euro-AmerÍcan society. C, J. Jaenen,24 und nore recently,

J.

Morrison2S hu.ru established new frameworks

for studying

encounters between French mÍssionaries and AlgonquÍans.

the

It is possible

to use these frameworks in the analysis of other encounters
one

at Rainy

such as the

Lake.

For nany years the standard secondary work on Ojibwa religion

R. Landes' ojibwa RelÍeion and the Iïlidewiwin.26 Unfortunately

was

Landes'

¡rork was based on twentieth century practices and did not provide a good

hÍstorical background. A. r. Hallowell's study of conJuring in ojibwa
t4
society,-' another classic ¡vork, while providing scholars with a much

7

better understanding of the OJibwa worldview, still did not attempt to
provide an historical perspective. I{hile c. vecsey has attenpted to
do this in his recent study of ojibwa religion,23 vu"""y continues to
use contenporary ojibwa society

to describe

and make judgements upon

past practices. Two other recent norks have attempted to describe
ojibwa religion from markedly different perspectives. J. Grim
conpared Ojibwa and Siberian shamanism,29 while

n.

has

Johnson has published

a book on ojibwa ceremonies from the insider's viewpoint.30
Unfortunately, none of these studies are .totally satisfactory from

the viewpoint of a historian analyzing a particular society during

specific tine perÍod. I{hile they do give us
look for, and help us to better understand

some

so¡ne

crues as to what to

of the descriptions of

practices and ceremonies, it would be dangerous to

historical

assumptions on the basis

a

make

too

nany

of these secondary works.

Fortunately there are a number of first-hand descriptions of nineteenth
century Ojibwa beliefs and cere¡nonies. However, nuch of our knowledge

of Ojibwa religious life is
Euro-Americans since

and H.

the accounts of

traditÍonal Ojibwa societÍes

The contemporary accounts

F. Hoffnan,

dependent upon

of

were

not literate.

Euro-American observers such as

B. schooLcraft, and of captives such as J.

J. G. Kohl.,
Tanner,

provide a partÍcularly good source for an historical understanding of

ojibwa religion.Sl They provide us with a considerable amount of

factual detail and reasonably synpathetic descriptions of the people
practices they observed. Their work was conplemented by the
.
observations of some of the traders32 and the missionaries.33 The

latter descriptions

srere generally very bi4sed, and

and

¡yrÍtten with littte

8

of, or synpathy for the Ojibwa worldview. l{hlle there were a
number of histories of the OjÍbwa written by Christian converts such as
knowledge

Peter Jones and George copway, their descriptions of ojibwa religion
were generally

written to

over the one they had

It is difficult,

show

the advantages of the Christian religion

abandorred,34

therefore, but not inpossible, to analyze the

¡nissionary-ojibwa encounter from the respective viewpoints of both

groups. This thesis will attenpt to describe one such an encounter
which took place bet¡ryeen several Methodist missionaries and a number of
bands

of

ojib¡rya

century. It is

in the RaÍny Lake region during the mid-nineteenth
hoped

that a better understanding of the events will

help to clarify the nature of such encounters, and that it will add to
our knowledge of ojÍbwa society and relÍgion during this period.
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I{est to 1870", Master's thesis, University of Alberta, lgZO.

Canadian

13J.un
Usher, "Itlill.iam Duncan Metlakatla: A Victorian Missionary in
British columbia", Ph.D diss., university of BritÍsh columbÍa, 196g.

l4Etirub"th Grahan, Medicine Man
to Missionary: Missionaries as
Agents of change among the Indians of southern ontario , 1794-L967,
(Toronto: Peter Martin Associates, lgZS).
l5Br"ndu J. Gainer,
"Catholic lrlissionaries as Agents of Social
change among the Metis and Indians of Red River, 1g1g-1g4s", Masterrs
thesis, Carleton University, 1928.

-Iary
IA

Martha McCarthy, "The Missions of the Oblates of Mary
to the Athapaskans, 1846-18zo: Theory, structure, and
Ph. D diss . , University of lfanitoba, 19g1 .

Inmaculate

,
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-'Kerry Margaret Abel, "The Drun and the Cross: An Ethnohistorical
study of Mission Ílork among the Dene, 1g5g-1902", ph.D. diss., Queen's
University, 1985.
lSKuthu"ine Ann pettipas,
"Henry Budd: A Native Victorian
lfissionary in Rupert's Land, 184o-196s", Master's thesis, university of
Itlethod"

Manitoba, 7971.
l9Donald B' s¡nith, "The Mississauga, peter
Jones, and the white Man:
the Algonquin's Adjustment to the Europeans on the Northshore of Lake
Ontario to 1860", Ph,D diss., University of Toronto, 1925.

11

20V""u Kathrin

Fast, "The Protestant Missionary and Fur Trade
society: rnitial contact in the Hudson's Bay Territory, 1g2o-1gs0",
Ph.D diss., tiniversity of Manitoba, 1983.
21ls"ack K. MabÍndÍsa, "The praying
Man: the Life and Tines of
Henry Bird Steinhauer", Ph.D diss., University of Alberta, 1994.

,,
--Several scholars whose discipline uras anthropology have
contributed significantly to the study of present and past oJibwa. A.
rrving Hallowellrs The Role of conjuring in saulteaux society, (New
York: octagon Books, 1971), first published in 1942, has remained a
classic in its field. while this study and others by Hallowerl deal
prinarily with the Lake t{innipeg region, they provide an indispensible
introduction to the world view of the ojibwa people. In a series of
articles beginning with "Changing Settlement Patterns of the Cree-Ojibwa
of Northern ontario", (southwestern Journal of Anthropotogy) 19 (1963):
64-88, Edward S. Rogers provided subsequent scholars with ne¡r neans of
deternining who the Índigenous people in the region ü¡ere, and which
territories they actually occupied. R. W. Dunning, in Social and
Economic Change among the North O.iibwa, (Toronto: University of Toronto
Press, 1959) provided an early attempt to analyze the social
organization of the Ojibwa through the use of a conbination of fietd
data and historical records, although Dunning's study concentrated on
the contemporary communities.

It remained for Harold Hickerson, The ChÍopewa and their
Neighbours: A Study in Ethnohistory, (New york; Holt, Rinehart and
winston, 1970) and charles A. Bishop, The Northern O.iibwa and the Fur
Trade: An Historicar and Ecological studv, (Toronto: Holt, Rinehart
and Tlinston, 19?4) to enploy what began to be referred to as an
ethnohistorical approach. That is, they used library and archival
naterials, and historiographic methods to study ojibwa culture as it
existed in the past, and to analyze the historical factors which helped
to determine the changes that occurred.
2SRobert

F. Berkhofer, Salvation and the Savage, (Lexington,
University of Kentucky Press, 1965).
24_
--In
his early study of French-fu¡erindian cultural contacts
entitled:' Friend and Foe: Aspects of French-AmerindÍan cuitural
Contact in the Sixteenth and Seventeenth Centuries, (Toronto:
llcClelland and Stewart, 1976), Cornelius J. Jaenen attempted to
understand both groups within the context of their tine. In "Amerindian
responses to French MissÍonary fntrusfon, 1611-1760: A Caegorization".
Religion/culture, canadian rssues,/Thenes canadiens vrI (1985): lgz-197,
he attenpted to analyze the reasons for Anerindian conversions. Jaenen
set forth four reasons for positive responses and an equal nunber of
reasons for negative responses.
tR'
. -"Kenneth ll. Morrison, "Disgourse and the accommodation of Values:
Toward a Revision of ltlisslon History", (Journal of the American Acadeny
of Religion) LIIIl3 (sept. 1985): 365-382. üorrison uses historical
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documents to attenpt to reconstruct "the process
of relfgÍous dialogue,,
through th-e use of the findings and methods of severaL disciplines.
26nuth
Landes, Ojibwa ReligÍon and the Midewiwin, (Madison:

University of t{isconsin press,lgOa).

27a. Irving
Haltowell, op. cit.
2Sch"istopher.Vecsey,
Traditional o.iibwa
Relieion, (phitadelphia:
.American philosophical
socffi
29John

Grim,

(Norman: University
SoBasit
1e82).

man: Patterns of Sibe
Oklaho¡na Press

,

Johnson, Ojibwa Ceremonies,

19gg

)

(Toronto: McCIeIland & Stewart,

31w'
-r. Hoff¡nanrs study of the Midewiwin, ,,The MidewiwÍn or ,Grand
Itledicine socÍetyr of the ojibwa". Annuar Reoorts of the
Bureau of
Anerican Ethnology, ?:l4B-300,
""r.iñ
treatments of the subject to this
day. t{hite it contained many of the
current biases of ethnologists, it is filted with
massive amounts of
descriptive detair. Henry Rowe schoorcraft, the American
ïndian agent
at saurt ste. Marie, used his ojÍbwa wife as a source of many
of his
"facts" about ojibwa life and cüsto¡ns, but school.craft was particularly
determined to stress the negative features. A beriever Ín
single
creation theory of nankind, he was determined to show that the
the
North
Anerican rndians had become degenerate through their wanderings.
schoolcraft's work therefore is inrportant ¡rore in that it helped to
influence other wrÍters, than in what it can telr us about the
ojibwa.
Johann Georg Kohl, a German traverrer, in his book,
Kitchi-cami:
r,ife
ibwav, 1860 Reprint naitioñl@Eul,
STone the take slpe
Itlinnesota Historical socièty eress, 1985), exhibited, by
remarkabre empathy for ojibwa beliefs aná practices, and contrast, a
saw value in
nany

of their religÍous practices.

John Tannerrs

r durine

30

A

Narrative of

Captiv

Resi

eI

and

sof

1830, Reprint edition, (Minneapolis: Ross & Haines, 1956) provides
another perspectÍve for understanding Oj ibwa practices and
customs.

]H:_..91t.d

nrs Narrative of his
?v 1,. s.

rv

1803,1s19'
l;u:loli
(Toronto: Macnilran" conpany, 1g5z) both

916 )
, 1e16)

contain fairly extensive, but
superficiar descrlptions of ojibwa religion
from
viewpoint of fur
traders who were probably more reLigious in their the
own society than most
of their compatriots.
- 33Jur""
Evans, in hÍs diary, mentions that he was at work on a
description of the history and beliefs of the Indian
people, but it was

,

13

never published. Thus, we are left wÍth his comments as revealed in his
Journals and letters. I{hile these do contaÍn a few fairly extensive
descriptions of ojibwa cerenonies, the connents of Evans and his
Euro-Anerican fellow nissionarÍes were linited -- no doubt due to the
fact that they saw lÍttle or nothing of value in ojibwa society.
34Put"" Jones, History
of the O.iibway Indians, (London, 1g61) and
Ggorge Copway, Ihe Traditionut Hj"to"V und Chu"uc
the ojibwav Natffit
edition, (Toronto: cores , rglz) were
both wrÍtten fron the viewpoint of ojibwa from what is now Southwestern
Ontario. Irlarren, Ílillian W., History of the Ojibwa people, 1gg5,
Reprint edition, (st. paul: Minnesota Historical sociew press, 19g4),
was written by a nixed-blood resident of what is now Minnesota. All
three nen spoke OJibwa and thus nere able to gain access to traditional
ojibwa lore in a ü,ay that Euro-Americans could not. All three were
written with a view to awakening an interest in and concern for their
brethren' tÌhite they nust be read ¡vith care,.often they can provide the
reader ¡Yith invaluable information ¡yhich cannot be found in any other
source.
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TI{o¡

oJIBwA socrETy BEFORE THE MIssIoNARy

Kochejeeng (couchiching) as

it

the ojibwa, or Lac ra

was known by

Pluie and Rainy Lake, as it was successively

known

by the French

and

English, is part of what today is carled the Boundary l{aters region -series of lakes and rivers which stretch from the bottom of Lake

a

superior to Traverse Bay on the Lake of the t{oods.l rn his 1g06
description of the region, Dr. John Mcloughlin reckoned that the
dÍstance between the two points ï¡as approximately 200 leagues, while the
distance from the northern point, sandy Lake, to the southern,

vermilrion Lake,

travel, it
one side

üras

about 1s0 leagues. By canoe, the normal node of

¡vould have taken more than two weeks

to the other.

to cross the regÍon fron

To the north

forns a part of the canadian

of the main waterway the country
shield, while to the south the rand

graàually opens up into parkì.and and then prairie.

According to

llcloughlin the country was "... in general mountainous, especialry
towards the North, where it is likewise nore sÍ¡a¡npy. The lakes and

rivers are innumerable [and] it is allowed by them lthe ojibwa] and
by all travellers that at least a fÍfth if not a fourth of the country
is under water".2 Dr. John J. Bigsby, who travelled through the region
¡uith David Thompson in 1823 described the general region as ,,. . .

a

of hills, with lakes, rivers, and norasses, of all
...".3 It was this interlocking series of rivers and

rugged assemblage

sizes and shapes

lakes which served as the transportation routes for the oJibwa and later

the Euro-Anerican fur traders and early settlers.

.

Rainy Lake was descrlbed by nunerous

approximately 5O miles long,

visiters as being a large

lake

with low, rocky shores which were broken by
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numerous swampy bays and

the occasional sandy beach. The land

surrounding the lake was composed

of rocky hilts rising to a height of

about 500 feet, on whÍch scrawny stands of timber stood. rt was,
nany observed, a forbidding looking

place.

However, the

as

valley of the

Rainy River "afforded a very
Rainy Lake

delightful contrast to the barren shores of
Th" river at its source was a broad, swift-flowing

...".4

strean, which was interrupted two ¡riles fronr Íts source by Chaudiere

Falls, thirty-three miles later by Manitou Rapids
still by SauÌt Rapids.

These

falls

and

five ¡riles later

and rapids were favourite neeting

spots for the ojibwa in the region who gathered there to fish for

sturgeon, and plant their gardens in the small neadows alongside of the

river.

In the next seventy-five ¡riles the river gradually

broadened out

before emptying into the Lake of the !{oods. The land alongside the

river rose in several terraces or plateaux,

each covered

with lush

vegetation, large stands of deciduous trees and smalr meadows.
successive Euro-Anerican observers, including

to note, it

was the nost promising area

sir

As

George sinpson, were

for future agricultural

enterprises since the soil was alluvial, and the weather conditions very

similar to areas of

Upper and Loryer Canada.

At various points along fts

length Rainy River was joined by other, s¡nall.er streams from the south,
which were used by the

local Ojibwa as transportation routes. Further

back, to the rear of the temaces on the north side the Land

becane

rocky and swanpy once nore. Inland, anong the numerous lakes and rivers

to the north of Rainy Lake, the land was not so fertile

and the weather

nore severe, so that llfe was nore precarious. Even there, however, the
OjÍbwa had adapted

to their environnent,

and under normal circumstances
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were able

to lead to a subsistence exfstence.

The cLuntry provÍded the ojibwa with most

of their needs.

The

forests supplied the large birch trees that could be used for the ojibwa
canoes and d¡ryellings, as well as maple trees which were tapped for their
naple sugar sap. Blueberries, raspberries, strawberries, bearberries
and other

by fires.

wild berries grew in
In the fertile

abundance on

the rocky slopes left bare

neadow ground alongside

the Rainy River and on

the islands of the Lake of the t{oods the ojibwa had planted gardens for
generations. sinflar, though snaller, gardens ¡rere also planted on the

of

of the lakes to the north. I{ild rice was plentiful along
the banks of the rivers and in the shaltow bays of the numerous lakes in
the regions. Although extre¡nes in water levels sometimes caused crop
shores

sone

failures, the ojibwa
and those

were

of the

were normally able

Hudson's Bay company

to supply both their

traders.

full of sturgeon, pike, whitefish, trout

fishermen used a variety

The

and

rivers

own needs

and lakes

pickerel. ojibwa

of nethods to catch fish throughout the year,

in difficult years were usually able to depend upon then as
food staple. Mcloughtin noted in his 1806 report that a variety of
and even

a

large and snall animals nhich existed in the region in the early
nineteenth century were used by the ojibwa for food and clothing. He
reported that the forests contained noose, elk, reindeer (caribou), and

bear, as well as a number of sna]ler animals such as lynx, wolves,
foxes, and rabbits. Even with the apparent depletion of some of these

larger aninals, the ojibwa ¡rere left with

ganre

and water fowl such as ducks, geese, and water

bÍrds such as partridge,

hens.

The narsh rands

provided a naturar habitat for beaver, muskrat and other snall
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furbearing animals such as otter and mink. t{hile the beaver had
declined iir numbers due to over-trapping and perhaps disease, there are
no records that other furbearing animals did likewÍse.

The rndian people who resided

in the region around RaÍny Lake

during the nineteenth century regarded thenselves as Anishinabe
(Anicinabek), which neant "The people". Ho¡ryever, the fact that they
¡vere known

to

Euro-Americans by a

variety of

names

resulted Ín the -

confusion that existed then and contÍnues to the present day.5 The
three nost comnon nanes that were used to describe the Rainy Lake

natives durÍng the nineteenth century were "ojibwa or ojibway",

"saulteaux". Atr three, along wÍth Anishinabe, continue
to be used to varying degrees today. The first two names ¡yere variants
of "ocipwe" or "otchipwe" ¡rhich is usually thought to have originally
"chippewa" and

referred to the puckered seans of their noccasins. ojibwa and 0jibway
reflect a slight dÍfference in spelling, the former being the usual

spelling today, although the ojibwa writer t{iltiam $tarren prefemed
oJÍbway, as do such contemporary Canadian organizations as the Council

of ojibway Chiefs.

Chippewa

conmonly used today

in the United States. Saulteaux or Saulteurs (the

nane referred

is the varÍant of

"ociprùe" which

to the rapids near which the people lived)

is still

was a nane

originally given to those ojibwa ¡uho lived near sault ste. Marie, and
later cane to be applied to the Woodlands ojibwa living in Northwestern
ontario and Eastern llanitoba. fn order to ensure unÍformity thÍs thesis
wÍll use the tern "ojibwa", except ¡rhen direct quotes are used.
Itlho were these

ojibwa, and where did they cone fron? t{hite the
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precise answers to these questions are not vital to this particular
study, it is important to futly conprehend their understanding of
thenselves, and the feelings of the fur traders and nissionaries about
them. Misunderstandings concerning Ojibwa society not only coloured the
views of contenporary Euro-Anericans, but continue to colour the views
of nany present day commentators. At the time of Euro-American

penetration into the interior of the North Anerican continent, European
society was characterized by relatively sophisticated socio-political

structures doninated by units

known as

nation states. In describing the

historical developnent of these societies it is easy to focus one,s
studies around people of these units. t{hile languages, religion, and
social customs may have differed within nation states, the concept of
the nation state provides a convenient conceptual basis around which
investigation can be pursued. rndian society, by contrast, presents
such easy means

no

of differentiating socio-political units. As a result

contemporary observers and present-day scholars have adopted a variety

of

of differentiating the sub-units of Indian society, with the
result that there is considerable confusion over the use of terninology.
means

Although popular usage

stilt consÍders the ojibwa to be a tribe,

wilr be seen, such political concepts are really
people who never organized beyond the band
has pointed
¡canted

out, are malnly a creation of

meaningLess

for

as

a

level. Tribes, as M. Fried

Euro-AmerÍcan society which

a convenient way of dealing with the Indian people.6

Linguistically the ojibwa belonged to the Algonguian

language

fanily,

of the North-east part of the continent, parts of
the central and sub-artic, and nuch of the northern plains. The ojibwa

which occupied nost
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and cree languages were the main sub-groups

in the Algonquian family,

but it must be remenbered that while atl Ojibwa spoke basically the
language, there were substantial regional differences in usage.

sane

curturarly the ojibwa people in general belonged to the group known as
the "Eastern l{oodlands" people, although some of the RaÍny Lake people
occasionally

made

brief forays into the plains region. t{hile it is

possible to nake sone generalizations according to cultural areas, the
vast size of the Eastern lÌoodlands area means that numerous variations

in cultural practices took place, so that it fs imperative that we look
at the specific situation whenever possible. Finally, it must be
remembered

that

none

of the rndian societies

contemporary descriptions

of Ojibwa society

were

static, so that

must be pÌaced

within their

geographical and historÍcal context.
According

to the creation myths which

formed

part of the

Midewiwin

cerenonies, the Ojibwa believed that their forefathers originally "lived

of the Great salt ülater" in the east, but had gradually
west untit they had reached their present location.T Subsequent

on the shores
noved

historians such as H. HickersonS and c. Bishop9 huu" argued that the
original Ojibwa were initially located in the Great Lakes region around
Sault Ste. Itfarie where they played a major role in the early French fur

trade.

Ho¡rever, they do agree with trlarren

that after 16g0, when the

nature of this trade changed, the Ojibwa gradually spread out fron their

heartland, splitting into two divlsions wÍth the Northern ojibwa novÍng
north of Lake superior and along through the shield. According to
llarren "... a large band early occupied a village at Rainy Lake"

where

they came into contact with sone AssiniboÍnes wÍth whon they nade peace.
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Later they joined the Southern ojibwa Ín intermittent wars against the
-A""ordÍng
Dakota.10
to this interpretation, the southern division of
ojibwa had moved Ínto the part of t{isconsin near the island of La
PoÍnte, and slowly advanced westward, battling the Dakota for the
game-rich parkland
Ojibwa began

country. It

to develop larger

rryas

during this period that the Southern

and rnore

collective forns of village life

centered around the lrfidewi¡ryin religious novenent.
Although the various versions

of this interpretation are noür

disputed by sone ethnohistorians, the exact origin and composition of
the ojibwa people does renain a subject of considerable contro.ru""y.11

Early ethnologÍsts in the region had at first assumed that the ojibwa in
the region had always been there. I{arren's historical accounts were
thought to be unreliable since they were based solely on oral evidence.
Howçver, a nunber

of scholars beginning with Hickerson,12 followed by
nishopls and A. Ruy14 began to argue that there was solid evidence that
the ojibwa dÍd in fact gradually replace the Cree in the shield regions
west

of

Lake Superior during the eighteenth

century. According to this

thesis the cree gradually vacated the region because of poor trapping
due to dectining aninal popurations, and their place was taken by bands

of Northern ojibwa. Although tlickerson

and others make extensive use of

the reports of the early explorers in the area in order to justify their
theory, their work has recently been charlenged by yet another group of
other scholars

who argue

that the present-day Northern oJibwa

the descendents of those people

,'. . . are

at contact under a variety of
nanes, who already resided in the boreal forest north and west of Lake
Superior".ro Greenberg, Itforrison and others argue that since the early
known
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explorers and the people they encountered used "tribal', designations
in
a variety öf ways scholars have to be careful how they are interpreted.

point out, for Ínstance, that the term "muskegoo,,which is
often
used to refer to the swampy cree, was also used to refer to
bands of
They

ojibwa -- a point on which ltlarren would have agreed, since he mentloned
the muskegoo as being one of the groups of ojibu¡a near Rainy Lake.

t{ithout a clear understanding of the historical developnent of these
usages' scholars are liabte to assume nass movements of peoples
and
create large culture areas where none existed.

if

the fact that the ojibwa in the Rainy Lake region
may have descended fro¡r various independent bands ¡rho
had resÍded in the
Even

we accept

area before contact with Euro-Anericans, we are stilr teft with
the
question as to their relationship with other groups of ,,ojÍbwa,'.
Hickerson has argued

that the ojibwa to the south of the Boundary

ülaters

region have a much nore cooperative society based on larger

socÍo-politicat units than their Northern ojibwa neighbours. He has
provided us with a variety of ways of classifying present
day ojibwa
according to large curture areas, based presunabry on a variety of

historical, linguistic

cultural factors. Hickerson divÍded the
ojibwa people into four main groups: the Northern ojibwa whon he
equates with the Saulteaux, the plains Ojibwa or Bungi, the
and

south-eastern 0jrbwa who occupÍed the Great Lakes region, and the
south-western chippewa. Ilowever, the fact that there is still no
agreenent among schorars can be seen by the

fact that the recently

published Handbook of Anerican rndians contains entries for
the
south-eastern ojibwa, the south-western chippewa, and the Northern
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ojibwa.16

The saurteaux

are Íncluded as a separate groupÍng, arthough

the Bungi äre not. The Índividual bands around the Rainy Lake and Lake
of the l{oods regions contÍnue to be Íncluded in two, sometimes three of
the separate cultural areas. obviously they did not and do not fit
neatly into broad classification schemes. The reasons for this will

clear as n¡e examÍne the socÍo-political and economic basis
of their life during the nineteenth century.
becone more

ojibwa society has often been described by Euro-American
anthropologists as classless, egalitarian, and lacking in complex forms

of organization.lT Generally speakÍng this is an accurate description
of RaÍny Lake society, although some distinctions need to be made.
fa¡rilies forned the primary unit of society, arthough in most
instances snall groups of families joined together for hunting and

NucLear

social purposes to form loosely organized
leadership of a head nan or "chief".

bands under

the infornal

In both the Lac seul and Rainy

Lake regÍons the size

of these bands, as judged by fur trade censuses
and nissionary reports, would appear to average bet¡reen twenty to thirty
nenbers, although so¡ne sources Índicate some bands numbered over

one

hundred. since nenbership in the bands was based on kinship ties, the
chief was usually the senior nernber of the kinship group, although
sonetines he attained his position as the result of hunting or trapping

ability.

Since the

fur traders liked to be able to identify the leader

of such bands, they sonetimes declared one of the band nenbers to be
chÍef. one of J. cooper's infornants from Rainy Lake suggested that
originally the ojibwa
company cane have

had no

chiefs. "only sÍnce the

Hudson,s Bay

there been chiefs, the best hunter being nade
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chief. "18 In actual fact the ojibwa response to changíng circunstances
neant that a number of different types of chiefs energed during the
nineteenth century. However, it is not possible to generalize fronr

region to another. lfhile war chiefs played an Ímportant leadership role
anong the Ojibwa in the Anerican territories to the south, there is no
extensive evidence to suggest that this

region.19 In fact, as will
been taken by

become

religious figures

¡ryas

the case in the Rainy

Lake

apparent, their place appears to have

who

often

assumed

strong leadership

roles. Although there was some movement towards the development of
principal chiefs whose influence extended beyond their individual bands,
such

chiefs, IÍke theÍr

were

not authorized to speak on the behalf of the people.

band counterparts, had no coercive

authority

and

Even as rate

as 1872 a nember of the Sanford Fleming Expedition complained that the
influence of the chiefs was "... Índinect, undefined, wholly personal
and confined

to a particular group they live wÍth ...',.20

Every ojÍbwa was a nember

of a totemÍc clan ¡vhich took its narne or
synbol fro¡n an anÍnal. I{enbers of a particular clan were considered to
be blood relations and as such were subject

to the various kÍnship

obligations that exÍsted. Clans ü¡ere exoganous and patrilineal.

is,

nembers

of the

same

claimed through the

That

clan were not allowed to marry, and descent

father.

The combination

of the kinship

was

system,

totemic clans and narriage between cross-cousins neant that marriages
usually took place between individuals in different bands. This, and

the fact that clan nenbers separated by great geographÍc distances

were

still considered kinsmen, provided a certain sense of unity anong the
ojibwa. This is well illustrated by the fact that the Rev. peter
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Jacobs, who was a menber of the Reindeer clan from Rice Lake
Canada ttas recognized as

in

upper

a kinsman by nembers of the Reindeer clan from

Lake. Jacobs' experience also hiehliehts the strong kinship
orientation of ojibwa society. The ojibwa kinship systen dÍffered
Rainy

that of

Euro-Americans

were used

in several ways. For instance, specific

for re]ationships

between male and fema.le

fro¡n

names

chitdren and their

uncles, aunts, and cousins of both sexes. Elaborate codes of behaviour
for the extended fanity were developed with regard to teaching

responsibilities, gift-giving, sexual relations and even social
intercourse' These kinship responsibilities and rules of conduct had
inportant impticatÍons for the attempts of Christian missionarÍes to
impose their beliefs on the ojibwa, and had partÍcular irnplications
for
the native nissionaries who sometines found the¡rselves caught
the demands of the two cultures.2l
The ojÍbwa were rargery dependent upon

a hunting, fishing

gathering econony, arthough this economy had graduarly
interneshed with the

fur trade

economy

seasonal round

sone aspects

utensils, firearns

of activities

and

had been adapted

conditions. Moreover, social

and

become more

of the Euro-Americans in

regíon. Not only had the ojibwa adopted
technology such as metal

between

of

the

Euro-Anerican

traps, but their

to

meet these changing

and economic aspects were frequently

intertwined as Euro-AnerÍcan traders and Ojibwa wonen narried ,,according

to the

custom

of the country"

and produced

offspring that, to varying

degrees, began to adopt so¡ne of the traditíons of both cultures.
Nevertheless, it shoutd not be assuned that the ojibwa were totally

fur trade for their existence. Bishop is certainly
correct fn stating that ". . . the network of posts, hunting group
dependent upon the
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settlenents, and trade relations for¡¡ed an intricate

socio-cultural affect and effect".22
enphasis on the reports

web

of

However, he places too much

of the traders,

when he

attenpts to assess the

situation which existed in the early nineteenth century. According to
Bishop the Ojibwa becane increasingly dependent upon the traders for

their existence following the period of intense inter-conpany rivalry
and the depletion of nuch of the animal population which supplied the
Oiibwa with

furs

and

food. This hypothesis has come under considerable

scrutÍny in recent years. rt certainly does not appty equally to all
the Ojibwa under our consideration, as will be
Leo Ílaisberg has gone so

seen.

far as to argue that Rainy Lake ojibwa

society was not a subsistence economy in the classÍc sense of the word.
He

points out that during the nineteenth century the bands in the region

began

to diversify their

econony by growing vegetables

the declÍning natural food supply and the additÍonal

in

response to

demands

of the fur

trade companies for food. Ojibwa garden plots containing rnainly Indian
corn and potatoes, but including other vegetables, existed throughout

the Rainy Lake and RaÍny River regions and into the Lake of the

regÍon. Although the ecological situation
further south

was

l{oods

not as favourable

as

where Ojibwa harvests were considerabte, the RaÍny Lake

Ojibwa nere nuch nore fortunate than

their Northern Ojibwa brethren.23

This difference Ís circumstances, Dâv help to explain the different
responses

to the Methodist nissionaries by the two groups.

Bishop and others have enphasized the large scale socio-economic
pr.oblens faced by the Northern Ojibwa during the nineteenth century as

large gane supplies and fur bearing aninals becane scarce. While there
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is a temptation to extend thls thesis to the Ojibrrya of Rainy Lake, such
an attenpt-cannot be justifÍed. In the first case, as l{aisberg argues,
the references to dislocations of game and fur supplies do not refer to
a pernanent situation, but rather to the population cycles of the
aninals involved. When low points in these cycles corresponded rryith
years of poor wild rice and vegetable harvests such as in 1g40 and 1g49,

the ojibwa (and indeed the fur traders) had problems ín finding

sufficient food supply.
suggest

that

a

Holvever, the docunents concerning Rainy Lake

problems caused by

the loss of ¡vild rice crops due to

abnornal'Iy high water levels lr¡ere nore danaging

to the local

econony

than the supposed disappearance of the animal population. Atthough
there was a general decline in the number of beaver pelts traded in the
regÍon, this was compensated for by larger catches of other snall

anÍnals.

Hudson's Bay Company records

for the nid and late nineteenth

century indicate that, except for a few bad years, their fur harvests

for the region continued to be good

and sometines exceptional.

Itloreover, ¡rhile there were bad years, on the whore, deer, bear

and

caríboo did not disappear fror¡ the regÍon. In fact, Irlaisberg has
docunented evidence

fron various sources indicating that there

were

herds of cariboo in the Rainy Lake and Lake of the tÌoods regions right

into the early twentieth century.24 In 1936 cooper,s informants
nentioned that, whlle cariboo riere no longer present at either Rainy
of the l{oods, they had been in the recent past, and both
noose and deer could still be found at the Lake of the woods.25
Lake and Lake

rf food supplies had not becone as depleted as often has been
suggested, horù then does one account

for the numerous contemporary
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descriptions of starvlng Indians that can be found in the literature of
the period? Mary Black-Rogers suggests in a recent paper, that the
vocabulary used by observers and participants needs

to be understood in

the context in which it was being used. In the context of the fur
trade, trader's references to "starving fndians" most likely referrred

to the fact that the Ojibwa were forced to hunt for food rather than
trapping furs for sale to the traders. In the case of the missionaries,
the references were often embellished in order to exaggerate the

"terrible state" that the heathen rndians were in before their
conversion. rn addition, it nust be renembered that sÍnce the
nissionarÍes and nost of the traders never left the forts in the winter,
few

of

them had any

first-hand experÍence with the ojibwa during the

¡vinter nonths when food shortages were nost rÍkery to occur. often
rndians whon they had presumed dead, turned up in the spring to trade.
The Ojib¡ra themselves contributed

to this

image

desperate need

of help, for they were likely to

Euro-Anericans

to plead for ¡rhat the

of the¡rselves as in
use neetings with

Euro-Americans took

to be charity.

this "pity ne" approach needs to be seen within the larger
context of the role that gift-giving played within ojibwa society.

To

"pity" another

¡chom

However,

meant

to establish a relationship with the person to

the gift was given.26
The

grin pictures of the starving Indians which

can be found

in

the

publÍc documents of fur traders and nissionaries should also be conpared
with the prÍvate state¡nents of individuals such as the Rev. Janes Evans,
who upon

arriving at Rainy

Lake

for the first time recorded his

inpression of the local ojibwa in his diary. They were, he observed,
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". . . naked and painted but fine rooking felrows -greasy

stins

shew

that they have skitl to hunt

exercise it

¡vhose prump and

and garne on which to

white Evansr description was nade during the rate

spring when food ¡rould have been more plentÍfur, it hardly
describes
people who were in a desperate socio-economic
condition.

a

since an understanding of the ojibwa's seasonal round of activities
is important for interpreting the contemporary descriptions of then,
a

nore detaÍred look at these activities is ¡uarranted. spring
probably the nost significant season of the year

was

for the ojÍbwa.

rn

early spring (March/April) they gathered together in bands to tap
the
sugar maple trees, and process Ít for sugar or sugar
candy. rn I{ay and
June they congregated arong the rapids of various rivers
in the region
and fished for the sturgeon which spawned there. Many
of the famiries,

particularly those along sections of the Rainy River would,
at this
plant gardens of rndian corn, potatoes, and occasionarty pumpkins

time

and

sguash. spring was arso the time that famiries from Rainy Lake,
from
both sÍdes of the Rainy River, fron the Lake of the woods region,
and
sometines fron as far away as the Lac Seul regÍon brought
their winter's
catch of furs to Fort Frances. There, in the fields alongside
the fort,
they would concentrate in huge gatherings numbering as many
as r,500
people for soclal, poritÍcar and religÍous, as werr
as economic

(trading) reasons. It

was

celebrating. Often young
Dakota, boasted

of their

a tine for sociarizing,

men, fresh

games, ganbring and

fron expeditions against the

proÍress and exhibÍted the scalps

of their

enenies'28 Religious cerenonies played a key role in these activities.
the Rev. Peter Jacobs contended that Rainy Lake was ,'the centre of
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heathenisn" and described how Ojibwa from hundreds of miles around

came

with their gÍfts to be initiated into the rites of the lr[idewiwin.29

His

contention is supported by sinilar descriptions by other lrlethodist
míssionaries such as the Rev. Ja¡nes Evans and the Rev. Atlen salt, by

Catholic nissionarÍes such as the Rev. Antoine Belcourt, and by various
secular observers such as Henry Hind and George Grant.
During the sunner months the Ojibwa dispersed to various spots to
tend their gardens, to pick berries when they were ripe, and to work as
wage labourers

of

them would

for the fur traders. In late

sunmer and

early fall

return to fish for the whitefish and pickerel that

some

were

running at that tÍme of year, and to hunt for the wildfowl which were

nigrating south. Generally speaking,
young people could seek

sunmer was

also an occasion

when

out eligible mates for narriage. In the early

farl (late August, september), the ojibwa

began

to harvest the wild rice

crops, and fanÍlies with gardens harvested these as well. Suppties
cached

Ín preparation for the winter.

Then

were

in late fall, they would

pick up their wÍnter supplies from the traders, and disperse in small

fanily groups for the winter

rt appears that the RaÍny River
""u"on.30
oiibwa recognÍzed the rights of famÍlles to particular hunting and
trapping territories, in nuch the

sarne nanner

as certaÍn wild rice bays,

naple stands, berry areas and fishing spots were all recognized.
However, schorars are not agreed as

territories nere hereditary.Sl
big

game easy

to whether or not these famíly

When cache

supplies were abundant

to obtain nore time could be spent on trapping,

and

but

following poor rice harvests, or during severe winters, the oJibwa

were

forced to concentrate on finding food, while neglecting their trapprng.
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During nornal sinters their needs ¡vere net by caribou, deer and bear
supplemented by

r¡as a shortage

the food which had been placed in caches. Ilhen there

of bÍg

gane they were forced

to hunt for smaller aninals

rabbits, to do nore ice fishing, and to rely nore on their food
caches when these were plentiful. Any scarcity of big game also
affected their clothing needs since they depended upon cariboo and deer
such as

for nost of their clothing. As a result they someti¡nes were forced to
rely on rabbits and other small anÍnal.s for both food and clothÍng.
l{hile this latter practice

was by no means

a serious hardship, it

was

often used by the nissÍsonaries as evidence of the desperate condition
of the Ojibwa
The preceding

outline of activities should not be taken as a strict

calendar of events that

rryas

followed every year. The ojibwa, like

similar groups, followed a lunar cafendar.
year according to

some

They naned the nonths

most

of

the

natural event which usually occurred. Thus, for

instance, Septenber ttas the lloon of t{itd Rice. However, they so¡netines
had

difficulties in keeping track if the

¡yeather was not

consistent.

As

Kohl noted, this could lead to comical disputes among the leaders -- but

at tÍnes it could lead to niscalculations

¡ryhich had

serious consequences

for the people involved.32 t{hile the ojibwa existence was dependent to
a large extent on their ability to predict the course of nature, their
existence, for the nost part,
have wÍshed

$ras

a satÍsfactory one. I{hile they might

to take advantage of certain

had no desire

to alter the

Euro-A¡rerican innovations, they

fundamental nature

of their lifestyle.
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Religious Beliefs of the

O.íibwa

Religion was basic to the social fabric of the early ojibwa, as it

for all North A¡nerican Indians before their contact with
Euro-Americans. It perneated every aspect of their lives, to the extent
that it is impossible to discuss Indian societÍes wíthout making
¡ras

reference to their religious beliefs. They were what Mírcea Eliade has
termed "hono

religÍosus".33 As such, they were radically different

the Euro-AnerÍcans

whom

fro¡n

they encountered, and even nore renoved fro¡n

most present-day scholars who study

then. It .is this difference in

worldvien which nakes any understanding of their religious beliefs

and

practices both difficult and neces"r"y.34
Hultkrantz points out Ín hÍs recent work on American Indian

neligion, that the study of Indian religion has gone through a nunber of
phases beginning

with the accounts of Christian nissionaries such as the

Jesuits and their Protestant counterparts.SS llhiIe their observations
were coloured by

observers

their

own

religious ideas, they

of the Indian way of life,

and

in the

¡rell versed in IndÍan languages. This initial

urere

case

usually keen

of the Jesuits,

¡cork was followed

in

nineteenth century by the studies made by amateur ethnologists such
Edwin

D. Denig and Henry R. Schoolcraft, both of

women

and

lived

anong

whon had

the
as

narried Indian

the Indians for runy y.u"".36

Îo¡rards the end of the nineteenth century Anerican anthropology
began

to develop as a profession with the establishment of the

Bureau of

Ethnology. Nunerous nonographs on the religion of various rndian

tribes

were published by both professionals and dedicated amateurs.

Fron 1892-1925 Franz Boaz and

his folto¡rers

do¡ninated

the study of
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Anerican Indian religion.
research which tended

Researchers

laid stress on detailed fietd

to descrÍbe the cerenonÍaI or cultural aspects of

the religion at the expense of religious ideas. often the study of
nyths and ceremonialism ¡uas considered prinarily fn terms of folk-lore,

with religious ideas as a purely secondary interest.

Two

of the

nen

who

did nost to further the study of Indian religions per se were Robert
Lowie and Paul
had a se¡ninal

Radin. Their work on the Plains

and filoodlands Indians

effect on future researche"".37 Whereas Lowie treated

religion as one aspect of the wider cultural context,

and was

loath to

generalize, Radin's work is fulr of intuitive insights gleaned fron

a

study of the accounts of rituals and myths.

In the

immediate post-1925 period, anthropological research in

Indian religion declined considerably. In part this was a result of the

feeling that nost "pure" Indian cultures

urere gone, so

studies concentrated on other aspects of Indian life.

that fietd
Nevertheless, the

social-psychological approach begun by Ruth Benedict did lead to
nunber

of significant studies. Scholars

Dianond Jenness,

a

such as Rev. John Cooper,

Irving Hallowell and Harold Hickerson

produced valuable

studies on various aspects of lfoodlands Indian religion, while Ruth
UnderhÍl] drew upon her
produce the

¡ryork

on Indians Ín the southcrn United States to

first general study of Indian relÍgions.38

llore recently, anthropologists have again begun to enphasize the
exaninatlon of rndian religion.

studies such as those by John

Epes

Brown, Dennis and Barbara ledlock and Sam Gill have stressed the

positive contributions of Indian religious ideas to contenporary
'^^
society.ov Hultkrantz is typical of a ne¡rr phenomenological approach to
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Indlan religÍon ¡vhich helps to place it in the larger context of rcorld

religions.40 During this latter period there has been a growing
interest in the reconstruction of

American Indian

religious hÍstory

through the use of archaetogical remaÍns, documentary records and oral

history.
and

Such studies have examined both pre-contact Indian

religion

its interactÍon with Christian beliefs. A. Irving Hallowell,

Ruth

Landes, Elizabeth Graham, and Christopher Vecsey have each contributed

studies of Ojibwa religÍous beliefs from markedty different

perspecti.r"".41 Jennifer

their edition of

Brown and Robert Brightnanrs

George Nelson's 19th century

introduction to

first-hand observations of

oiibwa and cree religious beiiefs and practices, provides a

LÌrorough

review of the literature.42

Historians have been much less open to the study of Indian religion

thal their anthropologÍcal brethren. Partly,

one suspects,

this

was

a

result of the concentration on the study of North Anerican history fron
the perspective of the Euro-Anericans. The corolLary of this was that
Indian religious beriefs were of Ínterest only to ethnologists

folklorists.

Because they were consÍdered

and

to be nerely quaint, it

was

felt that they had had no real influence on the actions of men or tribat
groups. In addition, it was difficult for the historian to analyze the
specific religious beliefs of individual Indians in the
was possible

to do for

European

same way

that it

religious thinkers, since specific

prinary sources do not exist. Nevertheless, using recent
ethnohistorical approaches, it is possible to reconstruct such beliefs
nuch nore accurately than

an understanding

hitherto thought, and it is possible,

through

of the general nature of the Indian worldview, to
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extrapolate what

some

of the beliefs of particular people or

probabty hâve been, and thus

bands would

to attenpt an explanation of the
for their actions in particular sÍtuations.

reasons

In the section that follows, Indian religion will be described in
terns of the rndian worldvie¡v, their concepts of God and gods, their
major rites of passage and similar religious ceremonies, and the role of

religious leaders in rndian society. rdeas, beliefs and practices
connon to nost Indian religions will be discussed first, followed by a
more Ín-depth examination

of the studies are not
beliefs

of

OjÍbwa

done by

beliefs

and

practices. Since

most

historians it is difficult to place such

and practices

within their precise hÍstorical context, although
an attenpt wilr be nade to indicate the general time period and
concentrate on those beliefs and practices current durÍng the nineteenth

century in the general region around Rainy Lake.

If

¡re are

to understand the Indian worldview

rye have

to set

our own ideas regarding place, time, and ultinate reality.

aside

As ElÍade

explains, 'ithere is no other way of undestanding a foreign universe than

to place oneself inside it, at Íts very center, in order to progress
fron there to all the values that it possesses".43 North Anerican
Indians, before their contact with Euro-Anericans, lived in a sacratized

universe. since nature

was seen as

a divine creation, the worLd

was

inpregnated with sacredness. For them the universe ',rived" and "spoke";

its very existence

was

proof of its sanctity. Indians perceived none of

the boundaries between the natural and the supernatural that exist
today, since in their ninds the two were indissolubly linked.
space was not honogeneous

-- there were interruptions in it,

However,

and

some
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parts ctere qualitatively dÍfferent than others. These special places --

often founð at the top of a nountain, in a glen in the forest, or in

a

cave, were felt to be specially endo¡red with "mystery" or ¡yhat Rudotph

otto called the "Holy". other

spaces had

holy before they could be used.

Many

of the Indian rÍtuals

ceremonies centred around these concepts

universe.

An

to be "consecrated" or nade

of place

and

and

of a sacred

equally inportant aspect of space was the IndÍan idea of

the "centre" which helped define the universe and the Índividual's place

in it.

Thus, for instance, each house was built around a focal point

that Ít would be the centre of the universe.
was

built in a simflar manner.

By having

so

By extension, each village

a firm idea of the centre

rooted in the rhythns and rituals of daily fÍfe, the individual was able

to "centre" himself in the universe.
Sinílarly, the Indian concept of tine

was

totally different

from

our oÍm in that tine was vie¡red in both tenporal and sacred terms.
Temporal tÍme neasured the everyday events
and as such was

in the lives of individuaLs,

chronological. Sacred tÍne, however,

was the

"re-creation" of sacred events which took place in the nythicat past

and

sinultaneously in the present. The retelling of the myth of the

creation of the world by Nanabozho and the Earth Divers caused this
sacred event

to be re-enacted.

in chronological terms.

Thus sacred

ti¡re could not be neasured

There was, nevertheless, a connection between

tenporal and sacred time, which was nade possible through the
performance

of religious rites.

It

was

for thÍs reason that

Indians

refused to live sinply in the historical present, sínce tenporal tine
wás constantly being broken and renewed by sacred

time. Since

the
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universe could be recreated and renewed through the telling of the
sacred nyths, sacred time was considered

to be even nore "reaf"

than

ordinary or tenporal tine.44
Fundamental

to the Indians' worldvÍew was their relationship with

nature. As has been indicated previously, theirs was a worldview
did not recognize a dichotomy between the sacred and the profane,
between

whÍch

the natural and the supernatural. Every aspect of their

existence was infused with a sense of the supernatural to the exten-t

that they had no concept of the "natural" nor of natural forces.
Everything $¡as caused by sone "person", although "person" in the ojibwa
sense nust not be confused

with the li¡rited

¡neaning

that

we

give to the

term'45 This feeling of oneness with nature has been called
"particÍpation nystique" by Lucien Levy-Bruhl in his study of ¡vhat he
terned prinitive cultures. Levy-Bruhl attributed this "primÍtive" way
of looking at the universe to a non-logical or non-rational
thÍnking.46 certainly the rndian form of conceptuarization
non-rational, but thís view of the universe

nras based on

logical principles

was

once

theÍr basic premise

node of
¡ùas

a set of

accepted. AccordÍng to

rndian beliefs there Íras an underlying unity in reality and thus in

life.

This neant that alt the elements of creation fncluding hunans,

aninals, plants, inaninate obJects and what Euro-Anericans would t.er¡r
inpersonar forces were governed by the sane forces and subject to the
sane "laws".
The human person,

in Ojibwa belief,

was

not

the rest of creation by his superior attributes.

a

being set apart from
Rather, humans shared

sinilar attributes with a number of other cfasses of "persons".

Each
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individual

human person n¡as

a composite of several ¡raterial

and

non-nateriät attributes centred around body and soul. Since both the
body proper and its psychic extensions (btood, hair, spittle, fecus)
were considered

to be part of the individual person, these extensions

were given special protection so

harned. Likewise the person's

that the indivÍduat nould not

image

or

shadow was considered

be

to be an

extension of the person, and care was taken to protect lt as well.

A

vitally important extension of a different sort was the person's nane or
nanes. Each person was given a name at different stages throughout
rife, the nost inportant of which were the ones given at birth and at
puberty. sÍnce these nanes were felt to express the essence of the
person, they were usually kept secret and accorded the sane protection

as the other extensions of the body.
Although the Ojibwa believed

that the

hunan person was composed of

soul, they differed with nany other Indians in their conception
of the latter. Most ojibwa believed that each person had two souls.
The first of these, terned the ego-soul by Hurtkrantz, provided
body and

intelligence,

menory and

enotion. It

was thought

to be located in

the

heart, and could only leave the body for short periods of tÍne without
causÍng illness and ultinately death. The second soul was a travelling

or free soul ¡rhich had lts

home

in the brain. It could

and

did leave

the body for long periods of time -- either during dreans and visions,

or ¡rhen the person

needed

to see at a distance as durÍng a hunt

battle. Both souls were believed to

or

have an existence apart from the

body, and certain powerful persons were believed to be able to take

other bodily forms for long periods of tj¡ne. These beliefs in the
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nultiple attributes of the human person influenced the Ojibwa attitude
towards outsiders and helped shape nany

illness

of their betiefs regarding

and sorcerly.4T

The same

attributes which were applied to

human persons v¡ere also

applied to the other classes of persons in the Algonquian universe.
These conmon

attributes were based, however, on behavioural

characteristics and forns of social organization rather than
anthroponorphic characteristics

or

outward appearances, Thus humans,

aninals and Manitous urere all related even though they differed in their
physical characteristÍcs.48 ltlhile human persons possessed nore poÍrer
than nost aninals, they were definitely less powerful than the Manitous

or mythical beings

who played such an important

creation stories and their daily tife.
persons were

felt to be related to

and freguently

part in both 0jibwa

Since these other classes of

¡nan

they were addressed in such terms

replied in like n¡anner. Thus, the Manitous were often

addressed as "our grandfathers" as a nark

of the respect that they were

accorded. Aninals Írere often addressed as "brother" or "sister",

particularly in instances where the Índividual
special relationship wÍth

some

had entered

into

a

guardian spirit as a result of a dream or

vísion.
The

social relations that existed

persons nere a very inportant

between the various classes of

part of the ojibwa worldvÍew. This

particularly true of the relationship

was

between humans and Manitous.

Hhile "llanitou" is the ojib¡ra tern, there is difficulty in finding
equivalent Euro-American ter¡n.

Some

an

scholars define the word as meaning

guardian spirit or god, while others use the alternate Ojibwa tern "our
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grandfathers" suggesting powerful figures from a mythical past.
However,

in our dÍscussion the tern will be used in a sonewhat wider

context since there ¡ras little

that

was thought

or

done

that

was not

with one or nore of the Manitous. Manitous personified the
various natural forces and life circunstances, as well as certain
connected

natural places, things or persons. Since Manitous possessed spiritual
powers

the rndians were careful to ensure that they were treated

properly and given their proper due. only in this way could varÍous

"natural" dÍsasters be avoided -- and even then the capricious nature of
certain Manitous caused problems fron tíne to time for human "persons".
As a

result the social relations that exÍsted

persons were centraL

betrceen ManÍtous and other

to the everyday life of all ojibwa.

The ojibwa

universe ¡cas filled wÍth numerous Manitous, each one with a partÍcular

role or roles to play.
and

figures

However, only

need be descrÍbed

a few of the nore important

at this point in order to provide

general idea of their worldview. I{hile there was and still

is

types

a

sone

dispute ¡yhether or not their idea of a High God or suprene Being was

related to that of the Manitous in general, for structural reasons, this
concept

wÍtt be treated in a separate section.49

Forenost anong the ojibwa lrlanitous was the figure known
Nanabozho. The central

figure Ín

as

nunerous nyths, he was viewed at

various tines as human, hare, wolf, denigod, culture hero, trickster,
and

buffoon. In short he ¡cas a composite figure with many diverse

often contradÍctory characteristics: at one end the
and helpless, wise and

same

and

time powerful

stupid, moral and deviorr".S0 As culture hero he

created the present world, helped teach the ojibwa various important
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life skills,

and served as a model and

ideal. As trickster he ¡cas seen

as a greedy and cruel nanipulator who broke the ruLes of OjÍbwa society
and engaged

in

numerous

ribald adventures. A similar figure in

Cree

nyths was the figure called ltesukechak (I{isahketchahk).
A number of Manitous $¡ere associated with the various ojibwa
cerenonÍes

-- usually as messengers or visitors.

these was llikinahk the

turtle.

The most

Anong both the ojibwa and

neÍghbours, he usually served as the nessenger

at shaking

inportant of

their

cree

Tent

ceremonies. He was consÍdered to have a ribald sense of hu¡nour, be
good

story-teller,

and have a desire

for tobacco. several of

a

the

inportant IrlanÍtous nere connected with what we today tern natural

forces.

The Four Winds $¡ere

felt to dwelt in the four corners of

the

¡corld where they were responsible for the changes in the weather and the

seasons. rn ojibwa cosmology they were usually considered to

be

brothers (sometÍmes of Nanabozho) wÍth Índividual personalities. While
the Four t{inds generally could be relied on to act in certain $rays, tike
hunans they were sonetines capricious

for their

hunan

-- often with disastrous results

relatives. In addition to the Four l{inds

thenselves

there were various Manitous that inhabited the air and the sea.
these ¡ras the underwater Manitou

Anong

or sea serpent who took the form of

either a sea lion or great lynx -- both of ¡uhich possessed a great horn.
In either form the Serpent ¡ìras a creature which inspired both teryor and
reverence. It had great posters over the animals of the water and the
land; as ¡rell as causing dangerous rapids and storms whích sank canoes.
The Thunderbirds were seen as counterforces

Powerful nenbers

of the

hawk

to the

Underwater Manitous.

fanily, they manifested thenselves in

the
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forn of lighting and thunder. Their

poü¡ers were sought

against the

Under¡rater lìIanitous, against individuals who had transgressed moral

codes, as well as in ¡var and when seeking nedical cures. In addition

they were so¡netines seen as the nessengers of the Four Winds.51
Although the Underwater ManÍtou controlled the water and animaLs
and the ThunderbÍrds controlled the aninals

of the air,

each species had

a ltlanitou ¡cho ¡ras responsible for the protection of the animals of that

particular species. While every species
sone

a "Keeper" or "Master",

had

of then played a greater part Ín the lÍfe of the Ojibwa

than

others.52 Thus, for instance, the keepers of the deer and bear
particul.arly inportant since deer were essential to the food

were

and

clothing needs of the l{oodlands Indians, while bears were associated
¡vÍth certain "nanners" and rituals.

talents or
upon

powers associated

Each

of the keepers had certain

with particular

needs and were thus called

for help in tines of need. Since they had and frequently used the

power

of

metamorphosis they need

not appear in the outward appearance of

the aninal they protected. Thus, the Ojibwa were cautious in alt their
relationships for fear of inadvertantly angering a keeper, or
encountering one who ¡ras bent on revenge

for

sone past wrong.

In addition to the "Keepers" of the animals,
had

a particular "Keeper" or guardian Èlanitou

"Pawakan" and

appeared

each Ojibwa and Cree

known

in

Cree as

a

in Ojibwa as a "Powagan". GuardÍan Manitous usually

to their

hunan counterparts

in a drean or vision (usually at

puberty) at which tine the two entered into a lasting relatibnshÍp.
Powagan

The

provided the hunan person ¡rith various forms of aid in times of

need, and Ín return was presented with gifts of tobacco, food and goods.
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As such, the relationship was a

vital

one which

in

nany Hays exemptified

the conplex relationships which existed between hunan persons

ilanitous. Ílhat

¡cas

and

different in the Human-Powagan relationship

fact that the relationship

was enduring

was the

rather than passing. Iùhile

such

relationships were nornally based on love and respect, the guardian
Èlanitous could sometimes prove

particularly if they

were

particularly troubled
Christians,

$¡as

to be demanding

and unpredictable,

neglected. one of the things that

some

of the ojibwa

who considered beconing

the thought of having to give up theÍr guardÍan Manitou.

Another figure who played a najor

role in the relÍgious beliefs of

both the oJÍbwa and the neighbouring Cree was a cannabalistic figure
known as

Ílindigo who was usuaLly associated with winter and famine.53

sonetines the t{indÍgo took the forn of a monster who fed upon

human

beings, sonetines that of an ice skereton, and sometimes people
thenselves could become l{indÍgos. Generally speaking the concept of the

l{indigo as a giant monster nas

comnon

to both the cree

and ojibwa of

Rupert's Land, although Brown and Brightnan suggest that this nay well
be a

historical development. Individuals could

possessed by

becone a windigo

if

the spirit of the Hindigo, if a Hindigo appeared to then in

a dream or visÍon, or if they were bitten by one. In addition

shanans

sonetines used sorcery to netanorphize a healthy person into a t{indigo.
Persons who becane depressed and suffered haltucinations were thought to

be Hindigos who night

turn into cannibals

and

eat their

own

relatives.

For this reason the relatives or nenbers of the connunity had the right

to kilt

such a person since

it

was

felt that the person had ceased to

hunan. usuarly the person felt to be a windlgo was chopped up and

be
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fn order to nelt the creature's heart and prevent its
resurrection. David Thonpson, in his account of the Ojibwa nentÍoned
burned

the case of a f{eetego (ÍtÍndigo) Ín the Lake of the
AccordÍng

to the account a young

nan was possessed

Hoods region.

with the desire to

eat his sister, so a council ¡cas called, he was sentenced to death,

killed by his father,

and

his

body was burned.S4

In any discussÍon of Indian religÍon
whether varÍous pre-contact Indian

belief in a high

god

or

tribes

supreme being

and worldview the question of
were

polytheistic or had a

is likely to provoke controversy.

Early anthropologists in particul-ar were apt to conclude (often as

result of their

own

evolutionist beliefs) that Indian belief

were ani¡nistic and represented a

Ho¡rever,

with the

for other nore nulti-facted
contended

systems

sinple stage in the developnent of

religious beliefs whÍch culminated in the nore

religions.

a

abandonment

complex ¡nonotheÍstic

of the evolutionary

approaches, a nunber

that certain tribes did in fact

of scholars

have a form

approach

have

of belÍef in

a

in addition to the collection of Manitous or individual
gods. Hultkrantz, for instance, contends that there is no sharp
suprene being

dichotony bet¡reen nontheisn on one sÍde and polytheism on the other, but

rather a gradation of belÍef.55

He

feels that the ojibwa did betieve in

a distant all-powerful Suprene Being who ¡yas ultimately responsible for

creation, but with

¡rhon

it

was impossible

to conmunicate.

Thus,

internediary figures were necessary. They possessed po$ers given
on high and acted as nessengers,
between

albeit

the Suprene Being and nan. The

and unapproachable.

In fact,

fronr

sonetimes capricious ones,
Supreme Being. renained remote

sone commentators equate the concept

of

a
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Supreme Being nore
god.

with a feeling of

awe and power than

with a personal

t^

""
ls also a continuing debate as to whether or not the idea of
Being in the ojibwa belief system is a pre or post-contact

There
suprene

Ê.?,

phenomenon."' Regardless

of

when

the belief originated, by the

níneteenth century the ojibwa had a betief in some form of a Great

spirit

who was responsible

definitely

was

for all things. cooper fett that there

a pre-contact belief in a Suprene Being, nho ¡uas more of

a "Master" than a "llaker" or "Creator". Although called Kitche Manitou
by the Christian nissionaries, this Suprene Being was more properly seen
as the "Master of Life" -- that is, the Manitou who was the Master of

neat, food, health, life and death. In cooperrs view, the belief took
on nore.

christian connotations following the period of

Somewhat

akin to the Kitche Manitou, and nore definÍtely an adaptation

of Christian beliefs,
spirit.

contact.SS

was

the Indian belief in lrlatci Manitou or the evil

while pre-contact Indian beliefs had been basically

non-dualistic, by the nineteenth century, even thosc ojibwa who had only
brief contact with Euro-Anericans, now believed in good and evil forces

in nature. Problens were no longer seen simply as the nischief of

the

Culture Hero, but as the result of an Evil Spirit.5g

the nunerous Manitous or internediaries between the Suprene Being
and human persons prayed a pervasive

role in the life of IndÍan

people.

All existence, to the OjÍbwa, Ítas filled with different ltanltous since
llanitous ranged from najor spirits such as Nanabozho the Cutture Hero,
to

such natural

Itlasters

spirits as the Thunderbirds

and Four winds,

of the Aninals, to personal spirits found in aninate

to

the

and
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inaninate objects. Indians were able to comnunicate directly with these
Manitous, and indeed did so frequently. They not only sought the

direction of these Manitous in najor events such as before hunting or
war parties and during major rites of passage, but also for help in such

activities as

conmunicating wÍth departed

objects. In the IndÍan worldview these
of the

nany

same

characterÍstics as

friends, or in locating lost

Manitous were persons who had

human

persons, but considerably nore

power. Conmunication with the Manitous followed set patterns
upon the class

depending

of llanitou being addressed and the occasion.

Prayers, songs, offerings, taboos and rituals involving fasting,
s¡geat baths, snoking, dreams and

visions, all played an important part

in the ceremonial life of the ojibwa. prayer

was generally seen as a

of verbal connunication with the various Manitous. As such, the
forn varied with the occasion and the l{anitou being addressed, although
form

ojtbwa prayers were usually short and repetitive. Generally, however,
prayers were either intercessory or uttered in thanksgiving. A
theme

that ran through all prayers

üras

the concept of "pity ne" since

the ojibwa felt that the Manitous were nost apt to
soneone whose

on a feeling

plight

of

was

common

come

to the aid of

desper.te.60 The concept of "pity" ¡ras based

inadequacy

in relation to supernatural persons, rather

than a feeling of innate guilt or renorse for past wrongs. The ultimate

objective of the prayers ¡ras to forge a lasting relationship between the
indÍvidual and his guardian Ìlanitou. Certainly Indians had no concept

of sin as it

was conceived

of by Euro-Anericans,

for repentanc".6l Nevertheless,
caused by

sone forms

and thus

felt no need

of illness trere felt to

the nisconduct of the sick person or a close relative.

be
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serious crimes such as murder, incest or sorcery were felt to produce

illness.

I{hen

the cause of an illness could not be determined by other

neans, the patient was sometines asked to confess some past crime ¡chich
has been committed but not previously admitted.

ìlusic played a particularly inportant part in Ojibwa religious
cerenonies, Just as it did in Methodist religious ceremonies.
Ojibwa

felt that

songs Írere a means

of supernatural

The

comnunication so

they were employed during all najor events in the lives of the people.

at the birth of a child, the death of an elder, before
hunting and war parties and upon their return, and in connection with
The Ojibwa sang

the ad¡rÍnÍstering of nedicÍnes. such songs were generally acquired
through visions, and as such were considered the personal property of

the visionary

who arone could

sing them. while melody and rhythm

were

inportant in Ojibwa music, it was the words which gave the songs theír
poerer. Songs used during the different MidewiwÍn cerenonies
recorded
had

their

in

nnenonÍcs on

birth bark strips.

oÍm songs ¡rhich ¡rere used during

Each

were

level of the society

the initiation cerenonies.

Still other songs celebrated the nyths and oral traditions of the
people. Songs were usually accompanied by drunning and sometimes by
dancing. Dancing, however, Íras usually reserved for nore ritualized
cerenonies, such as for instance, the Scalp Dance, which so horrified

the Methodist nissionaries at Rainy Lake.
Dreans and visions nere somenhat nore conplex, but equally

acceptible and
According
were

common means

to the

visits from

of connunicating with the

OJibwa, dreans were journeys
sone Manitou.62 For

Manitous.

of the soul while visions

the Ojibwa it was important for
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boys

to

seek out visions and through them establish relationships with

their personal Manitou. t{hile girls did not deliberately seek
this did not preclude

them from receiving

connection with the onset
Ojibwa

of both

visions -- usually in

of menstruation.

sexes continued

to

the¡n out,

Throughout

their life

have visions associated

most

¡tith important

events, trials, and celebrations. Honever, some individuals, both nale
and fenale, were deened
and were thus noted as
contended

to

have special

gifts or

powers

in this

seers. It is for this reason that

regard,

Radin

that the najority of Indians sere "unreligÍous" in the sense

that they passively
of individuals

accepted ¡rhat was

who possessed

answers and passing down

told then, while a smaller group

gÍfts, were involved in searching for

traditÍons.63 For most Indians, religion

was

very practical experience connected with their daily existence. Only

a

a

fe¡r shamans were concerned ¡uÍth the larger issues of finding the meaning

of life.
The use

of tobacco and the pipe were other elenents which played

inportant part in the religious or cenemonial life of the Ojibwa.
Ojibwa believed

that

Nanabozho had nade tobacco so

that

an

The

nan would have

sonething to offer to the various ltlanitous who depended upon hunans for

theÍr supply of it.

Tobacco

teft in sacred places. It

offerings crere scattered on the waters or

was smoked during ceremonial occasions.

Since tobacco was not native to the Rainy Lake region, it assuned

particularly inportant role in relatÍons with Euro-Americans.

a

Even

nissionaríes soon realized that gifts of tobacco had to be given before
discussions could be entered into with the Ojibwa. t{hile the Methodists

did their best to provide plugs of tobacco as gifts before addressing
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groups

of

assembled

ojibwa, they were less willing to take part in

the pipe which was passed around. As Rev. Allen salt noted,
such an action would signify their acceptance of pagan religious

smoking

practices.
The use

of sweat lodges

and

fasting

r,vere two

other forms of

reJ.igÍous rituals that were common. sweat lodge cerenonies usually
centred around the Midewiwin rÍtes, although sweat lodges were used
numerous

on

other occasions as well. Both the sweat lodge ceremonies and

the deliberate abstinence from food were concerned with spiritual
cleansÍng and prayer, in addition to being concerned wÍth bodily

well-being.

The stones, the

water, and the heat of the sweat lodge all

contributed to the power of healing which the participants endured in

carefully set out rituals, while the fasting helped to induce vÍsions,
which in turn allowed the individual to communicate wÍth the ManÍtous.
In fact the Ojibwa beLieved that it was mainly as a result of extrene
privatÍon on the part of the person seeking a vision that the
would take pity on him and reveal themselves.

Manitous

All Algonquians, including the ojibwa, made religious use of
numerous objects which they felt had taken on sacred powers. Thus, for
instance, the sacred drums used for dancing were believed to have powers

that

transcended

their

¡nere

drum dance was adopted from

different types of druns
for other religious

abÍLity to provide rhythn. Although the
the Dakota late in the nineteenth century,

had been used by the ojibwa before

ceremonies such as

in the shakÍng tent

that

time

and mídewÍwin

lodge. CertaÍnly Methodist ¡nissionaries in the 1840s already considered
ojibwa drums to have religious significan"".64 The most important of
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the Ojibwa's sacred objects were the items connonly called "nedicine

bundÌes". Probably no other aspect of Indian religion is
misunderstood. The bundles r¡ere generally
seemingly disparate

articles:

sone

made up

bits of

so

of a collection of

tob-acco and sweetgrass,

few pebbles, feathers, a claw, along wÍth a piece

a

of cloth. To the

Indians who put then together they ¡ùere an essential part of their

existence, providing them with assistance in all aspects of their life,

but to the Euro-Americans they were nothing nore than junk, or objects

of superstition.
In order to understand the signifÍcance of medicine bundles Ít is
necessary

to

renember

did not express the

that in the Indian worldvÍew external appearances

essence

of either persons or objects.

The materials

collected in the bundle Í¡ere usually revealed to the person in a

or vision as havi.ng specÍal

powers

or holiness which ¡cent far

drean

beyond

their outer forn. Thus, the Ojib¡va relied on them for help with his
hunting, in battfe, in determÍning al_Iiances, and a host of other
decisions which he night have to ¡nake. lreated with proper care
reverence they allowed him

his existence.

to

co¡nmunÍcate

with the ManÍtous

The ¡redicine bundles, along

and

who governed

with the druns, and sacred

bÍrchbark scrolls also played an important role in the Midewiwin
cerenonies which

will be discussed later in greater detail.

Religious cerenonies connected with inportant events in the life of

the individual were particularly inportant to ojibwa. these rites of
passage were conducted

at appropriate stages of the individual's

developnent, beginnÍng with the naning cerenony followÍng the birth of

child.

Anong the Ojibwa an

old nan or

nronan who ¡ras

felt to

have

a
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communicated successfully

on the new

with the Manitous rcas asked to bestow a name

child. Normally the nane was derived from an incident

character in a dream or vision. By bestowÍng a

name on

or

the child the

elder was felt to be bestowÍng the bressings of the ManÍtous. At the
cerenony which was held

for this purpose, the elder recounted

lessons

learned during the vision quest he had gone through, and great

quantities of food were

consumed so as

to ensure that the child

¡vould be

provided for until such tine as the child was able to fast for his/her
o¡rn

blessings. A special relationship existed

person who had bestowed the na¡ne. Later
assume

addÍtional

The

names

between

the child and the

in Ìife the individual

would

at inportant stages in his/her lÍfe.65

next inportant cerenony Ín the life of the indivÍdua]

rryas

the

puberty vision quest. At approximately twelve to sixteen years of

age

the ojibwa boy sould go off to a secluded spot which ¡yas consÍdered to
be

holy.

Here he would

fast

in

and hunble himself

hopes

of obtaining

vision. such fasts, ¡rhile generally lastÍng a few days, night
sone conditions
The goal

last for

weeks

of the vision or

if a desired vision

dream was

to be able to

Manitou who ¡vould then become the boy's guardian

was

a

under

not forthcoming.

communicate

wÍth

helper. Not only

a

would

he receive advice and dírection in the visÍon, but he would develop

a

personal relationship with a powerful helper or "Powagan" who would

renain with hin throughout the rest of hÍs life.

vision experiences

thus gave both knowledge and power. Therefore the recipient of the

vision usually did not relate hÍs vision to
he night do so

anyone

later in life at other occasions

at the time, although

such as the naning

cerenonies. All youth took part in these vision quests but not all
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youth urere equally successful in receiving visions, just as later in

life

some

individuals were felt to have greater visionary

others. Although

girls also

some

under¡ryent

poúrers than

vision quests, they

connonly received guardian helpers during the period

more

of their first

nenstrual isolation period.
The

final major rite of

of llanitous

passage

at

¡vhich the Ojibwa invoked the aid

at the death of an Índivldual. Like other Algonquians
they beLieved that the soul and the body were separated at the time of
death, while at the sane ti¡¡e believing there was another life after
death.

was

usually buried with a few belongings ln shallow

The dead were

graves over which low "houses"

erected. UnIike Christians, the
ojibwa did not belÍeve that the quality of the afterlife was connected
with the quality of life on earth. Since retributÍon for evil deeds was
¡ryere

felt to take place during one's life, life in the next worLd was
generally felt to be pleasant. Although nost scholars feel that
concepts

of a

"heaven"

the

for the good people and "hel]" for the bad ¡uas

the result of ChristÍan influences,

some such

as Hultkrantz argue that

they were a natural development from an al.ready established dualism.66
Generally speaking, however, the only problem to be faced by the
departed person was the journey

itsetf, which took the for¡n of

obstacles

that had to be overcome.
ojibwa tales often speak of the soul of the recently dead having to
cross a river over which a log was placed, and on the other side of
¡rhích was the land

of the dead. Later tales

trials of the journey
whitenen and

and add the concept

sometimes elaborate the

of separate restÍng places for

Indians. Thus, for instance, several. of the ojibwa

who
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spoke

to the Rev. Allen salt told him variations of the story of

separate hêavens

for

whitemen and

Indians.

The Ojibwa

in the region of

the sault had at one tÍme participated in large annual, rÍtualistÍc
"Feasts of the Dead", but there is no record of then being held anong

the Rainy Lake Ojibrrya. During the nineteenth century the rites of the
Ghost Midewiwin appear

to

have served a

Lake Ojibwa, but there does not appear

similar function for the

to be any connection

Rainy

between the

two cerenonies.
During the life of individual Algonquians there were nunerous other

opportunÍtÍes and occasÍons which reguired particular rituals or

to be carried out.

of these ¡rere related to the
person's sex, such as the purificatÍon rites and taboos connected with
cerenonies

sone

nenstruation. Others were connected to specific events or

seasonal

activities,

such as the

rituals related to hunting or war. Almost all

of them, in

sone ü¡ay or

other, centred around the desire of the people

to inprove connunÍcation with the Manitous that played such an important
part in their lives. Over the passage of tine a nunber of these
cerenonial rituals

became

partÍcularly important to the l{oodlands

Ojibwa. I{hile the ceremonies varied over time, and accordÍng to

locality, they helped to forn a conmon thread of belief
the Ojibwa.

Two

of these ceremonies

were

among

nost of

particularly significant to

the life of the Rainy Lake Ojib¡ca, and will therefore be considered in
sone

detail.
The nost pervasive

"Shaking

of the

Îent", "Conjuring

ceremonies was

Lodge"

or

the one called the

"Jeesukawin" ceremony. Hallowell

described this cerenony as "an institutionalized neans for obtaining the
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help of different crasses of spiritual entÍtÍes by invoking their
presence and communicating human desÍres

to them".67 The person

conducted the cerenony was generally known as

who

a "djess.akid" (various

spellÍngs are used), by the Ojibwa, and as a "conjuror', by most
Euro-Anericans.68 The oJibwa believed that djessakids learned their

skÍlls from the llanitous rather than from human teachers. Unlike
netais or Mide priests, djessakids did not forn brotherhoods, but

the

instead were individual practitioners who ¡corked alone. Although all

ojibwa religious leaders appealed to the Manitous for their power,
djessakids sought to predict events, while netais and wabenos sought to

propitiate then. t{hile nost Algonquians at
experienced dreams or visions

in

¡ryhÍch

so¡ne

time in their life

they conmunicated directly with

the Manitous, djessakids were believed to have special powers in this

regard.

The

special spÍrit guardians of the djessakids were thenselves

felt to be particularly powerful.
The cerenony

itself

was

a serious matter and was conducted

according to specific rituals and taboos -- despite the humorous

of

of the conversation. To begin with, the tent or
lodge ¡ras constructed away fron human habitation, or if this was not

undertones

nuch

possible, rituals were perforned to cleanse the area for the

ceremony.

Usually five to ten poles were driven deep into the ground and then bent

niddle, forming a circle of approximately four feet in
dianeter. The poles ¡ìtere covered with birchbark or skins and a nedicine
towards the

bundle was suspended from the

in

one case the Ojibna

voyageurs

apex.

The Rev.

Allen Salt ¡rentioned that

at Rainy Lake even bonowed an oilskin fron

to use as a covering for the tent.

The djessakid

the

purifÍed
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hÍ¡nself with a s¡ceat bath before entering the tent. often he entered

the tent without clothes and wÍth his hands tied. Meanwhile, the people
assembled outside tossed tobacco

offerings into a fire ¡rhÍle ¡vaiting for

the Manitous to arrive. After awhile the Four t{inds arrived causing the

tent to

shake

violently

and the dogs

to bark.

turn followed by "Mikinahk" the turtle,

who

The Four winds were in

usually served as the chief

nessenger. A variety of other spirits, depending upon the localÍty

and

the individual djessakid, aLso arrived, although theír presence

was,

only

to

ask

nade apparent by

their voices.

The assembled people ¡yould begin

various questions when the tent began to shake. The Manitous would

reply, answering the questions in a varÍety of different languages,
offering renedies and prescribing actions to be followed, and perforning
various errands for nenbers of the assenbled crowd. The ceremony as
such usually started

in the late evening and usually went on into

the

early hours of the norning.
Because

witnessed

of the nature of the

ceremony, nany Euro-Americans

it believed that the djessakids

were

either

who

possessed or

charlatans or both. Numerous explanations were advanced as to how the
djessakids nanaged to shake the tent and project their voices.69

christian.nissionarles saw in them dangerous rivals or agents of the
Devil

who

nust be destroyed. Often they were autonatically equated with

sorcerers, even when it was clear that the djessakids

to work nagic for evil purposes. For the ojibwa, the
provfded then with the chance to neet Ínmediate needs
lost objects

and deternining

made no attempts

ceremony

not only

such as finding

the location or arrival tine of friends

relatives; but lt also provided then ¡yith the opportunity to

and

speak with
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the Manitous and thus prove to the¡rselves the power and concern that the
Itlanitous possessed. In this sense it served to prove to the

participants that their ¡rorldview continued to have vatidity.
ceremony underwent many changes

Hhile the

it continued to be followed by nany of

those Ojíbwa who later became Christians.

or Great Medicine society, as it is often called,
referred both to the society and to the ceremonies that rryere carried
out. The original purpose of the MidewÍwin was to help the individual
The MidewiwÍn

relate to the divine, but Ín practice it went beyond this to outline a
code of conduct for its members, and above all, to teach them the means
of staying healthy, since this

was necessary

for their survival. To the

ojibwa i]r health or disease often had a relÍgious cause since it
nornally resulted fron comnunication problems with sone Manitous, the
breaking of a taboo, or the action of an unfriendly sorcerer -- although
diseases could also be caused by what ¡ce would term natural causes.

tÌhile regular nedical
!en", the

problems could be

Mide¡riwin offered a neans

dealt with by normal ,'nedicine

of solving nore serious

problems.

Although it is hard to determine exactly what effect the epidenics of

the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries had on the Midewiwin,
the fact that the Rainy Lake region was hard hít by the epÍdemics is no
doubt signÍficant.

unlike the shaking Tent cerenony, which was comnon

among

both the

cree and ojibwa, the üidewiwin was prinarily confined to the ojibna.
According

to Hickerson

and Bishop the lrlídewiwin arose anong the group of

oJ.ibwa who noved south from

saurt ste. Marie.70 There it gradualty

replaced the annual Feast of the Dead as a najor religious and social

institution.

Although there is some evidence to suggest that it

may

have arso ieplaced the shaking Tent ceremony among the more eastern

ojibwa, both cerenonies co-existed in the Rainy Lake regÍon.

The

Itlidewiwin, as it was practiced in the Great Lakes region and southwest

of

Lake Superior ¡cas described by a number

of early missionaries

and

other observers such as Peter Jones, Itliltiam ülarren, Johann Kohl

and

Salter Hoffman. Of the various nineteenth century observers at

Rainy

Lake, only Allen salt has left a description, and that is very brief.
The ltlidewiwin

which melded

Ís

no$t

generally conceded to be.a post-contact development

traditional Indian beliefs

and

rituats with Christian

although there still

continues to be sone controversy regarding its

orÍgin. s.

for one, has

Dewdney,

suggested

that the

ones,

Midewiwin arose

nore as a reaction to the growing poner of traditional religious

leaders, than as a reaction to christianity.?1
acknowledged

Nanabozho was generally

to be the founder of the Midewi¡vÍn, but his role in

cerenonies was gradually replaced by Kitchie Manitou.

region, tlanitou

u¡as represented by

his

messenger

the

In the Rainy

Lake

called Oskabewis who

reported on what had taken place.72
Itlhatever the precise

ori.gin, the Midewiwin offers an excerlent

of the syncretic abitity of Indian religion to maintain elements
of traditional cultic practices white Íncorporating new ideas into them
exanple

-- ¡rithout destroying the basis of the original practices.

sone

scholars have expressed surprise that such a conmunal religious cult
should spring up anong the very Índividualistic Ojibwa whose previous

religious cerenonies
the fanily.

had been centred around the

individual or at

most

Although the shaking Tent cerenonies did bring together
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of people to a communal event, they did not require that the
participants be part of a society or assoclation in the same way that
groups

the Midewiwin did. There is no doubt that the growth of the Mide¡riwin
thus helped to signal the growth of new socio-political unÍts

among the

Ojibwa, at the same time as it was introducing new religious practices.

t{hile it never

enconpassed

arl ojibwa, it did provide those in

the

regions around Rainy Lake (and far beyond) with a central event by which

they were able to stress their
Menbership

All that

conmon

in the llide¡uiwin

was necessary ¡{as

heritage.

was open

to all

who

desired to belong.

that the person go through the

i¡r.i'..j.aLion

rites, pay the required fees, and naintain secrecy regarding the rituals
and beliefs. Members were recruited fron a variety of sources. people
¡cho were

ill,

and had not been cured by other types

practitioners night seek to join in
¡ras

hopes

of ojibwa

of being cured.

medical

However,

not required that the recruit be 1t1; people could join

it

who simply

to ensure a healthy life for thenselves or their children -usually as the result of a dream experÍence. Menbership in the Ghost

wished

Midewi¡ryin, was

also possible through the use of surrogates, for those

already dead. Prospective nembers would hold a feast for close friends

or Mide priests, where they would describe the signs leading
up to the decision to join, and if these were considered favourable,
and MetaÍs

then the applicant ¡ras told to prepare special offerings or presents in

the fonn of skins and other valuables. The applÍcant would then

Ínitiated at the next

ceremony, which was usualty held

be

in the spring at

the annual gatherings. The ltlidewiwin had fron four to eÍght degrees of
nenbership, each degree conferring on the nenber additional nedical
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knowledge, and as a

in the Rainy

result requiring additional f."".?3 rn later

years

Lake negion, nenbers would go through the Midewi¡rin in

successive years, advancing each

year.

Lower levels were composed

simply of patients who had been cured, ¡rhile more advanced members took
on sone of the ritual dutles of the ceremonies. In the top ranks were

the mide priests or metais.
Central to the MidewiwÍn society were the Midewiwin ceremonies
which were conducted each spring

in a large specially constructed lodge.
The initiates underwent a complex set of rituals which usually lasted
four days. llany of these rituals, such as the takÍng of sweat baths,
the tobacco offerings and dog sacrifices, the feasting and dancing,
based on

earlier Indian practices.

initiation rite

was

The

central feature of the

the ritual slaying of the initiates.

would use the power obtained fron

were

The metais

theÍr nedicine bags to blow

upon the

initiates, or pointed the skins of various animals at then, causing thenr
to expire. They were then revived in the same fashion -- symbolizing
the long life and imnortality that the

new nenbers would enjoy.

Following this, the initiates were instructed in the various forms of
knowledge ¡rhÍch lrere appropriate

¡yhich they were being

inÍtiated.

for the particular

degree

or level into

such secrets involved the

arts of

healÍng, hunting and withstanding the powers of witchcraft practiced

by

others. Another part of the ceremony involved the use of shells or
"nigis" which were used to "typÍfy the illness and wickedness in nan,
is enabled to expel by zealous exertions, and due attention to
hís religious duties".?4 The Irlidewiwin cerenony used sacred scrolls on
which he

shich were drawn characters which Hoffman suggested served as

a
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nnenonic device

for the sacred

songs which were sung during the medicine

dance. I{hile the above cerenonies caused

many observers

including early

anthropologists such as Hoffman to claim that the metais ¡rere charlatans
or at best nagicians, the ¡netais did not deliberately set out to deceive

theÍr

audiences since they believed

in the power of the rituals that

they were perforning.
The growth

of the

Midewiwin

Hhile individuals continued to

is significant for a number of

communicate

reasons.

with the Manitous on their

own' there was a growÍng belief that nembership Ín the society

was

important to a successful life on earth and a happy aftertife.TS
Although the Shaking Tent cerenony co-existed with the Hiderciwin in the
Rainy Lake region, the latter ceremony provided the ojibwa with a nore
connunal, tribal religion which ¡cas better able to deal rryith new

that Í¡ere occurring in ojibwa society. It also provided a
conplex neans of ensuring inter-trÍbal loyalty and conmon

developments
more

traditions, as nell as developing Indian leadership. And, it served as
a nore sophisticated neans of dealing with both the ideas and the
sicknesses brought by the Europeans. European nissionaries

rightly

it as a serious rival for the hearts and souls of the Indians,
and as with the shaking Tent cerenony, made efforts to suppress it
vie¡red

whenever and wherever possible.

Ifhile other religÍous

ceremonies were practiced by the t{oodlands

Ojibwa they never reached the same

level of

acceptance

of efther

the

shaking Lodge or Midewiwin ceremonies. some, such as the l{abeno
uovenent, attracted attention

for a short period of time, and then

gradually decreased in popularity or disappeared. Hoffnan suggested
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that it probably arose as a degraded form of the Midenis¡in. However,
Vecsey has attributed the ülabeno movement's initial popularity to the
decline in

game

population during the later eÍghteenth and early

nineteenth century.T6 The ceremonies were conducted at night rather
than during the day, allowing the Ílabenos to employ fire in their

special rituals.

that these rituals

Itlabenos claimed

gave then powers to

cure illness, as well as to produce charns which would bring success in

love, war and hunting. It was the night time

relating to love ¡rhtch

to

caused outsiders

their influence
Prophet were

I{hile the

Ítabenos

direct

responses

to

vied with

success proved

waned, although cooper reported

active in the Lac Seul region.7z other

the claims

accuse the l{abenos of

participating in wild orgies. For a tÍ¡ne the

traditional religíous leaders, but their

cere¡nonies and

limited,

and

that they were still

movements such as

the

Shawnee

Euro-American society and relÍgÍon.78

Shawnee Prophet had

a considerable influence on the Ojibwa in

MichÍgan Territory during the

early 1800s, his beliefs do not appear to

have had much influence

in the Rainy

The average Ojibwa naintained

llfe in the

sense

that

Lake region.

a relatively independent religious

he,/she connunicated

with the Manitous ¡rith

nininun of assistance fron religious figures. However, at the

tine, it

¡cas recognized

that

some

a

sane

indivÍduals had special powers with

regard to such conmunÍcatÍon. Thus, as has been pointed out, these

Índividuals were sought out at cerenonial occasions, or

when

there was a

speclal need. Their guidance night be asked at a naming ceremony, they

night lead a ritual prayer before a hunt, they night be asked to
determine the location

of a nissing kinsnan, to help cure an illness,

or
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to

¡{rong. They received their supernatural gifts as a result
of visions or fasts, rather than from any type of for¡nalized training.
revenge a

Any leadership roles
poh¡ers whÍch

that they possessed

came

naÍnly from theÍr personal

they exercised on behalf of other people. tthite it is

asserted by Hultkrantz and some others that wonen did not generally play

a rore as religious functÍonaries Ín Indian society, Hoffman, cooper,
Landes and

Hallowell all provide Ínstances of

who have had

women

in Ojibwa society

special powers and acted as religious functionaries. T9

The Indian

religious leaders or functionaries were first

terned

nedicine nen and conjurors by the early Jesuits, who wanted to

distinguish those individuals

to cure the sick,
¡cere used

who purported

and who, they

felt,

to fool other tribesnen.

to use supernatural

had mastered

powers

certain tricks

The Methodist missionaries

of

which

the

nineteenth century continued to use the term conjuror for all forns of

religious leaders, although sone of then also

used the

tern "metais" to

describe some individuals. More recent scholars have continued to use a

variety of terns, often interchangeably, to describe Indian leaders. A
few scholars, such as Underwood, Hultkrantz and Grim have attenpted to
stress the functional differences Ín roles played by relÍgious
leaders.S0 t{hile nedicine nen r¡ere concerned primarily with disease
used

their

powers

for healing purposes,

shamans and

and

conjurers were more

prophets or diviners of the future.81 Underhill contends that nornally

the powers were used for good, although occasionally they were used to
punish an eneny, or seek retribution for a wrong. WhÍle in nost Indian

societies the sork of the

shamans and

conjurors Íras done for the

prestige or power gained, rather than for any naterial reward, Ín the
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Rainy Lake region, there was considerable enphasis placed on the

naterial

to the conjurors. In other respects Rainy Lake
follows the connon pattern in that the shanans (or conjurors) were
rãwards given

usually respected and sought out by other nenbers of the comnunity.
However,

different

in alI rndian conmunÍties, there
shanans, and

in

sone cases

evÍl

were

shamans rsere

people because these shamans had the power
According

to Hultkrantz

fron nedicine nan or

sha¡nan

rivalries

amongst

feared by their

to do harm.

and others there was a gradual

to that of priest.Ín

transition
during the

some areas

18th and 19th centuries. With the introduction of the Midewiwin,
and other

societies in

lrlabeno

of the Ojibwa bands, religious fÍgures began
to carry out specific rituals at permanent sites usÍng standardized cult
some

objects.S2 These priests
becane

banded together

in fraternities, training

a requirenent for performing cult dutÍes, and a body of religious

knowledge was passed

on. At the

same

their services. In thus receiving

tine priests

began

to charge for

knowledge and powers which were not

available to the average ojibwa, and in charging for their services, the
"netaÍs" or llide priests began to think of thenselves and be perceived
as a separate crass. However, such an assertÍon Ís difficult

to

substantiate ¡rith the docunentatÍon that is available for the Rainy

Lake

region. Nevertheless, with the rise of these new religious
functionaries, along ¡cÍth the added conrpetition of chrÍstian
nissionarÍes, the traditional rivalry anongst religious leaders was no
doubt heightened, and with
enphasize special

effective

way

this rivalry

came increased

efforts to

rituals, ceremonies, and practices as the

of connunicating wÍth the

Manitous.

nost
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Hhile such distinctions and categories can help us to understand
the shÍfts in roles that were taking place, they have to be used with
some

caution, since they are Euro-American concepts and categories which

the Indian worldview. Another way of considering
these religious functionaries, is to use Ojibwa nanes and categories.

have been Ínposed on

I{hile this
grasp

of

methods

also has pitfalls,

Ít

can provide us

how the Ojibwa vie¡red themselves. Cooper,

with a better

for instance, in his

description of early 20th century Lake of the l{oods and Rainy

Lake

ojibwa, suggests that there were roughly six types of "medicine

with

some

ninor differences between the two region".83

"Nibikiwinini" or suckÍng

nan used a piece

of

bone

nen"

The

or wood to

suck

offending particles out of the patient. The "Maskikiwinini" or

herbalist used roots and herbs to achieve his cures.

The

"OnotchÍkewinini" or foretelting man used fasting to achieve his po¡ìrers,

while the "DjesikiwininÍ" used the shaking tent to comnunicate with the
Manitous. The "Metewinini" or netais belonged to the upper ranks of the
llidewiwin and used supernatural powers to effect his cures, where

traditional

means had

failed. Finally, the "lrlabino" ate fire

the fire dance Ín order to gain his powers. Although

more

and danced

Cooperrs

distinctions applÍed to the twentieth century, they provide us with
tools to analyze nineteenth century documents. Using his distinctions
and descriptions

it is possÍble to identify

some

of the different

classes of religious leaders and determine how they related to each
category.
As has been shown, the
nunber

of naJor rituals

life of the Ojibwa people was shaped by a

and cerenonÍes. Generarly speaking these
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ceremonies can be divided

into three ¡¡ain categories: those

¡rhich

centred aröund health concerns, the curing of illness, and the practice

of sorcery; those which centred

around the

dÍfferent rites of

passage

through which each individual passed; and those ruhich were perfor¡ned in
connection with seasonal tasks related

the enphasÍs of the rltual or

to securing food, fn every case

ceremony was on comnunicating

with the

Manitous, and eÍther naintaining their frÍendship or securing their

favours. I{hi]e ordinary ojibwa
rituals

were able

to perform

some

of

these

and ceremonies, others nequired the special powers, and

in

the

case

of the Midewiwin, the special knowledge of religious functÍonaries.

When

the Ojibwa were confronted ¡vith the claims of the nissionaries, it

was

natural that they would vÍew the Methodist ¡nissionaries in terns of

the categorÍes and powers of the religious figures that existed in their
own society.
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THREE: THE

CHAPTER

ITIETHODIST MISSIONARY MOVEMENT

IN

NORTH AIIIERIcA

Background

In the later half of the nineteenth century,

Europe and Anerica

both ¡¡itnessed a spirÍtual awakening in the form of an evangelÍcal

revival which led in part to the creation of

new

religious

novements and

a desire to spread the Christian teachÍngs to all corners of the world.

In the forefront of these new novenents

was

the group who becane

as ltlethodists. The Ìlethodists were appalled by the state

early 18th century.

England during the

known

of religion in

They reacted against the

¡Yorldliness of the Anglican Church and the Índifference that the clergy

to the spiritual welfare of their flocks -- in particular to that
of the lower classes who were beginning to suffer from the effects of
showed

industriaLizatÍon.

ltlhereas the EvangelicaÌs, who renained

within the

official church, nainly directed their efforts towards the middle and
upper classes in hope of having then use their influence for the common
good, the ltlethodists aimed their efforts nainly at the poor.
The nan mainly responsÍble

As a young student

similarly pious
Propagation
The

latter

for the new novement was John t{esley.

at Oxford, Tesley had joined a student group of

young nen, and had

of the

later joined the society for

Gospel as a nissionary

to the rndÍans in

was an unhappy experience except

of lloravÍans

¡uhose

Georgia.

for his contact with a group

piety inpressed hin. Returning to

England

he attended a lloravian chapel, and while there he experienced

spiritual

new

the

in

1?3g,

a

birth. Ilowever, when he attempted to preach his gospel of

social regeneration through individual conversion, he found that nany
Church of England pulpits were closed to him. FÍlted sith the fire of
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his

ne¡u-found

and took

rallies.

to

faith he followed the recent example of

horseback

Soon

his

to preach his

George

to the ¡nasses at

message

remarkable success nade him

realize that

t{hitefÍeld
outdoor

some form

of

support was necessary to prevent his newly-n¡on converts fro¡r

"backsliding"; and in

1?43 he published

his Disciprine which ¡ras

intended to serve as an organizatÍonal nanual for his forlowers.

It

this

¡ras

system

of nutual support which was to gÍve

the

Methodists their name, and set then apart from their fellow Christians.
The nucleus

of t{esley's systen was the weekly class meeting, at

whÍch

the faithful recounted their trÍals, failures and support from the Lord.

llhile Ílesley himself

Í¡as a church

of

England clergyman, he introduced

the practice of creating lay ministers in order to cope with the
trenendous growth

in the

regular clergynen to
laynen who acted
nen

nunber

become

of converts,

and the reluctance

in the absence of a minister.

They were required

to

be

and knowledgeable about church

discipline. In addition they were expected to
some business

the

Ítinerant preachers. Class leaders were

of piety, well versed in scripture,

nature, have

of

be acquainted

ability, be punctual,

and above

with

all

human

be

leaders who could help others ¡uhen needed and encourage them to follow

their exanple.l Several classes united together to forn a society,
which in turn forned part of a circuit.
Itinerant preachers

who were

alnost always laymen visited

each

society according to a regular schedule, teaching and preaching. In

addition, each circuit had a resident preacher

for the other local lay preachers
were expected

to

possess three

and class

narks.

who acted as

leaders. Local

These marks were

a supervisor
preachers

felt to be there
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Íf the preachers

had

the love of

God

in

them and sought nothing else;

if they had the gift of speaking justry, readily and clearly; and, if
their converts were truly converted as shown by their subsequent lÍfe.
After a four year probation period the local preacher was accepted into
full connection with the circuit, if it was felt that he net the
standards

that

had been

local preachers

set out. Quarterly neetings were held for the

and class leaders

to discuss their progress

and

problens, while an Annual Conference of itinerant preachers was held to

settle doctrÍnal issues,

and adnrit

or discipline itinerants.2

If their unique organizational structure
preachers tended
Church

and the use

to set the Methodists apart from other

of England, their evolving forms of worshÍp

and

of lay

ne¡nbers

of

the

their relÍgious

fervour tended to separate then even further. I{hile wesley and his
followers agreed with the Church of England that

"God

willeth all

nen to

-- a point whích placed him in opposition to the CalvinÍsn of
his fellow preacher, George t{hÍtefield -- they still held a pessimistic
be saved"

vie¡r of h'man nature. Man's wÍckedness and the evils that beset him
were

not the result of his environnent nor his lack of education, but

rather a resul.t of origÍnal sin.

Man could

not be saved through his

efforts, but only through the free gift of God.

However, since

had died

in order to

accepted

this salvation could achieve everlasting life.

save nankind from

felt, nevertheless, that this
the sanctified person still
remain aware

of his

sin,

own

christ

anyone who repented and
The lrtethodÍsts

repentence narked only the beginning, for

could and did make nistakes, and thus nust

dependence on

God. It

¡ras

for this reason that

llethodist services were filled ¡clth fervent hynn singÍng, vigorous
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prayer and enthusiastic preaching.
Uethoãists also drew up a set of rules for moral and spiritual
development so

that sanctified

persons would be able

to

have guidance in

leading proper Christian lives. The rules included avoiding evil of
every kind, doing good to all nen whenever possible, setting aside

a

part of each day for prayer and reading the Bible, and attending regular
worshíp

services. îhese practices set early British Itlethodists apart

from their conpatriots, but as they gradually becane less evangelical
and nore conventional

in their practices, the.üethodists gained a sense

of respectability in BritÍsh society.
llethodisn was carried to the new ¡ryorld before the Anrerican

Revolution.

Even before

the break between England and its for¡ner

colonies, the novement there had tended to depart even more radicalty
from the Church of England in its emphasis than Methodists in England

did. Although

Wesley re-establÍshed contact

¡rith

them

following the

Anerican Revolution, the American body under Bishop Asbury soon became
separate denomination called the Methodist Episcopal Church.

a

It

retained the episcopal tradition, but dropped the liturgical side of the

British llethodisn in favour of sinple services narked by enthusiastic
preaching and extreme congregational

fervour.3 In addition,

and the Lordrs Supper were celebrated

at

each guarterly

Love Feasts

neeting.

lùhite

their preaching continued to follow the Arninian position rather than
the CalvinÍstic, Anerican ltlethodist preachers enphasized a fear of Hell,
and nade enotional appeal.s

to listeners.

Even nore than

their British

counterparts the early Anerican l,Íethodist preachers tended to
uneducated, unsophisticated nen who appealed

to the

back¡ryoods

be

frontier
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settlements to ¡chich the practice of cÍrcuit rÍders and tent meetings
proved

to bä Ídeally suited.

approach, and
Awakening, a

Due

to the nature of their beliefs, their

their audience, they played a major role.in the Second

religious revival which swept through

¡nuch

of the

United

States and parts of Canada in the 1970s and early 1800s. Their success
and

their zeal led the¡n to attenpt to reach all those

been converted

In

who had

not yet

-- including those who had not yet heard of Christianity.

1813 the Wesleyan Methodist Missionary Society was formed

in

United States wÍth the express purpose of establishing nissions

the
among

the heathen so that the Gospel could be propagated.
The Upper Canada Missions
Canadian Methodisn developed,

to a large extent, as the result of

the conflict and eventual fusion of the British and American strains of
Methodis¡n.4

l{hile not all the controversies that

applicable to the work with the Indian missions,

developed were

some

aspects, such

those relating to church governnent, had important irnplicatÍons. In

as

1824

a separate Canadian Conference of the Methodist Church was established

for the first time, and a Canada Conference Missionary Society
organized

to "evangelize the country, ChristianÍze the Indian trÍbes,

and extend the pure Gospel and Gospel

of

new

and

was

privileges to the renotest

bounds

settlements".S l{hile the Canadian body was to rely upon American

BrÍtish financial assistance for

sone

tfne, it played a najor

in the evangelization efforts of the Methodists

among

roJ.e

the Mississauga

Indians of Upper Canada. The Mississaugas were a branch of the Ojibwa
who, by the begÍnnÍng

of the eighteenth century

had pushed

the Iroquois

out of most of southern Ontario. Early allies of the French, they

made
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peace

with the English following the

Seven Years

l{ar and until

1?gS

their lands were protected from Euro-Anerican settlers. However,
following the influx of United Empire Loyalists, their traditional
of life

became threatened

as large numbers of Euro-Americans sought

their lands, and brought with
Where

them

way

them

the European diseases and alcohol.

they had previously resisted the efforts of the French to convert

to Christianity

nany now responded favourably

In the latter part of the eighteenth

and

to the Methodists.6

early part of

the

nineteenth century AnerÍcan Methodist preachers were doninant in Upper

canada. Most of them were of hunble orÍgin; rough, hearty nen who
completely surrendered their life to God. I{illiam Case was such a

Ín

Born

Massachusetts, he was converted

for volunteers to

canada two years

in

later.

1803 and answered
He was

to

spend

had

rnan.

the caLl

the greater

part of his lÍfe rcorking with the Methodist Church in Canada. While
nost of hÍs initial work was with the Euro-Americans of the region, Case
became aware

of the attendance of

so¡ne

local MÍssissauga Indians at the

various tent meetings, and along with several other locaÌ Methodist

ninisters,

began

to devote

some

of his attention to these Indians.

Following the conversions of prominent natives such as peter Jones

and

John sunday, large numbers of ojibwa became Methodists, and case began

to devote most of his efforts to the¡n.

He was appointed

the fÍrst

superintendent of Indian Missions and even when he was not acting in

that specific capacity, he continued to devote most of his energy to
¡nissionary work among the Indians.
Although casé did not develop as systematic a rationale

for his

work as had his AnglÍcan counterpart Henry venn, nevertheress very
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little

took place Ín the Methodist rndÍan mÍssions without his

involve¡neni.7 Unlike sone of his contenporaries, Case did not feel that

it

that the Indians be cÍvil.ized before they became
Christians.S AII that was required was that they becone convinced of
their sinfulness and their need for salvation. He instructed Jones and
the other early nissionaries to teach the Lord's prayer, the Ten
was necessary

Connand¡nents and sone

of the sayings of Scripture.

Decalogue was considered

The teaching

of

the

particularly important since the ¡nissionaries

¡ranted

to

code.

These sane basic teaching nethods were applied by the Methodist

show how

the rndianst forner

ways contravened God's noral

nissionarÍes at Rainy Lake.
Once

the Indians

with a little

became

Christians the Methodists assumed that,

help, the converts would gÍve up their former wicked,

habits, and adopt Euro-American Methodist standards of piety,
cleanliness, tenperance and industry. Since the MethodÍst conversÍon
rìepi'aved

experience stressed the need

to give up one's old sinful ways,

and since

the rndiansrsays ¡rere vie¡ced as inherently sinful, case and his
followers nade little attempt to understand Indian beliefs or lifestyle.
There could be

little

or no acconodation or adaptation. Like nost other

christÍans of the period, the Methodists simply equated the adoption of

ChristÍanÍty with that of t{estern civilization, or

more

precisely their

version of it, including the custons and nanners which they felt

appropriate. case typÍfied thÍs approach when he described the
christian connunity of ojibwa at River credit: "Here are industry,
civilization, growing intellÍgence, peace and grace..'.9
Schools h¡ere seen as a

particularly inportant aspect of the

¡gork
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with rndians, for, as
literacy, but

case explained

were centres

to Jones, they not only taught

for devotÍon and religÍous instruction

nhere

pious and virtuous character courd be developed.l0 The Methodists
expected

that the conversion

and

sanctlfication experiences of their

Indian converts would result in the same type of transforned character
as it did

among

the Euro-Anericans -- but only if the Indians Írere

provided ¡Yith some neans of support. Since Methodist doctrine nlaced
such a heavy stress on the

Bible, converts

had

to attain a certain

degree

of literacy. Thus, the establishment and maintenance of

became

an integral part of Methodist ¡rissÍonary activity.

schools

The schools

also served as Ínportant training grounds for future Ieaders who could

act as teachers themselves, as catechists, and as preachers. while
Methodists did not have the same formal requirements for ordination
the Anglicans, they gradually began to

demand

as

that their clergy,

includÍng the Native clergy, receive a nore extensive education. If the
Indians rcere to be trained to ¡rinister to their own people it
necessary

that they first receive a good basic education in

¡ras

both

acadenic subjects and Methodist-inspired character fornation.
Candidates were chosen

fron

anong

individuals nho either

potential like Steinhauer, or had successfully

shown

showed acadenic

theÍr faÍth

and

leadership qualities by acting as exhorters and crass readers.

his followers established the conmunities of River Credit
and Grape Island as nodels of how the ojibwa could be educated and
Case and

trained to live in the nanner of Euro-Anericans. The settlement

on

in the Bay of Quinte region was of particular inportance
for our purposes, for it ¡uas here that Steinhauer and Salt spent their

Grape Island
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early years. Follo¡ring successful mÍssionary activity in the region
around Kingston and

Belleville beginning in 1825-6,

case had taken

160

Christian Ojibwa with hÍn to Grape Island and estabtished a small
community

there in 7827. Here

to build an Indian

Case hoped

connunity

isolated fron the disruptive influences of both Euro-Americans
heathen

Ojibwa.

He was

and

able to secure the services of two Anerican

nissionaries who assisted hin ¡vith the ¡rork: Mr.

Benham, who served as

teacher and nanager, and Miss Barnes who taught school and donestic-

skills.

By 1830 the connunity had grown

to well over

200 Ojibwa, and

included 23 whÍtewashed houses, a chape.l, schoolroom, hospital, store
and nechanÍcal

sheds. tÍhile the Ojibwa were still

dependent upon

hunting and fishing for part of their subsistence, they had 75 acres of
land under cultivatÍon.11 In addition to farming, the adult nales
taught trades Íncluding joinery, cabinet-making, black-smithing
shoenaking, while the wonen were taught
and various handicrafts.

to

keep house,

to knit

were

and

and sew,

12

Life at the Grape Island Mission was highly reginented, for

the

Itlethodist nissionaries considered what they saÍ¡ as the Indian's

undisciplined approach to life to be one of the nain inrpediments to

their beconing "civilized" according to

Euro-American standards. Thus,

they felt that one of their prine tasks should be the introduction of
the hablts of industry and regularity on the Euro-A¡rerican model.

Each

norning at 4:O0 A.U. in the sunner and 5:00 A.M. in the winter everyone
was awakened by a
was

horn. Breakfast

was scheduled

at 12:30 and supper at 5:00 P.M.

each

day.

for 6:30 A.ü., dinner

Each neal was followed

by a period of prayer. At nfne in the evening a horn was sounded to
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renind people to prepare for bed.13 The sabbath was totally devoted to

religious services, beginning with a call to prayer at 6:o0 A.M. This
was followed by sunday school

at 9:oo 4.M., the missÍonaryrs

11:00 4.M., an inquiry neetÍng

at

2200 P.M., classes

at

4:OO

sermon at

p.M., and a

prayer meetÍng at ?:OO P.M.14
The school

at

central to the ¡rission. Like other

Grape Island was

schools of the tine, it was segregated between boys and girls with
separate teachers
have sone

people.

of his

for each. It

was

also biì.ingual since

young scholars serve as nÍssÍonaries

Thus classes were taught

placed on translation skills.
and vocatÍonal conponents,

in English

Case wanted to

to theÍr

o¡vn

and Ojibwa and enphasis

was

The curriculum had academic, relÍgious

but the underlyÍng enphasis of the school

relÍgious in nature. English grammar, arithmetic and geography
taught, along with the Lord's Prayer, the Ten

of

were

Commandments, the

catechis¡r, and portions of the Holy scriptures. f{atts' divine
were a]so taught and the singing

was

hymns was an

songs

inportant part of

each

school day. As Itlabindisa points out, ttfatt's hymns not only denÍgrated

their previous

way

of life, but also

students to feel that they Ítere

nohr

encouraged the young Ojibwa

part of a select connunity who were

both Christian and British:

Lord, I ascribe Ít to thy grace
And

not to

that I
And

chance as others do,

was born

of Christian

race,

not a heathen or a Jew ...

'Îis to thy sovereign grace I o¡re
That I was born on British ground
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WhÍle emphasls was placed on
and

rote learning to teach the academic

religióus portions of the curriculuur, the school was one of the

first in

Upper Canada

to use the Infant School systen developed by the

Swiss educator, Johann

Pestalozzi.l6 Pestalozzi stressed the use of

concrete objects, bodily exercise and amusement as prine ingredients of

learning. t{ith the use of these ¡nethods, children could be taught
conplex ideas in such a way that they understood then rather than simply
nenorized the¡n. I{ithout doubt Pestalozzi's systen was nore in line wÍth

the traditional way that Ojibwa chíldren learned. As such, it probably
helped

facilitate the introductÍon of

nerr¡

ways

of lookÍng at the world,

which, in turn, nay have helped to underníne their traditional beliefs
even nore than the more overt Christian arguments. While Grape Island

school also had much in comnon with "nanual-labour" schools, these

latter schools really only
Manual-Labour School

Ojibwa

began

with the establishnent of Alderville

in 1844, following the education of

some

local

at a similar institution in Jacksonville, IllÍnois.17

The

religious educatÍon of the students also had a profound effect

on the future native

nissionaries. If the

academic subjects

at

the

school were intended to introduce the young Ojibwa to new ways of

looking at their external world, be it the larger co¡nnunÍty or the
universe, the religious elements of the currÍculun were intended to
teach them the basics of the Christian religÍon as interpreted by the

llethodists. As such there

was

a heavy stress on the sinfulness of
lo

nankÍnd, and the goodness and nercy of God.'" Efforts were nade to

spell out the nunerous ways that sins could be co¡nnitted
were constantly exhorted

to avoid evil wayq.

They ruere

and children

left with lÍttle
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doubt that their past lifestyle was, by its very nature both evil

and

displeasing to God, and harsh and unpleasant. The thrust of the
teaching is illustrated by a speech ¡chich the young Allen Salt gave to
nearby Euro-American connunity as part

of a nissionary fundraising

canpaign:
My nane

in the

is Allen Salt. I

wigwan, and

am

I years old. I

lived in the

woods

till

was born

t¡ro years

ago, when my father and nother began to pray.

My

nother is dead. She prayed when she was dying.

father lives and sends ne to school at
where 60
My

'

Grape fsland,

children are learning to read the

Good Book.

Christian friends, in the wigwan I was cold

hungry.
house

No¡rr

we have

and

plenty to eat, and lÍve in

like our white friends.

My

good

The good people in

Belleville they help to build them.

We

thank

them

very much for all they do for poor Indians, and we
pray Kezhamunedoo to reward then an hundred fold in

thÍs life,

and

in the world to

cone

-- life

everlasting. l9
Three Natfve Itlethodist MissÍonarÍes

Allen Salt had been born near Alderville, Northumberland
upper canada

little

is

Ín approxinately l8l8.

known

nother. It

He was

County,

of nixed parentage, though

of either his English father or his Mississauea

(Ojibwa)

that Salt's nother died shortly after his birth and
his father renarried. The Rev. tliltiam Case díscovered the boy at this
appears

point and adopted hi¡r as one of his

own

fanity.z0

The young NatÍve was
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brought up and educated at Grape Island along with Henry Steinhauer,

and

other Ojibwa youth such as John Paul, John Sunmerfeld and David

Sawyer

to forn part of Case's vanguard of

Native

-- all of

whom

were destined

missionaries.
Henry Bird Steinhauer (Shawahanegezhik) had also been adopted by

the Rev. Case and brought up as a nenber of his family. Born in
approxinately 1816 at Rana on Lake Simcoe of OjÍbwa parents, he was
taken by Case to Grape Island in 1828, where he lived with Case
attended school with the

and

rest of the students. Like nany other

Christian converts his Ojibwa nane was abandoned and he was given a

neÍrr

Christian o.r..21 Case seelns to have been genuinely attracted to his
young proteges

for he treated then with a ¡ryarnth

and

affectÍon that

seem

uncharacterÍstic of the otherwise austere Iifestyle which was espoused
by the Methodists. Contemporary accounts of the Grape IsIand Mission

nention that the Ojibwa children were particularly responsive to
They were

Case.

attracted not only to his ¡larmth, but also to the intonations

of his voice which resenbled Ojibwa intonations,

and

to his

musical

talents and enthu"ia"¡,".22
Both Salt and Steinhauer showed an
eagerness

abÍlity to learn and an

to adopt the new lifestyle with the result that they quicky

becane Case's

prize pupils and star attractions. In 1828, along with

five other students

and several

of Case's adult converts, they joíned

hin on a fundraising tour throughout the najor cities

and towns

of

the

eastern Unfted States. These tours were a necessary part of the
Itlethodist Indian nissions since the cost of educatÍng the students at

the schools was paid for by the Methodists fro¡n funds contributed

by
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individuals, congregations and societies Ín communities wherever there
were Methodlsts. On the tour the Ojibwa converts were exhibited to
Anerican Methodfst congregations as examples

of the prirgress that

being made in both christianizing and civilizing the Indians.

hiehlieht of this tour

was

¡ras

The

the tenth anniversary meeting of the

Missionary society of the Methodist Episocopal church held at John

street church in

New

York city.

addressed by John sunday

The audience

at the neetÍng

with Peter Jacobs interpreting.

was

The ojÍbwa

children sang llethodist hynns, recÍted the Lord's Prayer in English

and

ojibwa, went through spellÍng exercises, and told the story of their

lives for the apprecÍative ¡chÍte audiences. This,
experiences ¡¡ust have had a

and other similar

telling effect on the ninds of the young

scholars for as Mabindisa points out they witnessed the esteem that
accorded

to

them and

was

the adult Indians by the white congregations.23 At

the sa¡e tÍne they observed the denigration of their traditional Indian
way

of living by such inpressive

sunday and Peter

nembers

of their

Jones. sunday, in a typical

own people as John

speech explaining

his

new

lifestyle refemed to 2 corinthians 5:1?: "Therefore if any nan be in
Christ he is a
things are

new

become

had given up

creature; old things have passed away; behold alt

new.".

Thus he no longer wore feathers and

paint,

and

his ornanents to the nission cause. His tomahawk had been

replaced by the 10 conmandnents in ojibwa.24 Both sunday and Jones,
along with Case hinself, would have served as role nodels for young Salt
and Steinhauer. Given these

that in later life salt

early experiences, it is hardly surprising

and steinhauer attenpted

teChniques and ârg rnr.n¡" when they were

to use sisrilar

trying to win converts.
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In late

1832 Henry steinhauer and

tno other young ojibwa

were

enrolled by the Rev. Case in Cazenovia Seninary in upper New York State
so as to further their education. Cazenovia Seminary, despÍte Íts
hras

name,

nore like a Methodist high school than a training ground for

ministers. Nevertheless, it helped give Steinhauer a solid educational
background. I{hat happened to Allen Salt during this period is hard to

determine. t{hile case continued to speak positively about

his ]ifetime, there is no record as to

throughout

selected to go with Steinhauer. Perhaps Case

salt

and steinhauer

part, or
whích

perhaps

later

salt

was

not,

relucant to allo¡ry both

to go on what was decidedly an experinent on his

Salt

caused

rryas

why

him

was already showfng some signs

of the indecision

hin to go into business for a time. Steinhauer, for

his part, excelled, attaining first place

among

the mainly Euro-American

nale students- In 1836 he was enrolled in the first class of upper
Canada Academy

(later Victoria College) Ín

Cobourg

The following year he graduated near the top

for a brief period to teach at Alderville,

for further training.

of his class,

and returned

¡uhere the Grape rsland

I{ission and its school had nroved in 1836-?. Fron there he was called to
help at the Rainy Lake llission.

t{hile Salt
storeowner

was chose

in

age

to Steinhauer, his decision to

become a

for a period of tine neant that he was considerably older

than Steinhauer when he finally decÍded to becone a nissionary. Little

is

known

of his activities during this period, but it

appears

that

the

secular influences of the early training had nore effect on hÍn than the

religious -- if indeed he did not forgo his

new

religion for a tine.25

In his brÍef third person introduction to his Rainy Lake dÍary he makes
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cryptÍc references to the fact that he had previously

been married to an

to adnrinister a vegetable

Ojibwa l{oman whose nother used her "power"

poison to his second wife, Jane, when their first child was born.
According

to the account, the Indian ¡{onan attending Mrs. Salt

recognized the poison
throughout her

not nentioned

life.

in time, but she continued to be affected by it
Ifho

this first wife

was

or what happened to

her IS

an¡nrhere.26

He do know

that his

second

wife, Jane, ü¡as of

mixed descent from

the ojibwa community of llud Lake. the two ¡yere narried in 1848 just

after he had graduated fron Toronto Nornal School as a nember of
first class. Presunably sonetine in the nid

the

1840s he had decided to

give up business and become a teacher. Fron 1848-53 Salt taught at the
AlnwÍck Manual Labour

school.

There he appears

at the tine of his narriage, he had a house,
he used

to

have prospered

trùo cows and

to deliver the weekly mail from Cobourg. It

a pony which

was ¡chÍIe teaching

there that he becane seriously ilt during the cholera epidemic in
and underwent

a conversion experience ¡chich

for,

caused him

to

1852

becone a

nissÍonary.
According

to his account he had been helping the sick

hinself stricken with the disease.
which caused the Ojibwa
came

He lapsed

when he was

into a comatose posítÍon

to think that he ¡vas dead.

When

the co¡rmittee

to bury hin his wife refused. For three days they attenpted to

persuade

his wife to bury him,

and when on

the third day they

came

fetch him, he rose up Ín bed to a sittÍng position and then fell

to

back.

Later when he had recovered he related that he had promísed God that if
he was spared fron beÍng buried

alive he would devote his life to
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serving his people as a nÍnister.27 According to another account of the

incldent the Rev. case had tried to convince salt to

become a

nissionary, but the forner had refused on account of his wife.
husband and

wife were witling to go anywhere.

belongings and the following year,

They sord

in 18s3, sart

Now both

their

was appointed

to

work

as a nissionary among the OJibwa at St. Clair Mission. The next year
was ordained as

a deacon and sent to RaÍny

he

Lake.

Peter Jacobs, whose ojibwa nane, pahatahsega, neans "one who nakes

the world brighter" came fron a sonewhat different background. Stightly

older than the other two, Jacobs rryas born in approxinately 1809.

of the Credit River

was a nember

Band

of

Jacobs

Mississaugas who were anong the

first to be affected by the encroachments of

Euro-American society and

the Methodist revival. In later lÍfe he told how his parents had died
as a result of overdrinking when he was about three years old. He was
taken in by his sister and brother-in-law, but they too soon died fro¡n

drinking to excess. one older sister froze to death white drunk,
another was clubbed

to death by a drunken

husband, and an older brother

killed durÍng a drinking spree.28 Atthough Jacobs at first refused
an offer of a nissionary (probably case) to live with hÍm and attend

¡ras

school, he later decided to enter the Grand River school at his
expense, shere he hoped

to learn to live as the white

nan

own

did. t{hile

there he was taken to a canp neeting where he was converted.
The

story of Jacobs' conversion

speech given

at Exeter Halr in

¡vas

England

related nany tines. In

to a gathering of Methodists,

explaÍned the circumstances:
lfhen

I

was a worshipper

a

of the

sun and noon, about

he
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fourteen years ago, I hear a missionary speak of

bäautiful heaven, where nothing but joy
experienced, and

was

to

of the awful flames of hell,

a

be

where

the wicked shall be cast if they do not belÍeve Ín
the Jesus Christ. I made Ínquiry if there

eras any

possibility of a Chippewa Indian getting to heaven.
I was told heaven was open to all believers in Christ
Jesus

in the introduction to his Journal that he first heard
the Rev. case preach in 1824 when the latter came to the Bay of Quinte

Jacobs nentioned

fì
region.""
<l

He explained

that at first he had fett that

God was

a white

man's God and would not understand him as he, Jacobs, only understood

few words

ín English.

Then he

net peter Jones and heard him pray in

Ojiþwa. Jacobs related that he was convinced that
too,

a

God

could indeed

totd of passing several sleepless
nights before he finally felt "the joy of Jesus". Following his
understand ojibwa

though he

conversion, Jacobs was taken in by some pious christians while
attended school at Belleville.

He

he

nust have been an apt student for

to read parts of the New Testament.Sl soon Jacobs was
.able
join John sunday and other prominent ojibwa converts as a

soon he was
asked

to

frequent speaker at Methodist revival neetings. Jacobs was able to

his

own background and

use

his skills as an orator to create dramatic

effects for his nhite audiences. George Copway, another ojibwa convert
and Native
such

¡issionary in the Anerican nid-west, tells a story of

neeting. According to

Adolphustown, Bay

copway Jacobs attended

a

one

canp neeting Ín

of QuÍnte where both whites and Indians

were present.

At a point in the neeting
The Great

Jacobs sprang

to his feet

Spirit has blest Peter the

no tell lies.

He says He

orphan

now!

My

boy.

He

love ne. That good nan say

(preacher), Jesus died for everyone.
happy

and spoke:

How happy,

father, nother, gone; they drank

firewater (turning to sone of the traders,

who were

at thÍs nonent as attentive as the rest). you did
not give the Indian blessed Bible; you cheated poor
Indian for hÍs furs. You kill ny people. t{hat ¡yilt

the Great Spirit say when he cone?
'You give poor Indian

firewater:

witl tell

you

you kept the Bible

fron poor Indian long, long tine.
TO

He

yOU

BIc

RASCAL,

GO

HELL. That is what he will say to you.32

while copwayrs story nay well be apocryphal, it provides us with

some

Ídea of ¡Yhat the converts and missionaries felt were Ímportant elenents

In the llethodist nissions to the Indians. For

one

thing, it brÍngs

out

the perceived conflict between the missionarÍes and the traders that
Jacobs was

to feel throughout

most

of his stay at Rainy Lake.

For

another, it Índicates that Jacobs, like Salt and Steinhauer was nade to

feel that he ¡ras an orphan

and thus both physicatly and

off from his previous life.33
lndeed been orphaned

or

Regardless

abandoned by

of

when,

or

spiritually cut

even

if he had

his parents, there is no doubt that

following hÍs conversion he was made to feel a part of his nen fanity
and forget

his old. Nevertheless,

Salt and Steinhauer

Jacobs

when he came under

¡ryas

consÍderably older than

the influence of the Irlethodists

so that nore of the lnfluences of his early life kept cropping up in his
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later lífe.

At the same time, Jacobs' conversion at a very
impressionå¡tu stage of life, nay have contributed to making hin nore
enthusiastic than the other two. DespÍte his periodic falls fron grace,
Jacobs exhibited many of the excesses

of a new convert in the

manner in

¡rhich he attempted to nrite, dress and act towards others.
The Ínmediate period following Jacobs' conversion

is not totallv

clear apart fron the fact that he ¡uas active in the local native
Methodist conmunities. According to his own testinony he became

prayer leader, then a class leader and finally a local preacher

a

anong

AA

the Ojibwa."= In 1826 Jacobs namÍed his first wife and established
hone on

the credit Mission. It nay be during this period that

Jacobs

briefly attenpted to set up shop as a businessnan. Mary was one of
earliest of the Ojibwa converts,
had learned

to read and write,

sanctity. rt

a

the

had attended missÍon school where she

and had gained a reputation

for

her

to be a perfect marriage, but two years rater she
died of a fever, and shortly after their infant daughter also died.3S
seened

Following the tragic death of his young first wife in 1829, Jacobs
apparently underwent a second conversion, decided to give up his
business career, and becane a

In

full ti¡ne nissionary

1831 Jacobs remarried,

this tine marrying Elizabeth,

nixed-blood daughter of a local ¡iIitÍa
Anderson who was

worker.

very influential

among

leader by the

until his death Ín 1843.

of

Joseph

the southeastern ojibwa.

Captain Anderson acted as the Indian SuperÍntendent
1800

name

the

He was reported

to

of Rice Lake from

have had

sÍx children

by two l{Íssissauga eronen. Although the children spoke ojibwa

and

English fluently, Anderson refused to let then attend the nission
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school

' ThÍs nay explain

why the marriage caused some consternation Ín

the Methodist co¡rmunity, although the girls were reported to have

Christians.36
nany

of the

The marriage also neant

that

becone

Jacobs was now related to

in the region. t{hether or not he married to
himself, it is interesting to note that many of the Jacobs'

advance

Euro-Americans

later associations

were due

either to his wife or her fanily

connection".3T

the years 1828 and 1835 he was actively involved at the
credit ilission where he served as an Ínterpreter for varÍous
Between

Anglo-American Methodist ¡nÍssionaries including

I{illíam

brothers Egerton and George Ryerson. It is difficult
when Methodist leaders such as case began

Jacobs, aJ.though

in the

it

was probably during

Case and the

to deternine just

to be disÍllusioned with

this period.

There are charges

of the Methodist nissionaries that Jacobs had
difficulty keeping out of debt and avoiding the temptations of female
correspondence

menbers

of the congregation

even during the period when he was narried.

Nor, it seens, could the young Ojibwa females resist the flatteries
advances

of Jacobs. t{illian case, in partÍcular

Jacobs would prove a bad exanple

and

was concerned that

to the other ojibwa converts:

Peter Jacobs has so often foreited our confidence

that I wish to

have nothing

to do with him. I

should

expect that he would seek the first opportunity to
seduce some of your pronising females,

will

have nothing

to do with

hi¡n

till

so f can

we have

and

full

proof of his penitence and virtuous deportment

Just

how

serious these indiscretÍons ¡rere is hard to say, but they cast
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a pall on Jacobs' subsequent career both during and following his

Iifetine.
to give

obviously at least sone of the Methodist leaders Here willing

Jacobs another chance

for Rev.

John Ryerson suggested

Rev. James Evans use Jacobs as an assistant when he undertook

that

the

new

nissionary duties along the northern shores of Lake superÍor. Evans
encountered Jacobs

earlier

and never seemed

to be overly

had

concerned about

Jacobs' financial problems or sexual promiscuity.
Ïlestward Expansion

rn 1828, a few short years after nissionary work ¡rÍth the upper
Canada

ojib¡ra had begun, Peter Jones and another noted ojibwa convert,

John Sunday, were already naking nissionary journeys

the southern shores of Lake superior. It

hras

to

Lake Huron and

a sÍgnar that the

Methodist vision extended far beyond the local ojibwa comnunities.
Ilo¡ryever,

that

same

year, the Methodist EpÍscopal Church in

Canada became

of its Anerican parent body. Although the Canada Conference
continued to receive a grant of noney from the Anerican nissionary
independent

society, the task of naÍntainÍng ten growing rndian missions placed a
large burden on the small Canadian church. lloreover, 1828 rryas the year

that Bishop John strachan nade a concerted effort to cut off the
governnent aid that was being paid to the Methodist missions for helping
to settle the Ojibwa. t{hile Strachan was unsuccessful in his bid, his
action did resutt in Lfeutenant-Governor SÍr John Colborne approaching
the British llethodists to see if they night serve as a tsore suitable

of nissÍonaries to the Indians. ThÍs, coupled rcith the visit of
the Rev. Peter Jones to England on a fundraising touri convinced some of
source

the British llethodists that their assistance e¡as indeed required in
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Upper Canada.

Following a round of negotiations which left nany of the Canadians
unhappy, the

1833.

British

The work

and Canadian Conferences were

of the Indian missions

fornally united in

was incorporated

into that of

English lrlesleyan Missionary society, and the Rev. Joseph stinson

the

was

sent out fron England to act as the General Superintendent of Missions.
Rev. Case was relegated

to the role of

General Missionary

to the Indian

Tribes with responsibility for Indian schools. case, however,
continued to play a pivotal role in the work of the missions. Since

there were only four Euro-Anericans serving the Indian nissions, most of
the nissionary work had to be carried out by the young ojibwa that he
had trained or was in the process

of training. Although the BrÍtish

conference, in 1834, sent out five EngtÍsh missionaries to work among

the Indians, they were unprepared for their task and arl but

one

gradually took up nisslons ¡ryith Euro-Anerican comnunities. TheÍr places

in the nore established nissions
Conference including several

were taken by nenbers

of the

of the

Canada

Ryerson brothers, Janes Evans and

Hurlburt, but nost of the expansion work to the northwest
continued to be carried out by case's native missionary workers.

Thonas

several years earlier, in 1g31, the Rev. l{m. case expressed the
Itlethodistsr ultinate aspirations Ín a letter to peter Jones:

I

can perceive no inpedinent

to the work becoming

general throughout the wilderness of Anerica.

So

extensive is the Chippeway, and so zealous the
converts of that people -- and such is the foundation
now

laid for the spread of the

wor.k

-- that it witl
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extend across the country, from

tribe to tribe, to

Hudsonrs Bay, thence ¡uest through

aII the

wandering

tribes

It

was

to this vision that the young native missionaries

now

applied themselves. Relatively unaware of and certaÍnly not
comprehending, the underlying guarrels
canadian and

British

branches

of

that

were going on between the

Methodism, they

set out to bring the

twin gospels of Methodist Christianity and Euro-American civilization to

their far-flung

pagan

brethren.

Each year beginnÍng

in

1g29 and

continuing until the late 183os, teams of the Native missionaries,

including David sawyer, Thonas McGee, tr¡illiam Herkiner, George llenry,
John Young and John Sumerfeld, ventured

snall

bands

forth to visit the nu¡nerous

that lived along the shores of

Lake Huron, on ManÍtoulin

Island, and the countless other islands of Lake Huron and Georgian

Bay.

UsÍng Sault Ste. Itlarie as a base, the indefatÍgable John Sunday and John

Paul pushed on even further west. In journeys that took them eight
nonths to conprete, they proceeded along the south shore of Lake
Superior and beyond. In doing this they effectively ignored politicat

in nuch the sane way the Indians themselves ignored them.40
The Rev. John clarke, nÍssionary of the American Methodist Episcopal
boundaries

Church stationed on the American side

of the Sault

help fron Case's students. As a result David
John Johnson ütere despatched
Minnesota

Territories.

Each

appealed

for further

Copway, Peter Marksman and

to work with the OjÍbwa in ¡{isconsin

and

tine that the Native nissionaries returned,

they brought back enthusiastic reports of having been received

by

Indians eager to hear ¡ore of the ne¡r religion and the shiteman's ways.
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Although it ls easy to discount these storÍes as nerely the
exaggerations

of the missionaries, the appeal

and power

of

John Sunday

as an orator should not be forgotten. It is tikety that ¡lord of his

trips did in fact travel throughout the scattered bands Ín much the same
way that enthusfasn for the shawnee prophet had done previously.
Certainly, the fact that later observers such as Hoffnan and others
reported that sone of their informants claimed to have been converted
Sunday

--

and

to

have remained ChrÍstians, despite

ninisters -- sould

seen

to indicate the

nagnetism

curiosity of the Indians.4l Nevertheless,

the lack of regular

of the

sunday and

also brought back reports of the activities of

by

Roman

nan and the

his

colleagues

catholic

nissionaries in these regions, and the resultant need to reach
before their rivals did.

rn 1836, following a tour of Manitoulin Island and the

them

saugeen

Peninsula, the superintendent of Missions, Rev. Joseph stinson,
expressed the hope

that the Methodists would soon be able to expand
theÍr operations even further afield into the Hudson's Bay Territories.

this tine the Methodists returned to the practice of appointing
Euro-Anericans for the task, probably since the hope was to establish
However,

nissions. lwo years later the Rev. Janes Evans and Thomas
Hurlburt (who had not yet been ordained) were transferred from the St.
pernanent

Clair MissÍon to work anong the ojibwa

who

tived along the northern

and

restern shores of Lake Superior. Evans had worked at the contentious

st. clair Mission since 1894, atteurpting to persuade the pagan ojibwa
that they should enbrace ChristianÍty and civilization, and dealing with
opposing Christian

factlons. Hurlburt,

neanwhÍIe had spent sone

tine at
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the newly established nÍssion at Saugeen, before being sent to work with

Evans. noirr nen n¡ere involved in championing ojibwa rights in
connection with the sale

of Indian lands at

Saugeen

to the government.

They were

also both keenly interested in rndian Ianguages, although

Evans had

just suffered a personal disappointment

get

when he was unable to

of his Ojibwa translations published by the British and Foreign
Bible society. As a result of this disappointment Evans ¡ryas thus
some

particurarly ready for
mÍssÍonary

It

new challenges

in previously

unexpJ.ored

territories.

was decided

that

Evans and

Hurlburt should leave their fanilies

behind in Upper Canada. There were just too nany

unkno¡ryn

dangers

to

be

faced Ín a land where few Euro-AmerÍcan wonen dared to venture.
Ho¡rever, the nissionary

party included not only peter Jacobs as

interpreter and teacher, but also his wife and two young children.
llixed-blood wonen were obviously buÍlt of sturdier material, as
proven when Betsy Jacobs bore a baby daughter

was

later that winter.

The

expedition left loronto in Juty and by the end of August had reached

sault Ste. It[arie

where they delayed

for a time, attenpting to pick up

provisions. At the sault they were net by John Sunday and in turn
net a Catholic bishop and two priests, one of whom was the Rev. Antoine
Eore

Belcourt. Hurlburt continued on to Fort f{illian, while Evans spent some
tine at the Hudson's Bay Conpany posts of Michipicoten and
Meshehehgwatoong on

to his wife,

the northern shores of Lake Superior. In a letter

Evans reported

that "There are 4,000

heathens

here.

May

the Lord nake then all christians, and if he prease, aLl llethodists

...".1¿

He was

equally enthusíastic in another letter to the Rev. Case.
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¡rhen he expressed

his

enthusiasm

for the

new

nfssion field:

of labour is boundress, fron Labrador and
Hudson Bay to the Rockies. ffe have favour in the
The sphere

eyes

of the Hudson's

Bay

factors,

and as they connand

the entire influence of the Indian country our
prospect as far as they are concerned is good.43
Evans' letters reflect the fact that he was impressed by the

reception that he and Hurlburt had received. He was particularly struck
with the hospitaLity, the erudition, and even the religious sentiments

of

John caneron and Nicol Finlayson, the two Hudson's Bay conpany

officÍals with

¡vhon

he frequently dÍned and conversed at Michipicoten.

Evansr enthusiasn

colleague,

Thomas

for the challenges

ahead were shared by his

Hurlburt. In a letter to

Evans

the following spring,

Hurlburt suggested that they should push on even deeper into
Bay Territory:

I

Hudsonrs

of the Indians of the interior,
as they cane in to get their supplÍes ... All,
have seen a few

without exception, tell ne that, had I

come

a year

ago, they all would have joined themselves to me. I

think that

[nissionaries] should be sent to
Rainy Lake as soon as possible, before the priests
some

do

us more harm. I hear that Mr. Charles, the gentlenan

in charge, is anxious for a nissionary, but says that
he nust have an inexhaustible supply
perseverance

of patience

to deal with those Indians

Had

and

I

Indian [native nissÍonary] wíth ne, I should go to

an
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RaÍny Lake

for the sunmer.

From what

I hear of their

châracter, I should expect then to be indifferent
shy

It

was the

and

at first

first direct sign of interest in a ¡nission at RaÍny Lake.

Although Hurlburt was not

to visit Rainy

Lake himself

for

many years,

within a very short period of time the Rainy Lake mission was to

becone

a realÍty, and Hurlburtrs casual observations concerning the IndÍans
there were to be borne out in fact.
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CHAPTER

Historical

FOUR: THE RAINY LAKE I{ISSION

Overvlew

The Rainy Lake Methodist

l{issÍon had Íts beginning with the

decÍsÍon of the Rev. Janes Evans to take Thonas Hurlburt's suggestion
and

visit Rainy Lake in the

sunrner

of 1839.1 Taking Peter

his fanily with him, Evans left Irtichipicoten,

Jacobs and

briefly at

and stopping

Fort I{illian proceeded on to Rainy Lake, where the party arrived on the
21 June 1839. The next day Evans had one

of the old chiefs

(probably

Pied Gelez) who appeared synpathetic, call a council. Evans spoke to

the assenbled Indians, explaining to thenr that "alt their good medÍcines
they might stilr use but the bad nust be thrown away ... h¡e came not to
prevent their hunting but to encourage them to hunt and ¡rake their lives

to get their souls blessed by the Great Spirit".2
jubilant at finding so nany Indians:

happy and

Rainy Lake,

or Lac la Pluie is

inportant establishments

one

of the

east of the

Evans was

nost

Rocky

Mountains. There are generally two to five

hundred

Indians Ín the innediate vicÍnity of the conpany's

fort;

and during a

be estimated
Ho¡cever, he went on

part of the year their n'nrber

nay

at no less than two thousand.3

to observe that "Rainy

Lake

is

one

of the princÍpal

places in the country for holding Great IndÍan nedicine feasts ...

nittay or medÍcine

nen are strongly opposed

religion".4 while

Evans had

he decided

to the Christian

orÍginally planned to go on to

to neturn as soon as his

new canoe was

Arrangenents had previously been nade

The

Red River,

finished.

with Governor SÍmpson for peter

to4
Jacobs and
Evans

his family to

remaín

at Ft. Frances, so on June 29, 1939

left the new mission in charge of

l{illian

to

and then

Upper Canada.

Jacobs and Evans arrived

nissionaries of the

to Ft.

Jacobs and returned

at Rainy Lake while both nen were stilt

Canada Conference, and before any agreenent had been

reached between the Hudson's Bay Conpany and the London-based lrlesleyan

It{issionary society. However, rchile the two men were invorved in

establishing the missÍon, cÍrcu¡lstances in England and Upper
unfolding

¡ryhich would

Canada were

dramatically change thÍs course of events.

Although the Rainy Lake Mission had its beginnings under the canada
Conference

of the Methodist Church, this relationship

would

not last

long.

During hjs meeting with Evans in Michipicoten in May 1839, SÍmpson
had suggested
Conpany

to

Evans

that the Methodists in

London should approach

officÍals with a proposal for an arrangement whereby the

¡could help then with-supplies and
ruhole country was open

break between the

logistics.

He assured Evans

to Methodist missÍonaries. Thus,

BrÍtish

Conpany

that

the

even before the

and canada conferences, Evans had been

exploring alternate neans of provÍding for the mÍssions, and appeared to
have received a sympathetic hearing

fron sinpson. Nevertheless, the

subsequent discussÍons bet¡yeen the Company and the Methodists ¡yere

no

doubt conplicated by the iarpending split bet¡ceen the two conferences.

rt is difficult to say whether or not sinpson himself

was caught up

in

these struggles, or ¡chether he attenpted to nake the nost of them for
Conpany

purposes. Presunably he would have preferred the nore

centralized control of the British Wesleyans to the nore individualistic
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Canadians. Íle do know that in January 1840 Simpson wrote a letter to

Dr. Robert Alder, the secretary of the ülesleyan Missionary society in
London in whÍch he stated:
I

to state the

beg leave

substance

of the arrangement

as I undenstood it, viz -- that the Mission shall
appoint three of their missionaries to proceed to the
Companyrs

TerritorÍes this ensuing sunmer;

one of

these gentlenen to be located or stationed at

Moose

Factory, another at or in the neighbourhood of
House, and the

the

third at

one

Norway

of the establishments

on

Saskatchewan River

Simpson nade no mention

of any díscussion with Evans. nor of

the

latter's interest in possible missions at Ft. WilIian, Nipigon and Rainy
Lake. this is curious since it would have been obvious to him that
interested in the

Evans and Alder were
spoken

to

each other during

Ilhile Rainy

same

thÍng, and had no doubt

Alder's visit to upper

Lake was subsequently added

in

canada

1g39.

to the Iist of nissions

under

the agreenent, there continued to be confusÍon as to the status of the

Ft. wirlian nission,

and Nipigon seenìs

to

have been

forgotten.6

Despite

the fact that sinpson appeared to have by-passed Evans at thÍs point, it
should not be assuned

that he had been ruled out by either sinpson

Alder.

of the very few Methodist missionaries to

Evans was one

experience
and the

Ín the regÍon,

and he had shown

or

have any

hinself favourable to Alder

BrÍtfsh connection during the running debate ¡rhich

had been

carried out between Alder and Egerton Ryerson. It is therefore not

totally surprising that

when

a Superintendent for the

new

nissions

was
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appoÍnted,-

it should

have been James Evans. presumabJ.y, rvhen

accepted the appointment, Evans requested the assistance

he

of two Native

nissionary assistants in addition to the three English nissionaries, for
¡rhen

the original contingent was appointed it included Evans himself,

plus Peter Jacobs and Henry Steinhauer, as weLl as the three

Englishnren:

ttlillian

men had

Mason, Robert Rundle and George

been ordained by Rev. Alder on March

saiL from Liverpool for

New

Barnley.

The

latter

8, 1g40, and shortly after

had set

York and then Montreal. There they were to

neet Evans and Steinhauer where together they would accompany the fur

trade brigade on their annual trip west. However, due to
misunderstanding Evans and Steinhauer

forced to make their

in Ft.

Frances

ohrn way

in late

June

arrived late in Montreal

to Rupert's Land.

The Evans

and were

party arrived

of 1840, where they were met by Jacobs who

was

still there from the previous year,

May

25.

Evans renained

a

and by Mason who had arrived

only a short time before continuing

on-

to

on

Red

River and then Norway House, leaving the nission at Rainy Lake under the
leadership of f{illiam llason. Jacobs and Steinhauer were to assist him

with interpreting and teaching.

The Methodist Mission

at Rainy Lake,

while fully staffed, was leaderless and lackÍng in direction from the
very beginning. Evans had not had sufficient time to help them devise

a

plan of action, and hras soon too far away to give adequate guidance.
The instructions from London were vague and showed

of'the conditions

little

understanding

under which the ¡rissionaries ¡rould be working.

under the terms

of the agreement

between

the Hudson's Bay company

and the ülesleyan Hissionary Society, the Company pronised

to provide

flesleyan nissionaries with board and lodging and luxuries

in the same

the
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nanner as hras provided
agreement proved

to

commissioned gentlemen. This

part of

to be difficult fron the very beginning for

the

the

Methodists constantly conplained of being short of supplies. Jacobs,

for instance, in a letter back to

Evans during

his first winter at

Rainy

Lake, advised Evans to send someone who knew how to hunt and fish. .,for
we have

to

depend on

spear, gun and snares for our living.

things from Sault ste. Marie as
between the company and

craft,

when on Lake

superior.',.7

cannot get
The agreenent

the SocÍety also allowed passage in

and special conveyance was

company

to be made available ¡+hen the

¡rissionaries required it in order to visit the stations of their

mission.8 Í{hile, Ínitially there were no difficulties,

sinpson

gradually becane reluctant to provide such passage -- particularly for
the entire families of missionaries. In return for the above benefits,
the t{esleyan Missionary Society agreed to pay for the nissionaries'
wardrobe--and personal

daily worship
who wished

effects.

The missionaries were expected

and sabbath services

to attend. While it

for

was

to

hold

Conpany gentlemen and servants

not specifÍed in the letters from

Dr- Alder, the nissionaries were also expected to establish schools,
which could be attended by the children

of

company enployees.

Alder, in his letters, set out guidelines for the missionaries.
They were ¡carned

to avoid the

appearance

of evil, to be swift to

hear

to speak, to be a friend to all, to be respectful to authority
and to treat civil superiors with respect, and to take no liberties with
and slow

young fenales, being espe.cialry carefuL

of "haÌf-caste', families.9

They

to rryrite both their Superintendent in Norway House and
the Secretaries in London on a regular basi.s regarding such thÍngs as

were encouraged
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the circumstances of the country, the state of the peopl.e, and the
progress

of theiruno"k.1o Alder's guidelines

for the English nissionaries

who had been

were

originally

intended

sent out, but they applied

also to their native colleagues, and indeed they were Iittle

different

than the general rul.es of conduct set forth for Methodist class leaders.
Unfortunateìy for the recently arrived Methodist

practical advice for

missionaries,ll Ald""'s guidelines provided little

dealing with either the officers and men of the Hudson's Bay

Company

or

the Ojibwa. While Rainy Lake was the centre of a large concentration of
well-established Ojibwa and a sizeable population of mixed-bloods
had connections

River, it
many

with both settlements in

American

was no longer a major terminus

Territory

and

who

Red

in the fur trade, and lacked

of the amenitÍes of "cjvilized society" to which both Mason and his

native colleagues were accustomed. Jacobs gives a good description of

hÍs ni¡ed feelings on arriving there:
Two thousand

niles from Toronto, four months pulling

at the ash oar, rivers, Lakes, portages -¡ryorked

never

so hard before; but forgot all my troubles

seeing so many Indians. I find them fÍrm in their

idolatry, holding councils against Christianity
warning

their

encouragement

young
.

1

and

men. Yet sone give

2

The new mission ¡ryas under

the nomÍnal control of a recently

ordained English

ninister with no experience in the ¡cilderness setting

and no knowledge

of the Ojibwa language.

He was

quickly to prove

hinself notably unsuitable for the position. While SteÍnhauer

had

a
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solid educational

for the work and spoke a dialect of
Ojibwa, he had not as yet had sufficient experience to develop any
background needed

leadership skills.

his Rainy Lake tenure Steinhauer functioned
primarily as a teacher and translater, although he did at tines act
During

sonewhat independently.

he had

It

was

left Rainy Lake, that

not until

he was

much

finally

later in

1BSS, Iong

after

ordained.

Although Jacobs lacked Steinhauer's educational background, he also
spoke a

dialect of 0jibwa,

experience

of the three.

and had the most extensive missionary

However, as

a folLower rather than a leader.

later events were to prove, he was

Even

after his ordinatÍon as

a

minister and his appointment as Mason's replacement at Rainy Lake in
1843, Jacobs showed few leadership

qualities. It is scarcely surprising

then, that the first years of the mission were marked by indecision

inaction. Lacking the drive

and charisma

and

of an Evans or a Hurlburt,

the

missionaries foundered in their attempts to establ.ish meaningful
contacts with the ojÍbwa, and lacking knowledge of fur trade society,

they began to alienate both the Hudson's Bay Conpany officials and their
own

superiors in the

WesLeyan

Missionary Society.

it nust be admitted that despÍte their personal
lÍmitations, a najor part of the problem which they faced was the
However,

opposing organizational structures and goals

of their two

sponsoring

bodies. Despite the agreenent drawn up between the officials of
Hudson's Bay Company and the Ílesleyan Missionary Society,

it

the

soon

beca¡ne

clear that implementation of the agreement at the local level would be
difficult if not inpossible. part of the problen was due to the fact

that the flesleyan Missionary society, in estabtishing a missionary
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station at Rainy Lake, viewed it as nerely the headquarters for

circuit of

connected stations which would be established

Rapids on the Rainy
and

at

at

a

Manitou

River, at Fort Alexander, Rat Portage, on Lac Seul,

Osnaburgh House. Unfortunately

this pìan Ied then into conflict

with the organizational structure of the Hudson's

Bay Company which

placed Rainy Lake, Rainy River, Fort Alexander and Rat Portage in the
Courpany's Northern Department,

but Lac Seul and Osnaburgh House in the

Southern Department. The

rivalry

officials

that friction

concerned meant

between

the two departnents and the

was almost bound

to occur if

the

missionaries pushed ahead with their plans. Moreover, as Evans himself
complained

to his brother, the secretaries of the SocÍety in

never did understand
communications nade

that the vast distances

posed by=such

resources

of their

and primitive

it difficult to minister to

co¡nmunities on a regular

such widely separately

basis.13 Not only were the physicat

trips enornous, but

new converts were

spiritual leaders. Nevertheless,

of these noves at expansion. It

appears

own

assistance

even Evans supported nany

at times that the

¡rotivating factor was sinply a desire to reach

problems

left to their

for long periods of time when they nost needed the

new

London

new bands

main

of

Ojibwa

before their Catholic rivals did, although this, in turn, left their
establ.ished missions open
shortage

to their rivals since there

was

a continual

of nissionaries. Certainly the aggressive efforts of

Rev.

Antoine Belcourt in the region were a natter of consÍderable concern to

the Methodist ¡rissionaries -- as well as

officials

such as

some

of the Protestant

HBC

Nicol FinIayson.14

With the arrivaL of Mason and Steinhauer at Fort Frances in the
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spring of 1840, the Rainy Lake mission was the most fully staffed of alL
the missioñs in Hudson Bay Territory, and was well staffed in comparison
to most of the Methodist Indian nissions in Upper Canada. Ho$rever, the
missionaries did not concentrate on a single site near Fort Frances.

Instead, they began plans to cover the large mission circuit which
stretched from Fort Frances, down the Rainy River, through the Lake of
the

Woods

to Rat Portage and up the Winnipeg River to Fort Alexander.

Steinhauer was put to work teaching school at Ft. Frances where

Jac.obs

had begun the previous year, while Jacobs was posted to Ft. Alexander.
The following year, in 1841, Mason and Steinhauer took the first

of

several- trips to Lac Seul and Osnaburgh House, ¡ryhile Jacobs left for
Norway House and ultimately for England where he was ordained in
1t
1842.'"
During the period that

Mason was

Ín charge of the mission

he

baptized a considerable number of Ojibwa but it Ís doubtful. if any of

these."converts" had any intention of becoming committed Christians.l6
I{ason renained only a short period

the second

of time in the Rainy

summer he and Steinhauer ¡nade

Lake

region-

In

the first of several trips to

the Lac Seul and Osnaburgh House regions. Later that sa¡re sunrner, while
on an extended

visit to

SophÍe Tho¡nas, one

Red

River he met and decided to narry Miss

of the nixed-blood daughters of former

Thomas Thomas. Rather

than return to the relative isolation of Fort

Frances, he accepted NicoI Finlayson's

Ft.

Alexander

Portage

with hin.

for the ¡rinter,

children.

Governor

Mason

spend the

winter at

instructed Steinhauer to proceed to

where he was

However, Steinhauer

invitation to

to act as a tutor to the factor's

did not feel that he was fulfilting

¡vork as a mÍssionary, so he returned

Rat

his

to Rainy Lake, causing Mason to
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accuse hi¡n

of not doing his duty.

his decisián to marry,
endear him

and

his profligate

to Superintendent

officials' confidence in

Mason's neglect

Evans

Mason's

of his

spending habits

or Rev. Alder.

own duties,

did nothing to

The Methodist

abilities to direct the affairs of

the

¡¡ission were shattered, despite the enthusiastic reports which they
received from Mason and Steinhauer during theÍr visit to Lac Seul
Osnaburgh House
Norway House
Evans.

in

in the summer of 7842. Thus, Mason
1843 so

that

he would be under the

was

and

transferred to

direct supervision of

l?

Jacobs returned

to take charge of the mission in the fall of

1843.

in the Rainy Lake district as his assistant. It

Steinhauer remained

an arrangement which suited both men since they were able

to

was

work

together and presumably help each other. Thus, for instance, Steinhauer
helped Jacobs with

definite

his

improvement

for his part,

correspondence, and

it is possible to

in Jacobs' prose during this period.

appeared

to

be much nore

at

peace

see

a

Steinhauer,

with himself, than when

he had ¡corked ¡ryith Mason.l8 Jacob's appointnent should not be taken

as

an indication that the Rainy Lake Mission was no longer considered
important to the Methodists. on the contrary, as AJ.der noted to Evans,
Sinpson was anxious

to

have

a resident missionary at Rainy Lake and felt

that "... Jacob's

appointment

all classes there

and

employed

at Lac la Pluie ¡uill be very accessible to

wilr be the best nethod that can be presently

to neutralize the influence of the Ro¡rish Priests".19

Simpson

hinseLf expressed another reason for having Jacobs take up the Rainy
Lake

post.

He was

afraid that the large, annual congregations of

Indians each spring could lead to trouble, and he felt that "Mr. Jacobs,
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has a great deal, of infLuence with those Indians might be useful in

drawing thé Chief's attention to the danger ..." of a quarrel developing
between the traders and some of the young Ojibwa.20
Horryever,

the appointment of Jacobs to Fort Frances on Rainy Lake,

did not mean that the Methodist authorities had given up hope for
establishing additional nission stations along the Rainy River as welL
as at Lac Seul and Osnaburgh House. Jacobs and Steinhauer were

instructed to visit the latter areas in 1844. Despite their
reservations about further efforts in the area, and despite the
opposition of both Sir George Sinpson and the local official,
Mackenzie, Jacobs was sent back the following sunmer

building houses for the local Ojibwa.
Mackenzie, who made

Charles

to begin work on

He was given no assistance by

it clear that he wanted nothing to

do

with

the

¡rission, or with any attempts to have the local Ojibwa engage in

agricultural pursuits.2l After

spending a very

trying winter at

Lac

Seul with his fanily ¡rho had joined him there, Jacobs was told by

to

abandon

Rainy

the attempt at establishing a Lac Seul nission and return to

Lake.

The

officials of the Hudson's

Bay Company had

it clear that they would not sanction the nission.
that any concentration of Indians at
the

Company

finally

They were

made

afraid

Lac SeuI would become a burden on

since the poor soiL and severe weather made it impossible

for the Ojibwa to farn. Thus, the attempts to establish

mission

stations at Lac Seul and Osnaburgh House were permanently
Steinhauer neanwhÍIe had been transferred
1844

Evans

to

Norway House

to take charge of the nission school at Rossville

abandoned.

in

August of

where the

Methodist efforts hrere more favourably received by both Hudson's

Bay
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Conpany and

the Indians

Jacobs $¡as now left to his own resources at

the Rainy Lake Mjssion.
During the next several- years Jacobs continued to operate a very

snall school at Ft. Frances, but
ojibwa.

none

He made repeated attempts

vicinity of Ft.

inmediate

of the regular students were

to evangelize the ojibwa in

Frances who cane

the

to the fort to trade

or

attend the annual gatherings of the ojibwa. He conplained, though, that

all his efforts were thwarted by religious leaders whom he termed
"conjuror"".22 These conjurors used their influence to prevent the
people fron

listening to him,

and convinced them

to persist in their old

I'rays. Jacobs also continued to try and obtain pernÍssion to establish a
nission station on the Rainy River at Manitou Rapids or Long sauLt. He
hoped

that by separating himself physÍcalIy from the

company establishment, and by

assis-tance

in building

However, Pied Gelez,

Hudson,s Bay

providing the ojibwa with practical

houses and farming, he wouLd have more success.

the river chief

interest in christianity

had

who had

initially

expressed an

died, and the new leaders were not

synpathetic to the idea of a new nission on Rainy River when he met ¡ryith

them. In thÍs instance

Jacobs found himself caught between the Hudsonrs

Bay company which expressed

a willingness to help, and the ojibwa, e¡ho

tools and seeds, but were unwilling to accept the nissionaries
and their Christian nessage.

wanted

In the

neanti¡ne Jacobs was beconing increasingly frustrated by his

lack of success in having ei ther the society or the
education

of his sons.

His son

Company pay

for

the

Peter, in particular, had shown academic

talents which Jacobs wanted to have developed.

However, since the only
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school at Rainy Lake was the one he taught, this neant that the sons
would have
complete

to be sent either to

their education.

Red

River or back to upper canada to

Jacobs could not

afford to do this on his

missionary's salary so he had appealed to both the missionary society
and the Hudson's Bay Company for

assistance. Both groups acknowledged

his desires and his difficulties, but did nothing concrete to help him.
At the same tine Jacobs ¡+as increasingìy finding that arrangements with
the

Company

were becoming more

difficult.

In the beginning, Jacobs, like his missionary colleagues,
expressed

Iocal

satisfaction with the cooperation that they receÍved

Conpany

officials, but gradually this

harmony

eroded.

had

from

The

missionaries, Jacobs included, found it difficult to obtain the private
goods necessary

for their work and families,

officials often

were deliberately not

and

felt that

company

helpful.23 As Jacobs noted in

a

Ietter to Rev. Alder "... a wesleyan nissionary and Indian trader can
not live together in peace in one establishment because their profession
in life is as different as day and darkness".24 on several occasions he
indicated to both Alder and Simpson that he wanted to leave. but both
nen made excuses as

to

why he should remain.

Finally in 1849, after his wÍfe

beca¡ne

increasingly itl,

his

request for a two year furlough was granted. The following summer, Ín
1850 he

left for upper

nission vacant.
was no reason

to

canada

with his fanily, leaving the Rainy Lake

He had suggested, and Simpson had concurred,

send a replacenen during

that there

his absence. During his

furlough Jacobs again visited England as Alderrs guest, and white there
nade

a noving plea for nore nissionaries to the annual general
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conference
agreed

of the

to return

Wesleyan Missionary

Society. Although he reluctantly

to the mission field,

once more

willing to pay for the transportation of his
he returned

to

Hudson Bay

simpson was no longer

J.arge

fanily. Thus, when

Territory briefly in 18s2, ìt

rnu"

to tour

the

Methodist nissions Ín the Northwest, not as a missionary to Rainy Lake.

It

was

¡vere able

efforts

not untiÌ 1854 when Allen Salt arrived that the Methodists

to find another missionary for Rainy Lake. In that

were being nade

year

to rebuild the Methodist ¡nissions in the

following the recall and death of Evans, the defection of

Mason

west

to

the

Anglicans, and the reunion of the Engì,ish and Canada conferences. Salt
was

part of a new group of nissionaries ¡ryho cane west

under

superintendent rho¡nas Hurlburt, Evan's old colleague from the Lake

superior nissions. salt energetically began his twin tasks of

re-establishing the school and making contact with the local ojibwa.
Older and nore experienced than Steinhauer, better educated than Jacobs,

like them, speaking ojibwa, he seened an excellent choice for the
nission. Horcever, ¡rhiIe his reports are less pessimistic than those of
and

Jacobs, success eluded him

in

much

the

same way

as it had his

predecessors. Despite Jacobs' warnings to the contrary he was once
again stationed at Fort Frances where he faced many of the same problems

that his

predecessors had encountered.

Unlike Jacobs, SaIt appeared to have gained the cooperation of the

Iocal

Conpany

officials, particularly Robert Pither, ALexander Murray

and James Èlackenzie.2s His
Lake

or

ca¡ne

efforts

anong the Ojibwa who

lived

on Rainy

there for the annual gatherÍngs were less successful

t{hile he received Gabagonashkung (Peter Jacobs II) on triat as a nenber
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of the Church, and ¡chile a few other individuals indicated an interest
in becoming Christians, the vast majority of Ojibwa continued to follow
their own rel.igious practices.

Although Salt did not nake an issue of

the opposition of the coñjurors to the extent that others djd, jt
neverthel.ess appeared that their influence continued unabated.

Initially it

appeared

that SaIt might have ¡nore success in establishing

a nission on the Rainy River, but once again the forces opposed to

Christianity prevailed.

Fol.J.owing

a counciì. meeting, Ogimaubinas, one

of the river chiefs, reported that neither the River Indians nor
from Lake

of the

Woods wanted

ttrose

anything to do ¡rith the nissionaries.

Later that year, in the sunmer of 1857, SaIt and his fa¡rily returned to
Upper Canada-,

ostensibly so that Salt's ¡+¡ife could receive medical

attention, but the contÍnuing failure of the mission no doubt played a
major

part in the transfer.26 While the Rainy

the books of the

Wesleyan Missionary

Lake Mission was kept on

Society for a nunber of years, it

never again was a viable mission, although a native lay missÍonary,
Janes Asquabe was briefly assigned there

in

1860.27

Missionary VÍews of the Ojibwa

I{hile all the Methodist nissionaries, both Euro-Anerican
Native, shared a

their

own

conmon

and

religious faith, they differed, accordÍng to

varying backgrounds and personalities, in their Índividual

assessnents

of the Ojibwa and in theÍr

methods

of evangelization.

These

views and practices are reflected Ín their official and private letters,

in the portion of Salt's journal

¡chich survives, and

in references to

then by their Methodist superiors, Conpany officials and the Ojibwa
themselves.
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Like the missionaries of the Church Missionary Society, the
Methodists realized that their letters to the Secretaries in London

and

later to

Church leaders

progress

of their work and, if they were judged suitable, to publicize

in

Upper Canada would be used both

their efforts in order to garner support for the missions.

to

assess the

As might

be

expected, this often led them to minimize their problens and exaggerate

their successes, although Jacobs always emphasized the strength of

the

opposition they faced. Even their ]etters to friends and rel.atives

filled with pious expressions and lofty ideals, although these

were

often tenpered with more realistic assessments of the situation.2S
problem renains

that the Letters

seldom

were

The

dealt with the Ojibwa as

individuals, so that the picture that they present of 0jibwa society is
extrenely vague. For this reason Salt's journal and lecture are

particularly valuable since they fill

in

some

of the details onitted

by

the tetters. Since the post journals have not survived, and since

relatively few of the letters of

Conpany

¡rith the nissionaries, 1t ís difficutt,

officials deal specifically

though not impossible to

reconstruct the total picture, or to always correlate the actions of
the nissionaries with their expressed views. Nevertheless, the
documents do provide us

views and actions
Ojibwa

whom

with sufficient material to differentiate the

of the four nissionaries, as well as

sone individuat

they encounterud.29

Of the four Methodist nissionaries at Rainy Lake, two (Mason

and

Steinhauer) spent only a brief period there during the ti¡re that the

nission was being established. Nevertheless, their influence

was

inportant since they helped lay the ground¡r¡ork for subsequent efforts.
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Although both men were
ended

therè.

Mason

single,

young and inexperienced,

the similarities

never felt comfortable in his situation at Rainy

Lake, never understood nor tried to understand the Ojibwa, and appeared

to

be more interested

cone
HBC

to serve.

in his

He nuch

own ¡.lelfare than

that of the people he had

preferred to spend his time in the

officers or at the colony in

Red

company

of

River where he could socialize with

other Euro-Americans. To Mason the Ojibwa were a "... simpJ.e hearted
and obliging race, honest and sincere

-- ignorant

and poor

in

the

greatest extreme...".3O It was for this reason that "the conjurors
hold all the others in servile subjection;

rryere

Ít not for this

circunstance many who are even desirous would long ere this have
embraced

the religion of a crucÍfied Jesus.31

Despite this opposition Mason did ¡rake some apparent headway with

the Ojibwa. Not overLy bright himself, but scheming and self-serving,
Mason rcas

content to accept Ojibwa actions at face vaLue, and thus

baptised over one hundred Ojibwa and nixed-bloods in his short stay at
at

Rainy Lake."o On the surface
had been nade

it

at the mission.

apþeared

that a very pronising start

However, nost

of the "converts"

were

children ¡rhose Ojibwa parents had no intention of bringing them up as
Christians, although they were willing to take part Ín the
which seemed so important

to the missionaries.

ceremony

The mixed-bloods as

noninal CatholÍcs ¡rere happy to have their children baptised since the

ritual of baptisn was nore important to
of denoninationalism.

m.ost

of

Mason's actions served

them than the niceties

to

add

fuel to

the

controversy with the Catholics since Belcourt continued to regard the
Rainy Lake ltlission

territory and its inhabitants as the rightful

domain
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of the

Roman

Catholic Church.

steinúauer, in contrast to Masc¡n, was a sincere, self-effacing

and

overly scrupulous young man who both attempted nore and claimed less for

his efforts.

An Ojibwa

himself, but one who considered himself to

be

enlightened, he saw the Rainy Lake Ojibwa as "¡r¡anderers of the forest"
who were given

to idolatry

and superstÍtion because

of divine things. Thus, he set about to enlighten
been

enlightened. It

¡ryhich would

youth.
been

was Steinhauer who

of their

them

ignorance

just as he had

did rnost to establish a

schoo-l

serve both the children of conpany servants and ojibwa

Given the constraints under which he worked, he appears

to

have

fairly successful.33 Certainly, the number of students (seventeen)

that he nentioned

was never

attained again during the tife of the

mission. steinhauer's skill
recognized by the ojibr+a,

and basic good

for

¡ryhen

will

must have been

a number of the major chiefs in the

region decided to present a petition to Sir George Simpson in 1841, they
approached Steinhauer

interpreter. It
petition

among

was

to help draft their petition

and

act as their

a strange role fbr a Methodist nissionary for the

other thÍngs complained of a shortage of rum!34 However,

it did illustrate that steinhauer

had gained the

trust of the

ojÍbwa

chiefs, even if they continued to have nothing to do with his religion.

If SteÍnhauer

was

relatively tolerant about beliefs

pagan Ojibwa, he was

less tolerant about the

nixed-bloods who lived near the fort.

Roman

and practices

of

the

Cathotic Ojibwa and

Like the other Methodist

nissionaries at Rainy Lake he was scandalized by their behaviour. In

letter to

Evans he wrote

¡cho belong

that "... I find not a different

to the infallible

Church and

a

between these

the superstitious pagans of the
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Country"."" Steinhauer believed that it
Christians that stopped

many

of the

was

the behaviour of these

pagan 0jibwa from beconing

Christians.
Mason and

Ojibwa

at

Steinha[er were in agreement in their assessment of the

Lac Seul. and Osnaburgh House. During

their two visÍts to

the

area both nen wrote back glowing letters of how receptive the Ojibwa in

the region were to ChristÍanity.

Once again Mason baptised

a

number of

the children, and the missionaries set about teaching the parents to
the Lord's Prayer and sing a few hymns.
gave up

their ceremonial

Some

of the "converts"

drums and medicine bags as evidence

say

even

that

they

no longer believed in their old ways. However, one of the Lac Seul

chiefs,

upon meeting Belcourt

ceremony

at White Dog went through another baptism

for his children, indÍcating that the Lac Seul OjÍbwa

wilting to

humour any missionary who pronised

Steinhauer so naive

in his

assessment

to help them.36

were

What made

of the situation is hard to

say,

given his subsequent ¡rork at other nissions. Perhaps Ít was due to the
overpohrering presence

of his superior, or perhaps it

was due

to his

inexperience. Certainly the actions of the missionaries were foltowed
¡cith a certain amount of

bemusement

by Charles McKenzie who recorded his

observations on the sequences of events. According to McKenzie the poor

nissionaries did not realize that they were being taken for fools by the
Ojibwa who had no intention

the gifts which

Mason was

of

becoming

Christians, but simply

wanted

distributing or pronising.3T This ¡cas an

opinion later shared by Peter Jacobs when he visited the area. t{hile
SteÍnhauer never revised
expressed

his opinÍon of the Lac Seul Ojibwa he later

his concerns regarding the sincerity of Ojibwa

conversions.
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Inåee¿, Jacobs and Steinhauer, in a joint report to Evans, stated that:
Måny an

opportunity has presented itself wherein

might have made many proselytes and those thus
would have been actuated by mercenary

we

made

notives, but we

did not choose to inprove such opportunities because
we earnestly desire

of

God who

the

to see souls

added

to the Church

shall really feel the converting power of

Gospeì .38

Steinhauer and Jacobs were not sinply making excuses
number

of converts which followed the departure of

for the drop in

Mason

for

the

Norway

House. They were explaining that they (it is probably Steinhauer who is
expressing these thoughts) had a fundanentally

different

approach

to

the

question of baptism. Mason had readily baptised anyone who expressed

a

willingness to becone a Christian, regardless of the reasons behind this

decision. steinhauer

and Jacobs belÍeved

expressed a ¡rillingness

to

become

the gifts which the Hudsonrs Bay

that

many

of the ojibwa

had

Christians simply in order to receive

company was making

availabte through

the MethodÍst missionaries.39 Although they provided naterial
assistance, they did not want their actions in this regard to
confused

become

with their mission to convert the ojibwa to chrÍstianÍty.

Thus, they accepted only those people
converted and who demonstrated the

whom

they felt ¡rere truly

results.of grace through their

actions.
The Rev. Peter Jacobs was

personality.

To

a conplex

man ¡,cho had nany

his nÍssionary superiors

and

to Sir

sides to his

George Sinpson he

presented himself as an archetypal Methodist nissionary labouring
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zealously among the heathen who refused to take heed of his

message.

tine again he compared the RaÍny Lake and Rainy River Ojibwa to
the Jews of old
a stiff-necked people" who persisted in their

Time and

idolatrous practices despite his best efforts to preach the word of

to

them and convert them from

Jacobs

attributed

many

of his

their evil ways.40 Like

God

Mason before him.

to the "conjurors', who, he

problems

argued, dominated 0jibwa society in the general region and prevented the
missionaries from making any headway.4l The Lac Seul ojJbwa, he charged
acted the hypocrites, ¡rhen they said they wanted to

become

christians ... for they think that if they would becone nominal
christians, they would confer on us a very great favour, and that
would therefore be under a great obligation

we

to them, and they wouìd

therefore expect fron us great things such as ctothing and feeding

them,

etc., .tc."-42

were

The only group

that did not receive Jacobs, censor

"the tribe of cranes" at osnaburgh House, whom he reported, were glad to
see him and rejoiced in the gospel despite the fact that previously they
had been very wicked and were the dread

later, while on his tour of

Hudson's Bay

MissÍonary Society, Jacobs claimed
because

Great
day

of his preaching

Spirit to

to read to

Territory for the

wesleyan

that the whole band had changed

and were non¡ nodel

send them a missionary

them

of the land.43 several years

...

christians

and

who "pray the

trouble [the trader] all

the Bibte

Jacobsr pronouncenents have been taken by some historians

as

reflectinC typical Methodist intolerant and superior attitudes, when in
fact, it ¡rould be nore accurate to take then as exampì.es of an ojibwa
Methodist convert, who like nost converts was trying to impress his

new

_
colleagues with the depth
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of his conviction. Certainly he was able to

of his superiors such as Evans and A]der with his
and devotion. The Methodist congregations that he addressed

impress nany
enthusiasm

certainly viewed him as an example of what Indians could become if they
e¡rbraced Christianity. His addresses to the Wesleyan Missionary Society

in

London on

his two visits there

were extrenely successfuL. Dressed in

mock Indian garb, he r,ras wildly cheered as he spoke

conversjon from paganism

to christianity,

to

them

of his

of the benefits that
christianity had brought to his people, particularly the women.45
At the same time,
and Euro-American,

and

we know from Jacobs'contemporaries, both ojibwa

that there

was another side

to him. Despite his

protestations to the contrary, it is doubtful if he was as conscientious

in promoting Methodism as he suggested. certainly, if some of Salt's
informants are correct, he spent nore of his ti¡re telling the ojibwa
what he had seen

in foreign countries than telling

the¡u of

Christianity.46 This would seem to suggest that he was ¡nost interested
in impressing then with his own stature and inportance. rn much the
same way he boasted

to his

Euro-American colleagues

of his ability as a

sturgeon fisherman and as a narksman when hunting gamebirds
which even he attributed

-- skÍlls

to his ojibwa background. Moreover,

some of

the aspects of Jacobs'ojibwa background which he had not totalì.y
abandoned brought him

in conflict with his

new

lifestyle.

It

has

already been shown, for Ínstance, that he ¡ras torn bet$reen the

of totenic responsibilities

demands

and the Christian commandments. Undoubtedly

this applied not onry to gift-giving, but also to the sexual teasing and
exchanges that took place between cross-cousin".4? This may, in fact,
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help to explain

some

of the charges of sexual immorality that r,¡ere laid

against him by Case and others, although it does not explain his
interest in various ¡rixed-bì,ood young women. Certainly Jacobs was
undergoing an inner conflict between the values of the two cultures that
does not appear in his letters.

This conflict may also help to explain

his lapses with regard to alcohol to which he ultimately

succumbed.

Like a number of other Ojibwa converts, he had accepted the new God of
the Christians and many of the white nan's goals, but he could not free
himself of his Ojibwa past and its obligations -- and neither his
Methodist superiors or his Ojibwa kjnsfolk were willing to accept
compromise in this matter'.

To admit

that

Jacobs had

not forsaken all the beliefs and practices

of his Ojibwa past is not to say that he had not genuinely
new

accepted his

Christian beliefs, or that he was not sincerely annoyed with the

local Ojibwa for refusing to accept Christianity. There seens to
little doubt that the problens of his early chÍIdhood,

and

his

be

own

conversion experience had affected him greatly.4S Even more important

than the spiritual aspects of his conversion, however, rrlere the

cultural, for

Jacobs saw the twin acceptance

Euro-American

civilization as opening the doors to a better life for

and

hÍs children.

in style with

He

Company

felt the

power

was

and

a lifestyÌe which.he

¡ranted

in

much

him

and

was

in the cities that he had visited.

to partake in, along with his wife

family. fn a sense Jacobs rcas attempting to rise

background

and

of the written word, enjoyed dining

officers or dignitaries of the church,

fnpressed by the things he had seen

It

of Christianity

the sane way that nany of the

above his

lo¡ryer

class English
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nissionaries were usÍng the church to rise above theirs.
was nore

The difference

a natter of degree than of kind.

Jacobs was aLso proud

of the new manual skills which he had learned

from the Euro-Americans. He was a very competent builder of houses,

and

genuinely would have liked to have been able to pass this skill on to

the Rainy Lake Ojibwa in the

same way

as he had done in Upper

at Norway House. While his skills as a farmer never

Canada and

became evident, he

had acquired the habit of looking at every piece of land in terms of its

farning potential, in

n¡uch

the

same manner

as his Euro-American

counterparts.49 Despite Jacobs' problems of acculturation,
undoubtedly

he

felt that he had nanaged the transition quite well and could

not understand why the Rainy Lake Ojibwa were reluctant to follor{¡ his
example. In particular, (since he had accepted Christianity
Eurq-Anerican cu-lture as two parts

their desire to pick

of a whole) he could not

and choose only those aspects

culture which they desired, while retaining their
and

of

own

and

understand

Euro-American

religious beliefs

practices. So, whil.e we can be skeptical about some of Jacobs'nore

extreme verbiage, we shouLd not

reject his observations out of

hand.

During the period which Jacobs had ¡rorked under another missionary
such as Evans, he appears

to

have been able

Victorian Christian gentleman and
background which were

to take on the

submerge those aspects

manners

of

of

hís

Ojibwa. Similarly, while working with

a

charismatic figure such as Evans, he was able to bask in the reflected

glory,

and enjoy

his inportant role as intermediary. As a result, his

services as an interpreter and exhorter had been s¡ell used in
Canada, and undoubtedly he had

Upper

relished the sense of power that this

a
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gave him. However, left to himself in a region where the vast majority

of 0jibwa rejected ChristÍanity, and the

Company

servants were not

impressed by his pretentious manners, he found it difficult

to exert his

authority -- noral or otherwise. Rather than functioning as a leader,
he becane a peripheraì figure who, in his search for acceptance,

easily influenced by both the Ojibwa and the Conpany servants
officiats.50

This is illustrated

was

and

by his pathetic attempts to win

acceptance from the Ojibwa, his inability

to

manage

his canoe crews,

and

his obsequious behaviour towards Sinpson when he was vainly trying to
moved

be

or at least have his sons'education paid.S1 In a vain attempt to

assert his authority with the Ojibwa, he may well have resorted to the
same

sort of bombastic Ianguage which alienated the

with probably the same results.

On

Company

servants --

the other hand Jacobs would

have

been aware of the Ojibwa vÍews regardÍng such aggressive behaviour, so

it is possible that his accounts of his encounters with the Ojibwa have
been tailored for his Methodist audiences.52

In

some ways

the Rev. Allen Salt's experiences at Rainy Lake were

sinilar to those of Jacobs, although Salt

was

far less flamboyant in his

descriptions, and considerably less pessimistic about the possibilities

of success. Moreover, Salt

had

a far stronger sense of self, and ¡las

firmer Ín his acceptance of both the ideas of Christianity
Euro-Anerican
Ojibwa

woman

"civilization".

from Mud Lake

in

and

Despite the fact that he had married
Upper Canada, he always spoke

of

her

fanily in the third person as though he considered himself apart
them and Ojibwa

fully ¡rith

society. Nevertheless,

even though he

Euro-American society while he was

an

from

identified

at Rainy Lake, Salt

almost
was
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stilL considered an "Indian" by his mÍssionary colleagues, and a kinsman
-Re
by the Ojibwa.or For his part, SaIt seems to have respected the Ojibwa
as people even though he abhored their pagan practices,. and in

particular those connected with the practiCe of warfare. His diary
continues numerous references to his disgust ¡ryith their dances, the
scalps they displayed and their pride in the body paint that they

applied to thenselves. Likewise, in his vÍew, the dancing, the feasting
and the conmunicating rtrjth

shaking

tent

He appeared

spirits practiced by the Ojibwa during their

and ¡ridewiwin cere¡nonies were both obscene and deceptive.

to

have onJ.y the

slightest interest in these

ceremonies, and

certainly does not appear to have any doubts as to the fact that they
were merely designed

to trick those

who

trusted in

them-54

lloreover, he was very carefuL to avoid taking part in any ojibwa

religious rituals.
was

The one custom

that he did consent to take part in

the distribution of tobacco before speaking to their gatherings._,

However, even then he was careful not

around

for he felt

to

smoke

the pipe which was passed

such an action rr¡ould indicate

religious beliefs.55 Although Salt

may have

that he accepted their

felt that the Ojibwa

were

ignorant for holding their beliefs, he appears not to have held it
against then, and indeed even his descriptions of the instances

individual Ojibwa such as Gauba or Jack-fish
services ¡{ere not bitter.

Si¡nÍlarly,

Bones

when

disrupted his

when he presented

the arguments of

various .individuals or of different band chiefs, unlike Hason and
Jacobs, he seldom expressed exasperation

their

or condescension regarding

views.
lrlhereas Jacobs was vociferous

in his denunciation of the villainy
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of the Rainy Lake Ojibwa, Salt appears to have viewed them more as
backward and ignorant of the truth, than as intrinsically

for this reason he was less inclined to place as

evil.

much blame on

Perhaps

the role

of the "conjurors" as his predecessors had been. Indeed he appears to
have attenpted to bypass them to some extent and attempt to win over

other leaders and individuals who could act as counterbalances to their
influence.

SaIt, like Jacobs, was eager to show the local Ojibwa the

wonders of Euro-American society, although he approached the task in
somewhat

a

different way. Drawing upon his own educational background

he

used his knowledge of astronomy to denonstrate the vastness of the

universe and the glory of God to the Ojibwa. And he attempted to
impress upon them the greatness of the British people by using his
knowledge of geography to explain all the regions of the world that tÌre

British people controlled.

The Ojibwa, he implied, could become part of

and share in this great "enpire" by beco¡ring Christian and civiLized,.

At the

same

tine he viewed the Rainy Lake Ojibwa as backward cousins of

the Mississaugas and Ojibwa in Upper Canada since the latter had, in his
view, nade significant advances towards integration into Euro-American
society.

KA
""

Despite their different personalities and approaches, none of the
Methodist ¡rissionaries rcas successful in making inroads among the Rainy
Lake

Ojibwa. Neither Mason wÍth hjs lavish distribution of gifts,

Steinhauer ¡rith

his quiet diplomacy, nor Jacobs with his

use

nor

of totemic

connections, nor SaIt with unbendÍng faíth, was able to breech the solid

¡call of opposition ¡chich faced them and their beliefs. t{hile there

were

isolated instances of Ojibwa showing an interest in becoming Christian,
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and

while there appeared to be some interest

Lac Seul OjÍbwa, the vast majority
Lake

of the

Woods

among

fair

of

numbers

of the Rainy Lake, Rainy River

0jibwa continued to hold strongly to their

the

and

own

religious beliefs, although they made it clear that they were interested

in accepting other types of assistance.

what were the factors which

influenced the ojibwa in taking this stand? In order to answer this
question it is necessary to look in depth at their response to the
coming

of the missionaries,

Euro-American society
O.iibwa Views

unknown

to consider their

response to

in general.

of the Missionaries

The Ojibwa greeted

combination

and

of interest

the first Methodist missionaries with
and

suspicion. Whjle nissionaries

to the ojibwa, the intentions of the ¡nissionaries

entirely clear at first.

a

were not
were not

As has been previously explaÍned, French

explorers and traders had first entered the Rainy Lake region in the

late

160Os and

early 1?00s. French ¡¡issionaries such as the

Aulneau had accompanied these

Indians ¡cho would listen.

early traders, ministering to

However, followíng the

them and any

falt of the

Regine, the traders that entered the region did little
spread

Rev.

French

to foster

of Christian nissÍons. FoIlowing the departure of

the

Rev.

Jean-Baptiste de la Morenie in 1?51, there had been no Christian

nissionary in the area until the brief visjt of another priest,
Tabeau

in 1818. During

most

of this time there

Rev.

had been no Protestant

nissionaries in either what was considered to be Hudson's Bay Territory

or Hisconsin Territory. While the
to

send a few missionaries

Church Missionary Society had begun

to the area around Red River,

and while there
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Írere a few A¡rerican Protestant nissionaries
none

to the south. there

were

in the immediate region of RaÍny Lake.
Although the majority

of traders contÍnued to consider

nominal Christians, the infrastructure

their religion

was

themselves

for the outward observance of

lacking. English and Scottish traders gave few

concrete demonstrations of their faith, even though individual

Protestants such as David

Thompson and

Nicol Finlayson, and Catholics

such as John Mcloughlin were personally

religious ideas.

reìigious or interested in

French-Canadians and mixed-bl,ood

traders as a rule

continued to take part in basic Catholic rituals and devotions despite

the absence of priests. WhiIe
marriages had

mass could

not be celebrated

and

to be resanctifjed by prjests, the rituals as performed

Iay people were considered to be "valid" by the church.57 At the

by

same

time nany of the¡r openly partook in Ojibwa custo¡ns that their English
and Scots counterparts found

alien

and

distasteful.

horrified the ¡rissionaries. Salt, for instance,
French and mixed-bloods took

The practices

complained

that

the

part in scalp dances, sought infor¡nation

fro¡¡ shaking tent conjurors, and called upon various "nedicine nen"

when

they were sick.58
The

fact that

to participate in
heì.ped

Euro-Americans and Ojibwa continued, over the years,

s¡hat came to be caLled "country narriages", further

to bridge the social

and

religious

customs

of the two societies.

Just as Euro-Americans adopted and adapted certain Ojibwa customs

belÍefs, the Ojibwa drew.upon some Euro-American beliefs

and

and customs.

It. has been argued, for instance, that their belief in a suprene being,
as

well as many of the belÍefs

and customs

of the

Midewiwin ¡vere
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influenced by christian beliefs. However, since tne nuroians of this
intervening period were not proselytizers, the Ojibwa were able to

show

an interest in, or even accept those portions of the Christian nessage

felt appropriate to their

whjch they
The

arrival of Christian nissionaries

own

belief structure

and

lil'estvle.

who demanded absoLute adherence to

a particular set of doctrines and practices posed

new and

direct

challenges to the Ojibwa.
The

arrival of the Methodist missionaries

was

not a

compJete

surprise to the Ojibwa for they had heard from their brethren on the
shores

At

of

Lake Superior

Green Bay,

clarke,

of the

presence

of Evans, Hurlburt and Jacobs.

in flisconsin Territory, another Methodist missionary,

was also working among

the ojibr.¡a there whil.e considering

estabLishing a nission at Red l,ake.59 Moreover,
once again

Roman

catholics

were

active in the Sault Ste. Marie and Ft. t{illian regions,

to the west, the Rev. AntoÍne Belcourt had begun work among the
He had

John

first visited the area in

1838 and returned

in

whiLe

Ojibrca.

succeeding years

despite the disapproval of Hudson's Bay Conpany officials and the
MethodÍst ¡tissionaries who had arrived by

then. Belcourt related

the

story of an old nan at Rainy Lake who told hin of the Ojibwa traditions
about the coning of the "black-robes" - The old man spoke of

a

recollection that he had

...

when

I

rryas

about the size of this child

(indicatÍng a child of ten years), I heard it said to
ny grandfather, who was at the time talking rcith the
other old men: At Sault Ste. Marie there are

sorne

extraordinary nen; they are clad in long black
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robes; they are respecteA

Uy everybody, speak always

kiñd words, comfort and aid the unfortunates; they
preach

call

of things never before heard of; the

them

fathers.

My grandfather

French

added: You,

my

grandchildren, shall see things that we others shall

not, you shall see these men dressed in this
You

shall Live to see them come here.

manner

and shall

hear them with your ornn uu"=.60
The speech has

to be interpreted with

some

caution since it may have

reflected an Ojibwa attempt to win favour with the strangers.

However,

it nay indicate that the Ojibwa did have previous knowledge of

and

expectations of missionaries. It may also reflect the fact that the

foretelling of events

r¡as a fundamental

Neverthel.ess, the arrivaL
¡narked

of

principle of Ojibwa "history".

Jacobs and

later

Mason and Steinhauer,

the first time that a Christian mission had been established in

the region with pernanent resident missionaries. the Ojibwa rr¡ere
therefore interested in finding out nore about these Euro-Americans

distant

kinsmen who came to

and

their region, but did not wish to trade in

the usual fashion. Any stranger was viewed by the Ojibwa as a potential
enemy

until such time as he had proved his trustworthiness through his

actions. Since their experience with missionaries
Ojibwa evaluated the newcomers on the basis

limited,

of their previous

with the traders, and in the context of their
on the content of the missionaries'

was

own

the

experience

beliefs, rather than

message.

Nevertheless, they were for the most part willing to listen to what

the missionaries had to say, even though this did not nean that the
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Ojibwa $tere interested

in the doctrines of Christianity.

More

Iikely,

as Mary Bìack-Rogers has pointed out, and as is described in ¡nore detail

in a previous chapter, their actions

were a resul.t

of their

belief

own

system.61 This systen, which was based on the premise that power is

to life, led to a complex set of rules of behaviour for
different situations. Caution was a basic rule of behaviour since it
necessary

to

was dangerous

show

a lack of respect to anything or

have greater power than

oneself. Since

speech was

anyone who might

a chief

showing disrespect, great value was placed on renaining

medjum of

silent

or

avoiding sensÍtive topics.62 until the ojjbwa were certain as to the
power

of the nissionaries,

interest or

pleadecl

for

most were non-comnital, expressed a vague

more time

to consider what the mjssionaries

had

told them. Thus, for example, steinhauer reported that "They received
me very kindly and paid good attention to what I said, but they must
consider further before they consent to embrace the religion of the big
Book

... ".63
Although

this continued to be a popuJar refrain throughout

nissionary period, most of the ojibwa

Christianity as they

latter did not

came

to

openly opposed to

know the missionaries and

possess great porser.

the Rainy River who was initially

later turned against then

became arore

the

realized that the

picottee, a chief of a band along

quite favourable to the missionaries,

and warned

his people that "the ,Black

Coats'

are the cause of all the nisery they suffer and of the äeaths that
occurred anong then and

that our design

was

have

his death".64 Although

of the ojibwa renained respectful., they made it clear that they did
want to accept christian beliefs or practices. By 1954, when Salt

most

not

13s

arrived, he was rnet by a deJ.egation of Ojibwa who announced that:
We

lndians Poor Indians of

and down the
coming

Kochejeeng (Rainy Lake)

river heard that missionaries

to this part, so we held a council

were

and

these Indians are deter¡nined not to receive the white

nan's reJ.igion.65

In attempt to analyze

how

the Rainy Lake Ojibwa responded to the

evangelization attempts of the Methodist missionaries a number of

factors need to be kept in nind. In the first pJace, the Ojibwa
"response" should not be seen as an event rchich was central

existence.

The ¡nissionaries were,

to their

in fact, narginal figures in

a

society where well-estabLished patterns existed between the Ojibwa and
the traders. Nor was Ojibwa society in a state of disintegration.
Rather, as has been described, it was strong, vigorous and relatively

unthreatened. As Dr. John Mcloughlin observed during a

some¡chat

earlier

period, "... they are full of pride, conceit and vanity, which they hide

in theÍr intercourse with

Europeans by

gravity and distant, formal

behaviour resulting as ¡ruch if not nore from dissiurulation than regard,

as it is their opinion that no man is equal to an Indian
were a

They

religious, or as many Euro-Americans were apt to observe, a

particularly superstitious people,

who

relied heavily on their religious

leaders and religious ceremonÍes such as the Midewiwin and shaking tent

ceremonies. Given the fac,t that the najority of Ojibwa needs were being

Eet, there

was no pressing need

radically different

ways

to

seek

alternative sources of

power or

of living, although they were willing to

borrow

both ideas and technologies when these were felt to be appropriate to
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their

needs.

The kåy

role played by Ojibwa religious leaders is attested to

fur traders as well as missionaries. Sir
in

1848

that

"The Saulteaux

[sic]

by

George Simpson himself noted

have always been regarded by our

traders as being more firnly attached to their ancient superstitions,
and more under the

control [sic] of the conjurors or "medjcine men" (who

are a very clever and unscrupulous set of imposters than any other
thickwood

tribe).67

The same year Jacobs had conplained

Pluie is the Headquarters of
other Indians

come from

Heathenism

that "Lac la

of the surrounding Country.

The

a great distance to be initÍated in the

conjuring arts of the Lac la Pluie Conjurors -- consequently they rate
very high in the estimation of the Heathen ¡corld. Indjans fear
tremble before them

far

away as Nanmakang

800

niles)

He went on

and

to exprain that Indians from

as

River and Ft. Alexander (a distance of from 600 to

assembled each year

at Rainy Lake in order to be initiated

into the arts of conjuring. In return the assembled Indians paid the
conjurors with guns, cloths, traps, dogs and other goods -- which
according to Jacobs neant that the main conjurÍng families acquired

great fortunes, and he implied, great Ínfluence.

It is true that the religious leaders whom the missionaries called
conjurors, or sonetimes Metais, generated an undercurrent of fear

among

their fellow Ojibwa and even the ¡rissionaries -- as Jacobs and Belcourt
attest in theÍr letters.69 Certainly it enabled them to exercise a
considerable degree of power over their fellow bandsmen through sorcery,

Íntinidation

and

ostracisn.T0 It would appear that these religious

leaders quickly recognized the missÍonaries as potential rivals,

and

13?

correctly realÍzed that if Christianity were adopted they

wouJ.d lose

both their infl.uences and the material gifts which were presented to
thern. In this regard Jacobs'comment that the conjurors had told

him

that they would accept Christianity only if they could becone ministers
so that they could continue to receive gifts,

onr:.71 Thele can be little

is a particularly telling

doubt, therefore, that theSr helped to

forestall the acceptance of Christianity anong the Rainy Lake Ojibwa.
However, a close examjnation of both missionary and company documents

indicates that the role of the conjurors and ¡netais extended beyond the

religious

sphere

of influence. Their opposition to the ¡nissionaries

was

therefore based as nuch on political as religious and materÍal motives.
Thus, for instance, Salt made it clear that many of the decisions

as to whether or not to listen to the missionaries, and certainly
whether
made

or not to allow the establishment of a Christian mission. were

by political leaders or chiefs ?cting in concert with

councils. Salt

was

band

fairly clear in his descrÍptions of Ojibwa polÍtical

Ieaders, although he someti¡nes used terms interchangeably, and was vague
regarding the size and location of the bands. Nevertheless, it is

possible to identÍfy several chiefs who seem to have played a key role

in the decision-making process in the area,
us some idea of the process itself.

and

What needs

Salt's descriptjon

gives

to be remembered from

the outset is that the term "chief" does not correspondent with our
present-day conception

of the ¡yord. Chief, or principal nan (Salt

uses

the words interchangeably) usually referred to senior person in a small
band

usually

chiefs

arade

up

of kinsmen. Principal chiefs appear to

who were recognized as having pre-eminence

have been

in a region,

although
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their authorÍty

h¡as

lacking. In fact,
nade on the basis
nade

very limited and coercive powers were totally

even

within the band, decisions on most matters were

of consensus. Decisions beyond the

band

level

were

at council neetings attended by band nembers of the respective

bands. Nevertheless, the situation in the Rainy Lake region during the
period in question was fluid, for there were attempts by certain chiefs
such as Crooked Neck

to

expand the nature and scope

of their

trt

authority. ''

salt's diary accounts nention a nunber of chiefs, conjurors
metais by nane, but salt was not clear in hÍs descriptions as to

and

the

precise role played by particular individuals in the Ojibwa community.

Either he

assumed

nore than he stated, or he was unclear in his

own

perceptions. It certainly appears from his account that he was not

fully

ahrare

of the full extent of the internaL ferment in the Rainy Lake

Ojibwa connunity. A few indivjdual..s such as Oginaubinas, the chief
Rainy River band, were
do not appear
Muskohonaya,

in any other accounts of the region.

Many, such

as

the chief of a band from the south shore of Rainy Lake, are

hlanaune, whon

and

netais, depending

Augwaushinaugan

upon

the cÍtation.

saLt Ídentified as a Meta, Ís listed as one of

the chiefs who signed the petition to

(better

Simpson.

known as crooked Neck

or

coup couch),

whom

Salt nentioned nunerous tines as a troubl.enaker and a leading opponent

of Christianity,
and a contender

sinclair.

a

clearly identified as civil chiefs, although they

identified as both chiefs
sinilarly,

of

¡ras

in fact

one

for the rore of

Gauba

(or

of the principal chiefs in the region

head

Gobay as he

chief according to sinpson

later

becane known) was one

of

and

the
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chiefs from Rainy Lake who signed Treaty No. 3, but SaLt does not gÍve
any indicalion of his status.

that

While at first

it appears contradictory

of the same individuaLs should be referred to as both chiefs

some

and metais, this probably reflects the inter-connection between the two

roles in Rainy Lake Ojibwa society.

On

the one hand chiefs

were

considered to have a degree of supernatural power which was received

from the Vision Quest or Midewiwin. 0n the other hand there is little
doubt that metais in the region exercised various degrees of civil

authority.

This has led 9Íaisberg and Beaudry to contend that

Metais after 1840 exercised a significant controL

over important questions of civil and foreign

relations for all Ojibway and were seen to enforce

their authority through religious power, in effect

a

usurpation' of political power ostensibly exercised

of farnilies: the
_- through consensual decision of head
individuat authority of certain leading men who,
according to the $lesleyans, were ready and wil'ling to
welcome the¡n and

in time convert,

was sharply

circumscribed by the concensus Isicl which had
developed among the

lletais that Christianity

was a

perf idious doctrine.?3
The anbiguity

of roles certainly reflects the fact that there

were

overlapping spheres of power and influence in Rainy Lake OjÍbwa society

during this period. Tlhile t{aisberg is correct in suggesting that the

religious leaders

were able

decisions, there does not

to exercise

seem

to

power by

have been the

influencing council

total

consensus

that

he
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suggests, nor had they attained full leadership roles. Because there
was

a diffusion of power and an absence of coercive authority, the

loosely defined roles of the leaders in 0jibwa society prevented any one
leader from becoming too powerful and acting unilaterally.
Crooked Neck and

Although

other such leaders possessed a considerable

amount of

informal authority, their views continued to be challenged by others.
For this reason they continued to rely to a great extent on their
personaJ. persuasive and

religÍous

powers

own

to ensure that the consensuaL

decisions were of their making. fn turn, this ambiguity in power

relationships and decision-naking authority

made

the Methodist

srissionaries' attempts at evangelization more difficult

since they

received contradictory messages, which made it impossible to determine
who

really

made

the final decisions for the Ojibwa. The conjurors

metais undoubtedly were the most powerful faction

and

in the Rainy Lake

region, but their views were challenged from time to time, and it

was

these challenges which continued to give the Methodists hope.
When

the encounters between the missionaries and various groups of

0jibwa are examined in detail it is possible to identify a number of

other reasons for their rejection of the Christian nessagereasons they expressed
knowlege

overtly, while others

of Ojibwa religious

and

Some

we can only deduce

social customs.

The members

of

the

fron our

of

the

delegation of Ojibwa which greeted SaIt shortly after his arrival were

blunt and forthright about their feelings. They reported that they had
held a council neeting and decided that they wanted no part of

christianity.

"The Hanitou

spirit

nade the white nen

and likewise the Aunishenauba (Indian)

to be as they are

to be as they are, so our council

1Â1

decided to retain the Indian customs and not to change our forefather's

gifts,

for that of the white man (meaning religion)."74

It was a

familiar argument to Salt since nany Indians had used it, but try as he
¡night, he could not persuade the¡n that the white

man

too had been

pagans

before they had accepted the christian gospel, which was intended for

all nen. As Tibishkogihik, an 0jibwa from Manitou Rapids explained to
SaIt, there were two gods: "The first
agreed and from this all things are.

always proposed and the second

After this the first

god

became

silver and went up to heaven and r{¡as called Kishimanitou, the white
nan's god, the second god becane brass and he went under the earth

and

we call hin Medananitou and the Indians worship him.75

While such views certainly did not reflect unadulterated native

religious beLiefs, they do give us a good indication of
Ojibwa viewed the relationship

of the two societies. It

how some

of

the

was no easy

task to sinply adopt the beliefs of the new religion and give up those

of the old for as Crooked Neck's son (his father was an inf.Luential
religious and civil .leader) explained: "That we would like to

become

Christians but Íte are afraÍd that we would cause the displeasure of the
Manitou who gave
A,nother group

different

of Rainy

customs

Lake Ojibwa related the story

had died and was refused a place
was reserved

of an Indian r,rho

in the white nan's heaven

because

it

for white nen, and then was refused entry to the Indian

heaven because he had dropped
¡¡ander around

Ojibwa were

to the white nan and the Indian.".76

the Indian religion.

Thus he had to

untÍl he cane back to the body and revived.

afraid that they would anger the

Many

of

the

Manitous who would then not

give then the power to perforn various function. The conjuror
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WaubeshuguguÍgun made

the excuse that "I

spirits in-me would be angry",

am

afraid that the foreign
gifts

and he Ímplied, he would lose the

that they brought to him.77 Certainly Jack-fish Bone, another Ojibwa
who êxpressed some interest in Christianity, Í{as afraid that if he
became

a Christian he would lose the power of being able to heal

by

blowing on the patient.TS
Other arguments

tales of

for not accepting Christianity were related to

woe which had

fallen on their

kinsmen

in other parts of

the

continent when they had accepted Christianity and the ways of the white
¡nan. An

unnamed Rainy Lake Ojibwa

related to Salt the story of

seven

fndians from the western shore of Lake Superior who had travelled south
and east among a people
ragged

otd Indian

convinced part

man

of his

that they had never seen. There they met a

cutting roots.
band

to

become

He

told

them how a missionary had

Christian.

They planted and raised

provisions, built houses, and signed a treaty for their lands. In

return they were given goods, but soon a vessel Came to take away the

Indians; first the non-Christian Indians, and then the Christians.
Those ¡ryho were left had to work fro¡n sunrise to sunset without r.est or
pay. AtI the misery, he charged,
He begged the¡r

was brought about by

the nÍssÍonary.

to return and "Let all the Indians in the west know this

so they don't cone to such nisery".79 This was a very different

message

from that given to Salt by a chief frqn American Territory who begged

for help because ". . . the white nan is
You who speak the word
Kishamunido brings

of God, I

the day

children nay have the benefit

Coming

want you

very fast to

my country.

to see me every tine

I desire to follow your

ways so

that

my

These two viewpoints represent
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two sides
been

of the same problen. Generally speaking it

appears

to

have

primu"ify Ojibwa from the American side of the boundary who were

concerned

with the problens of Euro-American expansion, while their

kinsmen on the

British side continued to be concerned with their rights

vis-a-vis the Hudson's
indicate, both were

Bay company

aware

of the

-- although as the fÍrst stories

problems

of their distant kinsnen.Sl

A nunber of ojibwa social customs were at odds with christian

belief,
were

and thus proved obstacles

particularly

prominent men,

to their conversion.

concerned about the ojibwa practice

The nissjonaries

of

polygamy anong

for the Methodists saw it as both contrary to the law <¡f

God and degrading

to

¡rromen. Jacobs,

socÍeties in England, stressed
helped the cause

of

nonen who

how

in his

speeches

to

Methodist

the introduction of Christianity

in their natural state

better than beasts of burden by their husbands,

rcho

were treated

woman

called the "Queen Dowager",

agreed

then decided to narry a
were faced

vùho

rnan who

first

had another

from Rainy River

to

become

wife.83

no

thought nothing of

leaving them or killing them at the slightest provocation.S2
Jacobs' one exanple of polygamy Í¡as a

had

However,

whom he

a christian, but

The missionaries

with the problem of what became of these additional

wives

should such a nan become a Christian. Sal.t counseled one such man that

the children of his other wives should support their nothers, but

such

arrangenents were not very practÍcal.84
one

of the nost Ínportant

¡rith the nissionaries and their

reasons

for the 0jibwa dissatisfaction

nessage concerned

the role and nature of

gift-giving in ojibwa society. on the whole the missionaires, unlike
the fur traders, seened un¡ryilling or unable to fully partake in the
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traditional ojibwa process of gift-gÍving. since the giving of gifts in
Ojibwa society was viewed as a ¡neans

of expressing one's feelings in

concrete terms, and of demonstrating one's trustworthiness, it
strange to the Ojibwa that the missionaries often refused to

seemed

make

concrete their beliefs. As the German traveler, Johannes Georg Kohl
pointed out: "If you say to one of them'f love thee'have a present
ready

to hand, to prove your love clea"ty.".85 of the

Methodist

missionaries, only Itlason was I iberal in adninistering gif ts to the
Ojibwa

at both Rainy

Lake and Lac

Seul.

difficult to provide alÌ the gifts that

However, even he found

it

$rere requested, since the

nissionaries were linited in what they were able to bring with then or
purchase

fron

conpany

stores.86 Mason's example was, nevertheLess,

sufficient to provide increased expectations as to what might be
obtained from the nissionaries. It al.so nade Belcourt redouble his

efforts to obtain

seed and

livestock in order to conpete ¡lith

the

Methodists for souls.87 Generally speaking, however, the other
Methodist missionaríes were concerned
wrong

way. Both Jacobs and Stejnhauer

lest their gifts be taken the
spoke

of their decision not to

baptise people who appeared to be mainly interested in obtaining
QA
nateriaL goods,"" while Salt reported in his diary that he insisted that

the OjibÍ¡a show a firn conmittment to Christianity first,

for he argued

that

I

see

plainly that they wish me to give

them goods so

as to becone Chr.istians, in other words they wish to
be purchased so as
and

to be instructed; but my notto is

will be by the grace of

God

while I re¡raÍn here
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'But seek ye fÍrst

the Kingdom of

things shal.l be added unto you.'.

God and

all these

89

This inabil.ity or reluctance to provide gifts in the usual fashion
rryas

viewed with disfavour by the

0jibwa.

that the missionaries would not provide

They were

the¡n

particularly

annoyed

with traditional gifts of

rum. Moreover, they blamed, on the missionaries, the

1840 decision of

the Hudson's Bay Company to curtail the supply of ru*.90 Even those
appeared so¡newhat

interested in Christianity

interference in the gift-givÍng process.
Jacobs

after his nissionary

because you do

They even say

from the

e¡ere annoyed by

that you are the

me

cause

this

Gabagonashkung (calLed Peter

name-sake) complained

not gÍve things to

who

to Salt that "It is

that the Indians talk about you.
of their not getting provisions

fort as on previous winters.".gl If the Ojibwa, were on the

one,hand anxious

to receive gifts as tokens of the good faith of

the

missionaries, on the other hand the Ojibwa religious leaders,

partÍcularly conjurors such as Kichigauk,
efforts to extract infor¡nation about their

of

were contenptuous
own

beliefs

any

and practices

¡cithout the proper payment of goods. Doubtless they must have wondered
why

their Christian counterparts

were so eager

to give away their

infor¡ration so freely.
The

fact that the Ojibwa recognized the native missionaries

as

kinsnen, ¡rith all the nutual obligations that this implied, added to

their annoyance. Since, as White explains, the

exchange

of

goods and

services nras basically a function of kinship, the recently arrived
Ojibwa nissionaries were expected by

their brethren to live up to their

kinship obligation".92 The fact that they were Christians

was
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inmaterial. Steinhauer

and

early age, and therefore

Salt had been adopted by Case at a very

may

not have been fully aware of these

obJ.igations, or less likely to continue to take them seriously. Jacobs'

Iate conversion

meant

and the obligations

Reindeer totem,

that he was fully

aware

that were implied.

Warren reported

to which Jacobs belonged,

but in fact, a glance at Caneron's
indicates that they were

conmon

of his totem

connections

that

the

were

reLatively few in

1830 census

of Ojibwa traders

to the region.93

number,

No doubt.Iacobs found

himself torn between his responsibilities to his kinsmen and his

new

responsibilities as a Christian since the two sets of responsibitities
often conflicted.

that

We

Jacobs had been

know,

for instance, from

particularly

generous

to

some

of Saltrs

members

of his

informants

own toten,

despite the fact that he, himself, complained vociferously about the
"begging" of the pagan Ojibwa. Jacobs' position was common to

cross-cultural situations ¡rherein individuals

who

enter

many

a

nateriaListically nore advanced society are expected to provide
additional assistance to their kinsmen.
more

difficult for

kinship

him was

became entangled

What made

the situation

that the traditions of gift-giving

even

and

¡cith the christian concept of conversion.

Health, in its widest context, was another basic concern of the
Ojibwa (and indeed ¡tas one of the foundations of the Midewiwin religious
novenent), so it is not surprising that various individuaJs sought to

find out the nissÍonaries'knowledge

and powers

in this area. Not only

dÍd they soon cone to the conclusion that the ¡nissionaries had few
positive powers in this area but they began to believe theÍr

religious leaders that the nissÍonaries

were

own

the cause of sone of the
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diseases and illnesses

that

were

afflicting their people.

previousJy mentioned, Jack-fish Bone, whjJe expressing

Christianity,
powers

was

reluctant to

become

As has been

interest in

a Christian for fear of losing his

of curing by blowing on a pati.nt.94

when

Big John visjted from

t{hitefish Lake with a message from his father-in-law he asked Sal.t
was

the cause of sickness, but

death were caused by
John was

when

salt

answered

sin which only the grace of

what

that sickness and

God could

cure, Big

not satisfied. In fact, he explained to salt that:

"These

Indians do not receive your reJ.igion because from that part where your

religion is

embraced, various diseases corne.".95 However,

extreme energency the Ojibwa
own medicine men had been

jn times of

did seek the aid of nissionaries when their

unsuccessful Thus,

Augwaushinaugan's son was shot

in the

arm and

when Chief

all else failed.

thev

brought him to the trader and then to salt for hetp. when Salt

reluctant to heIp,
harm would come

Augwaushimaugan (crooked Neck) assured

to hin if the

son

died.

was

hin that

I{hen the son recovered

no

he

returned to Salt with a gift of moose meat -- an indication that the

tradition of gift-giving applied both ways when the nissionarjes had
something concrete

to offer. [{hile

willing to Listen to the Christian
to

seek revenge on

crooked Neck's son was no more

message than

before, he dj<ì agree not

his assaiLant.96

While the ¡rissionaries were often considered marginal figures in

the context of Ojibwa society, there were occasions such as the
when

above.

they were asked for direct assistance. In fact, the Ojibwa

frequently appeared to be trying to determine which ways the
missionaries could provide useful services for the¡n. rnitiallv

it
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that the missionaries might serve as teachers. Reading, in
particular, was a nuch valued skil I since it would heJp the Ojibwa to
seemed

communicate over great distances, as

well as to

communicate

with

the

growing number of Euro-Americans. Pied Gelez, an elderly River chjef
was

Ínitially willing to

sencl another son when

have one son receive

the latter

was

instruction,

and agreed to

not busy huntjng.9T However, the

0jibwa insisted that the missionaries pay for roon and board while their

childre¡l were attending school, since they knew that their distant
kins¡nen

in the East

were being paid

Moreover, the 0jibwa

to

send

their chi.ldren to

felt that by sending their children to school they

were bestowing an honour on the missionaries

-- an honour which

felt the missionaries should recogni"".98 Given their
shortage

of funds, the missionaries

room,and board, so

school.

were unable

they

perenniar

to pay for the student's

their school had few local Ojibwa in it.

Moreover,

the 0jibwa were interested in learning to read and write, but they
wanted

to do so without receiving instruction in the Chrjstian

oo
religion.""
Thus, they wanted the school to confine its curriculun to

secular subjects. This was to be a consistent theme in their relatÍons

with

Euro-Americ.ans during

the period of Methodjst mjssionar¡' activity,

as well as during the period leading up to, and after the Treaty

#3

negotiations when AngJicans were sent to establish school".100
The Ojibwa had bee¡r actively engaged in various agricultural

practices for

some

tine, but they were aware that they could

use

assistance in the form of tools and seeds. Several bad vears where both

the wild rice crop and the fish supply had failed impressed the 0jibwa

with the need to diversify their traditional food gathering techniques
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and increase their crop yields.

The missionaries were in basic

agreement with the requests since, as has been explained previously,

agriculture was viewed as one of the foundations of the Methodist
missionary progran.

Where,

they differed was once again in the proposed

role that the ¡nissionaries wouLd play, and in the ulti¡nate object of the
assistance. Peter Jacobs objected to the fact that the Ojibw sinply
wanted to live in wooden houses and to "¡nake small plantations of

potatoes, Indian corn, garden vegetables, etc.

They really did

not want to Learn how to farn, he conplained.l0l Even Sir
Sinrpson appeared

George

to be favourable to the idea of assisting the Ojibwa

with their agricultural operations along the Rainy River, despite his
opposition to such plans at Lac Seul. Speaking of the efforts of the
Catholic and Methodist ¡nissionaries to Christianize the Indians he noted
the advantage of these efforts in a letter to

Company

officials

London:

the encouragements they hold forth to the natives

to form themselves into agricultural settlement to
which they seen

inclined, as fron the precarious

state of their natural resources

indeed unless

they give their attention to this object, the
population must either migrate to some other part of

the country, where the
abundant,

it
their

or

becone

¡neans

extinct fron starvation, so that

becomes necessary

endeavours, and

been given

of subsistence are nore

to

encourage and assist

to that

end instructions have

that hoes, seed, grain,

and

cattle

in
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shall be provided to the Indians free of
Sinpson went on

to

propose three

charge.102

agricultural settlements: at

Manitou

Rapids, Plantation Island on the Lake of the Woods, and a third on the
upper part

of the Winnipeg (probably close to f{hite

had begun wor:k).

rf they

became

Dog where Bel.court

successful Simpson suggested that the

ojibwa rryould then be able to devote the¡nselves to fur trapping during

the winter instead of occupying themselves with finding food.103
The 0jibwa discussed

the plans for an agricultural mission along

the Rainy River at Manitou Rapids or Long Sault first with Jacobs,

later with Salt. tr¡hile they were interested in
agricultural capacity, the majority of

expanding

them balked

and

their

at the idea of

having

to accept nissionaries as part of the arrangenent. Only a smalL
ninority

were

willing to accept a mission,

and then only

if it

was

staffed by a native missionary. It appears that those in favour of the
mission were me¡nbers

gifts

and

of Jacobs'

proni="".104

The

tote¡n whom he may have won over with

najority of ojibwa

were aLready part-time

s¡rall cultivators of garden plots containing Indian corn, potatoes and
other garden vegetables. They did not feel any need to

have

nissionaries show them how to grow these, nor did they feel that
Christian beliefs and practices would prove particularly bencficial to

their agricultural pursuits. Indeed, they sometimes supplied

the

nissionaries with their surpluses. Jacobs reported being forced to

buy

potatoes from sone Ojibwa; while Little Rat, !h" chief of a Rainy Lake
band, reported to Salt that they had sotd so¡ne to Jacobs in return for a
supply of

"ur.105

In other

words the ojibwa were not adverse to

accepting specÍfÍc aspects of Euro-American technical assistance as long
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as they could do it on their ter¡ns with no conditions attached.lo6
NeverlheLess, despite the opposition

of the majority of the

a few of the¡n continued to express an interest in Christianity.

Ojibwa
Somc

of

those expressing interest had physicaL disabilities which they hoped

that the new religious leaders would be able to cure or otherwise hclp.
Mason,

for instance, ¡rentioned the

and then

case

naterially assisted sjnce the

others, like

Gabagonashkung

of a family which he baptised

man was

an invalid.loT For

(Peter Jacobs II), the reasons were more

complicated. They nay have been interested in determining the nature
and extent

of the ¡raterial. assistance they would receive from the rival

Christian groups.

Gabagonashkung,

for instance discussed Christianity

at length with both the Methodists and the Catholics and appeared to

be

attempting to play one group of mjssionaries off against the other.

0n

the other hand, it is conceivable that he was genuinely interested Ín
some aspects

it is

more

of the Christian belief, although in

Gabagonashkung's case

likely that he wished to allude the wrath of nan than that of

cod.108 while the individuals who appear to have shown the

interest in Christianity

seem

to

have been persons with no

civil power, a few of the civil leaders

to ti¡re

religious or

such as Gauba appeared

interested in what the missionaries had to
Even some

most

to

be

say.

of the Ojibwa who were recognìzed as conjurors, fro¡n time

expressed an

interest in Christianity, or at least in accepting

the nissionaries' offers of assístance. Thus, for instance, Little
Eshnuagishik, one

of the individuals interested in a mission at

Rapids during the

tine that Salt

was

Manitou

at Rainy Lake, was a conjuror.

StilI other Ojibwa, such as Jack-fish

Bone appeared

to be genuinely

tsz

curious.

Time and time again they came back

to listen to Salt

and

occasionally they attended his services. It is impossible to deternine

the precise reasons for each individual's interest in Christianitv.
However,

with

it is clear that they expressed an interest in Christianity

some

views

trepidation, since they did so in direct opposition to

of their

own

religious leaders. Salt reported that on one

occasion he had been refused permission
However, an ojibwa came

spirit's

the

to

speak

to the council.

to him and whispered, "I want to hear the

rrrords, lock the door and put down the window

after he had done this the individual

was

blinds".

Great

Even

afraid and left before he had

finished. Sal.t attributed this to the fact that the nan was afraid that
his companions night find out, and that his "personal god would get
angry with him".109 Even the few individuals who came regularly

to

hear

him speak becane afraid when it was runoured

that they had becone secret

Christians. This fear was borne out in fact

when one

Bone was attacked and

forced to flee with his family.llo Despite this

violent opposition to christian synpathizers, or
Gabagonashkung and

begging

perhaps because

three others addressed a letter to salt in

his assistance. In it they referred to the

factionalisn within the Ojibwa
opposition of
and wanted

some

of then, Jack-fish

to learn to live like the

You have come

wanted

to

that despite the

become

Euro-Arnericans:

to this part to look for us, but

our

relatives will. not do as you wish.
Norl we Indians on

1g5T

problem of

community ancl enphasized

of the Ojibwa, they stitl

of it,

the British side desire vou to

establish a Mission at the foot of Lac la Pluie.

Christians
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Little Rapids, where ne wish to cultivate the soil,
and build our houses, where you may teach wisdo¡n to
our children, and where we ¡nay hear the word.
We

are poor; we do not wi.sh our relatives to throw

us down; we wish you to use all the power you have

to help us, for

we need help

in tools, also clothing

to cover us from the heat of the sun;
good ways go up
Had

and may our

to the

Salt remained, he night

"ky.111
have been able

to exploit the divisions in

the local Ojibwa community. However, given the strength of the factions

to christianity, it is likely that it would have been an uphill
struggle. Following a trip down the Rainy River to the edge of Lake of
opposed

tried unsuccessfully to neet with the Indians there,
saLt recelved a nessage fron oginaubinas, one of the principal chiefs
the

Woods where he

along the Rainy River. He explained

that

some

time ago they [the Lake of the

trloods

Ojibwal had agreed not to embrace Christjanity

said that it would be so still
us

..

.

We

and

Let cone what may upon

river Indians gave Ín to their views.

No

one sides with Eshquagishik Ithe Ojibwa who favoured

a mission] for a school. Our relative Ithe
missionary] can remain in the fort.
which he enbraced.

We

He has

a

custom

gently bar our door against

him as Crooked N.eck did ì.ast spring,.772
speech
how

is inportant for it provides us with an iLlustration of

the ojibwa decision-making process worked in practice. Itlhite
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Ogimaubimas admitted

that

some

of the Ojibwa

such as Eshquagishik had

interest in learning nore about christianity, he
nanted to ¡¡ake it quite clear that the najority of the ojibwa in the
expressed a personal

region continued to oppose any attempts to introduce Chrjstianity
through the establish¡rent of a nission which was independent from the

trading establishment at Fort Frances. In other words the party of
Ojibwa which was Led by the principal metais had once more been able to

exert their influence and reject any attempt by the Christian
nissionaries to subvert their influences.l13 The ojibwa were wiJling to
recognize the

fact that Salt

(and Jacobs before

hin)

were distant

kinsmen. However, while they accepted the fact Salt and Jacobs had
chosen

to

become

Christians and live in the manner of the

Euro-Americans, they were unwilLing

anongst

to

have the native nissionaries

the¡r. If SaÌt wished to be a Christian he could do so as

live

long

as he continued to Live in the confines of Fort Frances and linited his
preaching

to the people there. In laying

Ojibwa once nore rejected the

down these

conditÍons the

efforts of the Native nissionaries to act

as brokers between the Ojib¡rya and Euro-American societies.
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FOOTNOTES

-The Roman Catholic priest, Antoine Belcourt had made two r¡isits tc¡
Rainy Lake just before the arrival of the Methodists, with a view to
re-establishing the Catholic presence in the region. He nentÍons
preaching to the Ojibwa and mixed-bloods'beneath a large cross which had
been erected by Rev. Tabeau in 1814 during the latter's vjsit there.
Allan Macdonell, the factor.at Fort Frances, and a Catholic himseLf,
initially appeared supportive, but later sent a letter to Belcourt's
superior inforning him that Rainy Lake was considered to be Methodist
territory and asking hin that Belcourt cease his activitjes jn the
region.
1

2

-James Evans Letters and Par¡ers. Djary. University of Western
Ontario, London, Ontario. n.d., 20. (Hereafter guoted as Evans Mss,
tE*rurr"

nrui¿.

to his wife as quoted in Shipìey, op. cit.,

,

)

25

2s.

"Sir

George Simpson, Officjal Correspondence Outward, 1839-1858.
Hudson's Bay Archives, Provincial Archives of Manitoba, Winnipeg.
Simpson to Alder, January 1840. (Hereafter quoted as Simpson
Correspondence Outward )
6noth Hurlburt and Evans were
confused about the status of the Ft.
I{illian nission. On the one hand Hurlburt continued to receive
assistance fro¡n the Hudson's Bay Company and looked to Evans as his
Superintendent, while on the other hand, he had decided to join the
Canada Conference after the split, and was considered to fall under'
their jurisdiction. See: Hurlburt's letter to Evans (May 8, 1841) and
Evans'Letter to his brother Ephrain (July 3, 1843) in the Evans Mss.
TJacob"
tr¡ Evans, March 23, 1840 as quoted in J. E. Sanderson, The
First Centurv of Methodism in Canada. (Toronto: William Briggs, 1908)
v. 1: 444-5.

SExtracts from the Minutes of Council, Northern Department of
Rupert's Land, Hudson's Bay Company, 1841 .

9fhi" reference to "half-caste" females was part of a changÍng
British attitude towards race that was reflected in both North American
fur trade society and East Indian society. In both instances
"half-caste" females were felt to be sexually promisicuous by nature,
and generally of low noral character. See Christine Bolt, Victorian

Attitudes towards Race (London: Routledge & Kegan Paul,, 1971), plus
Jennifer Brown, Strangers in Blood: Fur Trade Fanjlies in Indian
Country (Vancouver: University of British Columbia, 1980) and SyÌvia
Van Kirk, "Many Tender Tjes": Wonen in Fur Trade Society in ïlestern
Canada, 1670-1870 (t{innipeg: hlatson & Dwyer, 1980)
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f{hile Alder's admonition was not unusual, it had several specific
ranifications which he could not have foreseen at the tÍme. In the
first place, Peter Jacobs' current wife, Etizabeth, was the "half-caste"
daughter of Major Anderson. Moreover Jacobs was later to be accused by
some of having an affair with Margaret Sinclair, the n'ixed-blood
daughter of a local Conpany official.
The Rev. Wn. Mason, for his part,
soon became involved in a bitter controversy w.ith both Alder and Evans
over the propriety of hjs ¡narrying Sophie Thomas, the nixed-blood
daughter of former Governor Thomas Thomas. See The Letters of Lettia
Hargrave, edited by Margaret Arnett Mcl.eod (Toronto: Champlain Socjety,
1947) for a contemporary view of these events.
1rì
-"Irlesleyan

Methodist Missionary Society. Foreign Mjssions.
Correspondence, 1840-1850. United Church Archives, Victoria University,
University of Toronto, Toronto. Alder to Mason, March 11, 1840.
(Hereafter cited as WMMS). The missionaries produced a considerable
amount .of correspondence as a result of these guidelines.
1'l
--The
term "missionary" is used subsequently throughout the paper to
refer to both those who were ordained ministers, and those who merel.y
assisted at the nission as teachers, exhorters and translaters. Whjle
the missionaries themselves were aware of the different degrees (Jacobs,
for instance, complained that his work was useless unless he could
exercise all the functions of his calling), both the traders and the
Ojibwa viewed them as part of a tea¡n.

72^
sanoerson,

l3E,oun"

2,

op. cit. , v. II:

M"". , op. cit.,

22.

Ja¡nes Evans

to his brother, Ephraim, August

1842.
1^
--WMMS.,

op. cit.,

Nicol Finlayson to Janes Evans, 14 Sept- 7842.

IR

^"AÌder was undoubtedly anxious to have some prominent native
nissionaries ordained by the British Conference, since the Rev. Peter
Jones had elected to join the Canada Conference following the split. In
addition, Peter Jacobs' speeches to local groups were calculated to
increase donations to the laggÍng nission fund. Since this was an
endeavour at which Jacobs excelled, it is not surprising that Alder was
impressed with him. See WMMS, op. cit., Alder to Evans, December 3,
7842.

16th" Mission register at Fort Francis records 152 indjvjdual
baptisms for this period but Rev. Salt mentioned that none of them ¡rere
practising Christians when he arrived. See John Maclean, James Evans:
Inventor of the Syllabic System of the Cree Language (Toronto:
MethodÍst Mission Rooms, 1890), 188. Irfason's mjsplaced confidence in
the professed sudden conversions of many of the Ojibwa led him to
overestinate the permanent results of his efforts. Although, he was
hardly alone anong Methodists in accepting the statements of the
Indians, the native missionaries at Rainy Lake appear to have been more
concerned that the potential converts were truly ready to be saved from

1s7

renounce their forner ways and assume a new life.
The fact that
the Ojibwa_were not willing to change their ways was to them sufficient
proof that they had not accepted the sinfulness of their present life.
Moreover, since both Jacobs and Salt had themselves experienced
conversions which were preceded by feelings of extreme guilt, followed
by profound emotional release, they no doubt expected others to go
through a similar process.

sin,

11
-'There

is considerable confusion as to the exact sequence of events
and the reasons for the move on the part of previous authors such as
Shiptey and Brooks. Evans indicated that he was unhappy wjth several
aspects of Mason's performance in a letter of July 8,1842, but it was
Alder, in a letter of Dec. 1, 7842, that ordered Evans to ¡nove Mason to
Norway House so that he could be directly under the latter's personal
supervision. Contrary to what is usually stated, Steinhauer did not
leave until two years later, and then it was to teach school at
Rossvi I le .
1Q

'"fssack K. Mabindisa, "The Praying Man: The Life and Tines of
Bird Steinhauer". Ph.D diss., University of Alberta, 1984, 205-7.

Henry

1A

'"WMMS,

.e.r- cit. , Alder to Evans, Dec. 1 , 7842.

2n

--Sinpson Outward Correspondence, op. cit.,
Finlayson, Decenber 20, 1843.

Simpson to Nicol

21

--Jacobs found hinself in the middle of a struggle between Evans and
Alder who ¡rranted to establish Methodist ¡rissions at Lac Seul and
Osnaburgh House, and Simpson, who was firnly opposed to the idea. In
this instance Jacobs was firnly on Simpson's side, although he did his
best to carry out Evans' orders, and at one point ad¡nÍtted that the
Cranes nere sy¡npathetic and seened to be genuinely interested. See
Jacobs'l.etter to Evans, Feb. 15, 1846. However, his lack of enthusiasm
no doubt helps account for the particularly disnal picture that he
painted of the region and the people. See Jacobs' Ietters of May 20,
7844, July 10, 7844, Mar. 5, 1845.
Z2mnus,

t2
-"Ibid.,

op. cit., Jacobs to Alder, July 21,
Jacobs

to Alder,

December

1848.

14, 7847.

24=
-'Jacobs
appears to have alienated most of the Company officials
through a combination of his bonbastic preaching and frequent fall.s from
grace. While initially Conpany officials and servants attended
services, very shortly his congregatÍon was limited to his own family.
(See Jacob's letter to Alder, JuIy 21, 1848). Nevertheless, he
apparently did co-exist well with SincIair, despite Hargrave's
allegations. Jacobs' relationship with Simpson was good, no doubt
because Simpson found hiur easy to manipulate. Thus, for instance,
Jacobs wrote to him "explaining" that the Company did not supply
quantities of run to the Ojibwa. See HBCA, Sir George Simpson,
Correspondence Inward. Jacobs to Sinpson, July 2, 1849.
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tq,
-"Salt

reported that Company officÍals participated in his servjces,
nent with him on his visits to the Ojibwa encampments, and joined in the
discussionô. PÍther even helped him teach school. See Public Archives
of Canada. Allen Salt Papers. (MG29) Journal, 30, 33. (Hereafter
referred to as Salt Mss. )
2^
-"The

Ojibwa claimed
were going to give up so
was needed to acconplish

to be puzzled by the fact,that the Methodists
easily, since the traders knew that patience
their ends. See Salt Mss, Journal, 46.

,7
-'Asquabe,

who was on trial by the Methodists, had been statjoned on
the shores of Lake Superior, and following his short stay at Rainy Lake
he ¡ras re-stationed there. He was later released before he was

ordained.

2F'.
-"Collections
of these letters exist in a variety of places.
However, Hh¡Ie duplicate copies of many of the letters exist in several.
collections, there are no extensive collections as there are for the
correspondence of the nissionaries of the Church Missionary Society.
Often all that re¡nains of a letter is a brief excerpt in a missionary
publication. A few have been transcribed, and a smaller number yet
(such as sone of Evans) have been edited and published.
ta
-"Jennifer Brown, in her stud¡r of Salt's residence at Rainy Lake has
argued that the nission and fur trade organizations, despite their
different goals, were similar in nany ways since they were both involved
in "directing, orchestrating and acting out what might be called a
morality play for nultiple audiences", the stage oí which was the local
post and mission. See Jennifer S. H. Brown, "Fur Trade,/Mission
Parallels, Conflicts, Consequences in Northern America: A Methodist
Anong the Rainy Lake Ojibwa, 1854-55" (Paper presented at the American
Anthropological Association Conference, Chicago, 1983). This is an apt
analogy, but it could actually be extended to the Ojibwa, since they too
were involved in trying to present their ¡nessage to nultiple audiences
in the nost effective way possible. It is this message which will. be
analyzed in the third part of this chapter.

30nn

US, .9gr-

a1

"'Ibid. ,

cit. ,

June

9,

Mason
1841

op. cit.,

"*un,

to Society Secretaries, August 11,

184 1.

.

188.

ae

""Several years later, when Sal.t arrived, all he found left of the
school were a few slates and exercise books. Jacobs had been
unsuccessful in obtaining any further supplies for the school, partJy,
one suspects, because Evans funnelled them off for his own schools in
the north.
34ttobindi

tt**r,

sâ

,

9.p- ci t . ,

2oo

.

op. ci t . , Steinhauer to

Evans

,

Decenber

19,

1840.
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36Mirrn.=ota

Historical Archives, Par¡ers Relatjng to the Northwest
translated by Grace Lee Nute. Box 8. St. Paul,
Minnesota.- Belcourt to the Bishop of Quebec, .August 3, 1841.
(Hereafter referred to as MHA)
Missions.

Compiled and

an

"'lrtabindisa, 9!_: cit. ,
AQ

""Evans Mss, op.

19?.

cit., Steinhauer

& Jacobs

to

Evans, May 20, 1844.

ao
""Belcourt
expressed his disgust änd dismay at the extent of these
gifts. He mentioned that Mason had "dressed from head to foot" one
family of converts (probably that of Gabagonashkung). FurtÌ¡ermore, he
noted that "... the governor has supplied the Indians with steers, cows,
seed, farm inpìements, etc
it seems that the Conpany is making
preparations for them Ithe Methodists]". Such promises compelled
Bel.court to make pronises of his own and beg his superjors to provide
him with the means to supply the gifts. See MHA, Box 8, Belcourt to the

Bishop

of

Quebec, August

3,

1841.

="WMMS,
^^

oÞ. cit., Jacobs to Alder, December 74, 7847; Simpson,
Inward Correspondence, Jacobs to Simpson, July 2, 1849.
Ã1
--WMMS,

â2
--WMMS,

op. cit.,

Jacobs to AIder, July 21, 1848.

op. cit.,

Jacobs to Evans, February 25, 1846.

AA
="rbid.
AA
-'sanderson

,

9p.:_

gif_, v.

/l
-"Wesleyan
Missionary
Ê,

¿6
--Salt

I

I

:

87

.

Notices. British

Conference (1851), 110-2.

Mss, Journal, 72.

nt*r *r*

Landes, OjÍbwa Sociology (New York: Columbia University
Press, 1937) for a detailed explanation of how cross-cousins were
expected to behave in 0jibwa society.
¿,4
--Despite the many trials that Jacobs went through at Rainy Lake he
renained loyal to the Methodist connection. Much later, after his
expulsion from the ninistry, he once again repentecl and was accepted as
a lay nenber. (Christian Guardian, Oct. 16, 1867)
¿q
--Peter Jacobs, Journal of the Reverend Peter Jacobs, Indjan
Wesleyan Missionary, from Rice Lake to the Hudson's Bav Territorv. (New
York: Published for the Author, 1858)
RA

""Despite Jacobs' apparent lack of success with the Rainy Lake
Ojibwa, Simpson continued to view him as someone who "... had a great
deal of influence with those Indians . . . ". Simpson Outward
Correspondence, SÍmpson to NicoI Finlayson, 20 Dec. 1843.
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ttln on" telling incident Jacobs was forced to admit be forced to
take part in the pilferÍng of a Company officiaL's personal bag whÍch
had been found on a portage. Jacobs explained that his men sÍmply would
not listen to him so he had been forced to take his share. The incident
in deaìing
was also an excellent example of how Jacobs had difficulty
with the different noralities of the two societies. See Simpson Inward
Correspondence, Jacobs to Simpson, Dec. 1851.
qt

"-The 0jibwa's rejection of Christjanity hardly reflects the fact
that Jacobs was an Ojibwa himself as Brooks suggests. Rather, it
reflects the strength of the Ojjbwa convictions on the one hand, and
Jacobs'refusal to accept their outward acceptance as a sufficient sign
that they had been converted, as Euro-Anericans like Mason were wjlling

to

do.

RA
""In
later life, when he was working in the Lake Huron region, Salt
However, even there
became more intimately connected with Ojibwa Life.
he and hjs family were not considered as part of the reserve comnunity.
É.

/l

"=Salt Mss, JournaL. See also Salt Mss, "A Lecture in reference to
u po"t]on of the North hrest, deliveied ïsià" Notebook (1872-1901). In
this lecture Salt provides a quick overview of the reìigion of the RaÍny
Lake Ojibwa and some

of their

cerenonies.

""Salt Mss, Journal, 42-3; Lecture,
and

,tu-.
superstitious, he did

33-5.

felt that they were backward
that they were hospitable.

Although he
acknowledge

q,n

"'Jacqueline Peterson, "The People in Between: Indian-White
Itlarriage and the Genesis of a Metis Society and Culture in the Great
Lakes Region, 1680-1830". Ph.D diss., University of Chicago, 1973.
Eq
""Salt
Mss, Journal ,

20.

""Evans
^oMss, John Cl.arke to Evans, July 2?, 1836.
uo"no, Box ?, Belcourt to Bishop of
Quebec, Jufy 3, 1839.
A1

"*Mary BIack Rogers, "Algonquian Gender Revisited: Animate Nouns
and Ojibwa'Power'-- an Inpasse?". Papers in Linguistics, 15, no. 1
(1982): 59-75; "Ojibwa Taxonomy and Percept Ambiguity". Ethos,5, no
1 (1977): 91-103.
R2

'-Rogers, "Algonquian Gender Revisited", op. cjt.,
63mms,
64mnus,

.oÞ-:

cit. , steinhauer to Friends,

9p--

cit.,

Mason

65salt Mss, Journal, g.

to secretaries,

Dece¡nber

June

9,

64.

19,

1841

1840.
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AA

""Mcloughlin Papers, Public Archives of Manitoba, Winnipeg,
"Description of the Indians fro¡n Fort William to Lake of the hloods", 11.
R,|

-'As quoted in MabÍndiSâ, 9p_ cit.,

^o
""WMMS,

27O.

op. cit., Jacobs to Alder, July 21,

1848.

69Nonu

of the early commentators realty distinguish between the
various forns of Ojibwa religious figures. (See chapter 2 for a full
explanation.) However, Salt does provide some indication in his
Lecture, and his Journal provides enough indirect information for us to
distinguish between shaking tent djessakids such as Kichigauk and
I{aubishuguigun, and principal netais or Itfide priests such as Wanune and
Maskokanuya since he describes the two ceremonjes separately. Since the
Latter two nere also chiefs, it would appear that it was the Ìatter that
the Methodists leere usualìy referring to when they spoke of "conjurors".
However, neither SaIt nor Jacobs provides any explanation as to how the
two were integrated into 0jibwa reìigious, sr¡cial or political life.
torn ah" Midewiwjn, as practiced in the Rainy Lake and Lake of the
Woods region, there were eight ranks or grades. Individuals who had
attained the highest four grades were felt to possess not only great
medicaL and supernatural-power, but were also fel.t to have the ability
to do great harm through the improper use of these powers. Landes
contends that in the 1930s the upper four grades automatically taught
sorcery. Thjs, she argued, was consistent with the 0jibwa's "absolute
conviction that ¡ran's power lies in ability to do evil, knowingly". See
Landes, Ojibwa Religion and the Midewiwin (Madison: University of
Wisconsin Press, 1968), 58-9.
.71

'*WMMS,

op. cit., Jacobs to Alder, July 21, 1848. It would seen
fro¡n their conments that they were unwilling to adopt Christianity
unless it was guaranteed that they would retain their status Ín the
conmunity, and their sources of materÍal wealth. Such a belief would
have been conpatable with the Ojibwa practice of considering the

practical results of their beliefs.
72
'"Simpson

Outward Correspondence, g.p_. cit., Simpson to Sinclair, 19
November 1849. ttrhiLe Simpson doesn't name the individuals involved he
Has concerned that the constant assemblies diverted the Ojibwa from

their hunting and trapping pursuits. Unfortunately Salt totally ignores
this aspect of Ojibwa society.
ttr"o G. Waisberg and Marie-Ange Beaudry, An Ethnological and
Historical Outline of the Rainy River Ojibway. Parks Canada, Regional
Office, Cornwall, Ontario, 1984, 22-3.
74salt Mss, Journa],

. 75r¡i¿. , g.
76rbid., 42.

9.

762

" Ibid. . 43.
78lUi¿. Salt's infor¡nant was worried about losing
his powers AS
Metais, since he seems to have been describing one of the rituals in
7,7

Midewiwin cerenony.

79ruio.

,

the

zB.

8ot{u"l"yun Missionary
Society, Report, lBsG-7, xxxiv.
ol

"'The question of determining just which Ojibwa were "British" and
which were "American" is almost academic since only a river separated
nany of them. However, some of the visitors described by Salt did come
from some distance Ínside American Territory where they had experienced
the nore rapid advancement of Euro-American society.
4,2

--Wesleyan Missionary Notices, New Series, IX, nos. 150-1 (1851 ),
110-12. Jacobs' speech to the Annual General Meeting of the Wesleyan
Mjssionary Society (1850) is reproduced. (He had nade a very sjnilar
speech during his earlier visit to London in 1843). In the speech he
spends a great deal of tine speaking of the benefits that Christianjty
has brought to Indian women, and the need for missionaries to have wives
to help the¡n in their labours -- but not once does he mentjon hjs own
wife. In fact neither he nor Salt do more than mention then in passing,
except when they used them as an excuse for returning to the East.
83tnul*ls,

oÞ. cit. , Jacobs to Alder, Decenber

--Salt Mss, Lecture, op. cit.,

a,¿

14

,

1g47.

36.

AR

""Johann Georg Kohl, Kitchi-Gani: Life Among the Lake Superior
Ojibwav. Translated by Lascelles Wraxall. hrith a new introduction by
Robert E. Bieder. (St. Paul: Minnesota Historical Society Press,
1985)

,

65-66.

EA

""I{MMS, op. cit., Mason to Secretaries, June 9, 1841. In this
Letter, and various others Mason related the denrands of the Ojibwa and
the difficulties of supplying them with the various things they wanted.
Mason also noted that Fort Frances was dependent upon the Ojibwa for
wild rice. Without it "the Conrpany servants and nissÍonaries would
starve", but the Ojibwa would only provide it in exchange for rum.
B7

MHA,

op. cit.,

Box

8, Belcourt to the Bishop of

1841.

88Euu.r,

89suIt
nOlrtHo,
1841

M"", op. cit.,

Mss

Jacobs and Steinhauer to Evans, May 20, 7844

Journal, oD. cit. ,

op. cit. ,

Box

Quebec, August 3,

37

.

8, Belcourt to the Bishop of

Quebec, August 3,
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9tsult

Mss

Journal,

op. ci

t. ,

30.

92n"u"å M.

I{hite, "GÍve Us a Little MiIk": The Social and Cultural
Significance of Gift Giving in the Lake Superior Fur Trade" in Selected
Papers of the Fourth North Amerjcan Fur Trade Conference, 1981, edited
by Thomas C. BuckLey. (no publishers, 1984), 186-7.
oe

""Jacobs' totem is listed in the private papers of Eliza Field Jones
of Vancouver, B.C. I am indebted to Professor Donald Smith for this
information.
94sult Mss Journal, op. cit., 43
95rui

¿

, 28 9.

.

96Iui¿.
o'7

"'WMMS,

op. cit.,

Mason

to Secretaries,

June

9,

1841.

qe

""The Ojibwa considered the "gift" of the son in ter¡ns of kinship
obligations, and expected that the nissionaries wouLd both appreciate
the gesture and live up to the obligations by providing for the son.

nnsult Mss Journal

op. cit. , 28.

1 00-.
---Waisberg
and Beaudry, op.
difficulties that occurred.

1n1
-"*WMMS,

cit. provide a full account of

9p. cit., Jacobs to Secretaries, August 21,

the

1849.

1n2
---simpson

Sinpson to Governor and
Outward Correspondence, op. É,
Committee, ApriL 25, 1843. Simpson's objectives in this regard were
viewed with distrust, however, by the Ojibwa. Mason had reported in a
letter that they had told hi¡n that: "The Governor wants to deceive us,
to get us to sow and build and then we nust become Christians ... we
would rather starve ...".
See ttlMMS, oÞ. cit., Mason to Secretaries,
June 9, 1941.
1

^â
^""1840
and 1849 were particularly severe years for both the Ojibwa
and the local fur traders. Despite the fact that Simpson nentions the
disappearance of big game, the najor problen appears to have been the
faiLure of the wil.d rice crop which was a najor rneans of winter
sustenance. Although there does not appear to have been mass starvation
on the part of the 0jibwa, they certainly were restricted in their
ability to hunt and trap. (Conversation with Leo Waisberg, March 1986).
'l

^A
^"=WMSS,

1oSs.lt

op. cit., Jacobs to Secretaries,

Mss

Journal

, op. cit. ,

December

10,

1849.

25.

1o6th" ojibwa had taken various for¡ns of Euro-Anerican technology
from the fur traders and adapted the¡n for their own use. However,
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the fur traders had made few demands upon the Indians to change
their lifegtyle, the nissionaries insisted that the adoption of
Euro-American "civilization" was intertwined ¡cith the adoption of
christian beliefs and nores. only in areas such as Lac seul, where
their well-being was threatened were the ojibwa generally wilting to
accede to such demands. In the Rainy Lake, Rainy River and Lake of the
f{oods regions most of the¡n strongly resisted the pressures of the
missionaries to convert to Christianity, even if it neant giving up some
of the ¡¡aterial benefits that uright accrue.
whereas

107Euun=

M"r, oÞ. cit.,

Mason

to Evans, February zB,

1843.

totrui¿.
tonso], Mr. Lecture oÞ.
cit.,
,
1

losol

t

Mss

.

Journal

, op. cit. ,

5-7
50.

111
---The

wording of this text suggests that it was probabJ¡r s"ilaen by
Salt himself (he mentioned in his Lecture that he had written petitions
to Simpson for the 0jibwa). Nevertheless, the fact that he could
convince several Ojibwa to sign it appears to indicate that there $rere a
group of Rainy Lake Ojibwa who did not go along with the majority, and
who were at Least willing to accept Christianity in return for material
benefits.
112
- --Sal

t Mss, Journal , oÞ. cÍt. , 49.
113Th"
references to the fact that the River Indians had given in to
the views of the Lake of the Woods Indians in this matter would seem to
indicate that the latter continued to exercise a strong influence in
matters of religion. This is a view with which some Euro-Americans such
as David Thonpson agreed, although ¡rost speak of Rainy Lake itself as
being the centre of the Midewiwin novement. Most likely, oginaubinas
was simply putting the blame on absent kinsmen for a decision which they
had nade the¡nseLves.
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CHAPTER

The Rainy Lake Mission
Evans and

FIVE: CONCLUSION

figured prominently in the initial plans of

Hurlburt, but changing circumstances and the firm resistance

of the local Ojibwa quickly

weakened

the role of the mission.

The

establishment of Norway House as the headquarters of the new ¡nission

territory, the creation of additional
rryest, and
new

new missions

to the north

and

the decision not to include the Lake Superior missions in the

territory,

meant

that the centre of Methodist activity

was far

removed fro¡n Rainy

Lake. Although the mission began with a large

initial

of missjon workers, the nu¡nbers

complement

activity

was concentrated

apparent

that the efforts of the Methodists

in the

Norway House

were reduced as more

region, and as it

were not bearing

became

fruit at

the Rainy Lake Mission or in the surrounding region. h¡hile both the
Methodists and the Hudson's Bay Company continued to be interested in

establishing a viable agricultural. nission at Manitou Rapids on the
Rainy River,

their efforts

were

to accept any assistance which

firmly

was

opposed by

the Ojibwa who refused

tied to accepting ChristianÍty.

Finally, as a result of this continuing resistance, coupled wíth
shortage

of funds and nissionaries, the Methodists decided to

a

abandon

alI efforts at establishing a mission anywhere in the region.
An unmitigated failure from the Methodist point of view, the Rainy

Lake Mission was understandably forgotten by the early chroniclers of

nission history since it faiLed to conforn to their version of events.
Fro¡n

the Ojibwa viewpoint, the Methodists proved to be but a ninor

irritant

who had no

little

or no Ímpact on Ojibwa society.

Even from

the viewpoint of the native ¡nissionaries involved, the Rainy

Lake
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"experience" was a trying part of their careers that in Later years they
wouLd have

preferred to forget. And yet, a detailed analysis of the

encounter

is instructive, precisely

pattern.

There were,

numbers

because

of course, other

it did not follow the

Ojibwa nissions where

usual

significant

of Ojibwa retained their traditional beliefs in the face of

nissionary efforts to convert then to Christianity. However, there are
few examples where the situation was so clear

cut,

and the

final result

so decisir,'e.

It is possible to look at the encounter in a number of different
ways. In the first place, the encounter at Rainy Lake can scarcely be
seen as a

sinple confìict

minds and

loyalties of the 0jibwa. Although there were-significant

between

fur traders and missionaries for

disagreements between the two groups,
depended upon each

and the Wesleyan Missionary

agreement between

Society.

and servants

for

should not be forgotten
They

the Hudson's

Bay

Company

since they never

in building a nission station separate fron the Conpany

buildings. This resulted in
officers

were

However, the nissionaries

at Rainy Lake remained particularly tied to the
succeeded

they

other to achieve their ends. These dependencies

first set out in general terms in the
Company

to a considerable extent

the

thenr being extremely dependent upon Conpany

most

of their basic needs. Nevertheless, it

that the reLiance aLso existed the other

way.

did act as teachers to servantsr children, and occasionally they

were used as
Jacobs

nediators. For exanple,

Governor Sinpson nade use of

to prevent potential disturbances

among

the young 0jibwa at Rainy

Lake.

Both traders and ¡nissionaries

at Rainy Lake were, in turn,
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dependent upon the Ojibwa
econo¡nic terms,

dependent,

Ín a nunber of important ways. In strictly

of course, the traders and 0jibwa

were nutually

but the Ojibwa also supplied Ímportant ele¡nents of the

food

supply for both traders and missionaries. I{ild rice continued to form

najor part of the diet for everyone in Rainy Lake region since flour

difficult to transport. Since the 0jibwa

had a

virtual

a

was

nonopoly on the

wild rice, they were able to use it as a powerful bargaining tool.
Generally speaking the missionaries had nothing similar that the 0jibwa

required for their existence. The missionaries were occasionally able

to pìay an advocacy role for the Ojibwa, as when Steinhauer served as
the interpreter for a delegation of Local chiefs to Governor Simpson.
number

A

of the Ojibwa had expressed an interest in having-their children

learn to write, but interest declined

when

the conditions were ¡nade

known. Sinilarly, sone of the 0jibwa were interested in receiving

agricultural assistance, but only if it

was granted on

their

own terms.

Under these circu¡nstances, the missionaries became increasingly

irrelevant to the

needs

had nothing concrete

In the

second

of both the traders and the Ojibwa, since

they

to offer.

place, the traders' and nissionaries' ultimate

objectives regarding the Ojibwa coincided to a considerable extent.
Whatever disagreements there were over the most

accomplishing
been between

suitable

nreans

of

their nutual ends, and whatever antagonisms there
individual

institutions were Ín

Company

officials

and missionaries, the two

fundamental agreement on a nunber

of inportant

questions. Despite what may have happened elsewhere (including
Seul), both

Conpany

officials

and

may have

nissionaries acknowledged that

Lac

*,.
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agricultural assistance should be given to the 0jibwa in the Rainy Lake
region, unã both acknowledged that the Ojibwa in the region would
continue to hunt and trap as before during the winter season. In this
HâV,

it

was hoped, the Ojibwa would have a means

of providing a nore

stabilized food supply, which in turn would aLlow them to devote nore of

their energies to trapping in the winter.
officials

hoped

The Hudson's Bay Conpany

that having the nissionaries involved would ensure that

the Ojibwa renained within the Conpany's sphere of influence without
requiring the deploynrent of

Conpany

personnel. Fron the ¡nissionaries'

point of view the plan would have led to a more pernanent lifestyle
during the

su¡nmer

which, in turn, would have aLlowed them to spend nore

tinc on educating the children. While the Ojibwa also

agreed

with

the

ultimate goal of inprovÍng their agricultural capacity, they refused to
accept any assistance on terns which included missionary involvement

since the leaders recognized that such an action would result in
dimunition of their

orùn

authority and the co¡nmunity's

Hudson's Bay Conpany officials

a

independence.

and missionaries were also in basic

agreenent regarding the need to Christianize the Ojibwa. Other than
Mackenzie at Lac Seul, the officials

were very supportive, some like

Pither, even personally assisting in the work of the missionaries.
when Jacobs' preaching

kept most of the

Company

officials

Even

and servants

fron attending Methodist services, Sinclair and Jacobs remained personal
friends.

In nany cases, the llethodists' efforts involved saving the

Ojibwa not nerely from their heathen superstitions, but from'the equally
despised Catholic ones. While Nicol Finlayson may have come to dislike
Jacobs, this did not lessen his fundamental feeling that the Protestant
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nissionaries were needed to spread their version of the gospel before
the Catholics succeeded in implanting theirs. The Ro¡nan Catholic

threat, while serious in the minds of the Methodists and sone of

the

Protestant traders, never really developed once Belcourt was withdrawn,

but it did continue to provide an impetus for ¡raintaining the

¡nission

despite the difficulties encountered.

Initially the Ojibwa welconed the nissionaries, listened to their
speeches, and waited

to

see what they would

do. Although the

Methodists

arrived just before 1840 when food supplies were particularly scarce,
they were unable to provide any assistance to the Ojibwa since they were
dependent upon

later,

when

the

Company

which was also short

of supplies.

Even

opportunities arose to share their goods, they generally

refused to follow Ojibwa customs. Thus, they were seen as selfish, or
even as sorcerers who used

It

was

their evil

powers

to

cause shortages.

in the area of providing concrete demonstrations of

the

practical implications of Christian beliefs, that the Methodists had
their greatest problens. Both Methodism and the Midewiwin
their

own way,

r,{ere, in

practical rather than theoretical belief systens, but

practical implications of the two faiths were radically different.

the

In

Methodist terms the power of Christianity was evident in the changed

life of the convert

who was

able to rise above his former natural self

with the help of saving grace. In Ojibwa terms, the power of
Midewiwin rested
harmony

was able

with nature and thus have his basic needs met.

appeared unable

for

in the fact that the initiate

good

to concretely denonstrate

in Ojibwa ter¡ns.

ho¡ry

their

the

to live in
The missionaries

powers could be used

The Ojibwa could see no need, nor any
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advantages

in giving up the Ìife to which they

Meanwhiìe, the powers

were accustomed.

of the metais continued to be demonstrated.

Thc

Ojibwa's nateria.I needs were being nret and they did not feel threatened
by outside forces. The Ojibwa continued to flock to the region to take

part in the ìlidewiwin, while ignoring the llethodist missionaries.
Ojibwa society

at RaÍny Lake was dominated by the

indirectly by the chief officials in that society.

Midcwjwin and

The

very fact that

the Midewiwin cere¡nonies drew participants from great distances who were
ready

to pay considerable

sums

Iin goods] for the privilege of

to the society, is a clear indication of its influence,

beJ.onging

and the

perception of its members that the rituals practiced did in fact have

beneficial effect.
and

their

own personal

countrynen

to

to use this satisfaction,

influence to persuade the majority of their

to pay no heed to the

do not appear

frighten

The metais were thus able

words

of the mjssionaries.

have normalJ.y used overt forns

away the missionaries, since they

The metais

of aggression to

realized that such noves

nould be counterproductive. However, a few of their Leaders such
Crooked Neck, were

hostile

and

derisive, and threats were

as

made against

potential converts. Most, however, were content to listen, ask for

to consider,
were abLe

a

and then do

time

nothing. EventualLy the nore nilitant factions

to use a combination of their religious

and the consensual. nature

and secular offices,

of Ojibwa decision naking, to ostracize the

Native missionaries. By telling Salt to confine himself to the vicinity

of the fort, they indicated he was no longer considered part of

Ojibwa

society since he had adopted ChristianÍty, and they left the impression

that

anyone else who became a

Christian

woul.d

also be ostracized. Since
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Native missionaries had been unable to gain nore than a handful of

converts, let alone organize a Christian faction

efforts of the missionaries

were

among

the Ojibwa, the

effectively neutralized. It

should

also be remernbered that nen such as Crooked Neck, who led the opposition

to the nissionaries,

were determined leaders

possibly used the issue of Christjanity as a
own claims

to

in their
means

of

own

right,

advancing

who

their

¡nore expansive powers.

There rÌere,

of course,

Christianity. Most,
living conditions

some

0jibwa who did show some interest in

however, were

at

Lac Seul and Osnaburgh House where

were more precarious than

of the lrloods regions. Thus, the

in the Rainy

Lake and Lake

more northern Ojibwa were nore open to

possible new sources of power which would assist them in meeting their
basic needs. unfortunately, for the ¡nissionaries, they were not given

the chance to pursue these opportunities, so they were forced to refocus

their activities on Rainy Lake, Rainy River

and Lake

of the

Íloods.

Although a few individuaLs such as Peter Jacobs (Gabagonshkung)

Jack-fish Bone eÍther becane Methodists or

in doing so, the nissionarjes

were unable

showed considerable

and

interest

to capitalize on these felt

successes. As a result the converts were few, isolated, and often
feared physical violence from other nembers of the band. The Methodists
were also unable

to point to the evidence of

Anglo-American communities

that lived according to the gospel preached by the Methodists, as
had been able

to do in

Upper Canada. None

of the traders,

they

even those

who were

sincere Protestants, lived the type of life that the Methodists

espoused

for the Ojibwa. Since both faiths placed a great deal of

stress on the practical applications of belief, it was difficult for the
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Methodists to convince the Ojibwa that there was, in fact, a connection
between

believing and Iiving a "Christian" life.

of the Methodist faith,

The nature

and the personal

linitations of

the nissionaries conbined to ¡rake their task of evangelization even nore

difficult than it ¡right otherwise
problems was the attenpt

concept of the mission

barriers,

geographical

of the Ojibwa,
Company

all

Even when, as

circuit to

anong these

Hudson's Bay

Territory,

rr¡here

to

make

reluctant cooperation of the Hudson's

Bay

the circuit systen inpossible to implenent.
John Sunday's tours along Lake Huron and

results were initially

successful, there was no way

that the mission station could be staffed. Yet ¡ruch effort
was,expended on

the

adverse weather conditions, the migratory habits

in the case of

Lake Superior, the

been. Foremost

of the l{esleyan Missionary Society to apply

and the often

combined

have

and noney

trying to establish missjons at a variety of points,

rather than concentrating their efforts on one area for an extended
period of tine. The circuit system, and the placement of the
Superintendent's headquarters at Norway House, aLso ¡neant that the

new

missionarÍes lacked guidance -- particuJarly since Evans never visited

the nission in the first years of its existence.
Coupled

with the problem of the circuit systen and the placenent of

the superintendency at
system

to develop at Rainy Lake.

problern. This
concentrate

his

Norh'ay House, was

uras connected

his efforts at

new Cree

the failure of the school

The lack

of supplies

to the fact that

were a najor

Evans wanted to

Norway House where he was experinenting with

syllabic system. As a result, the educational

needs

of

Methodist teachers at Rainy Lake were largely ignored. The teachers

the

were

willing

and
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able, but they had nothing with which to work, and few

students tô work with.
An even more fundamental probìen was the missionaries'

rigid

application of the Methodist doctrine which required that the

new

converts demonstrate that they had been touched by God's grace, were
ready

to

make

a conplete repudiation of their past ways, and begin a

Theoretically Methodists ¡nade no distinction

life.

Euro-American and Indian converts since

eyes.

However, conversion

for

all

new

between

men were

equal in God's

Euro-Amerjcans neant a

re-orientation of

their life, while, for the Ojibwa, it neant a total disruption of their
former existence since converts were expected to cut themselves off fron¡

all their kin

who remained pagan, and

in turn

were often ostracized by

other nembers of the band. Furthermore, both Methodists missionaries
and Ojibwa

lifestyle

netais were convinced that the adoption of an Euro-American

was

a natural collorary of

beconring

of the Native Methodist missionaries in
Herkimers attempted

Christians. Although

some

Upper Canada such as the

to separate strictly religious

changes from

cultural

ones, all of the nissionaries at Rainy Lake followed the example of
Peter Jones who totally identified Christianity and Euro-Anerican

"civilization".

As a

result they denanded that converts

embrace

Christianity and adopt an Euro-American lifestyle.
The

fact that three of the four Methodist missionaries at

Lake were

Rainy

either Ojibwa or of mixed-blood, would suggest at first

glance, that they would have been able to act as cultural brokers
between

the Euro-American and Indian co¡nnunities. However, as has

shown, none

of the three

were able

been

to function successfully in this role
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at Rainy Lake.

whil.e

The reasons

for their failure to do so are

fundamentally the same ones which explain the
The

failure of the nission.

native nissionaries could not serve as cultural brokers in

a

situation where the 0jibwa leaders effectively closed off 0jibwa
from Christian influences, while the nissionarÍes insisted
would do nothing

until the Ojibwa

that

demonstrated a willingness

Christian and Euro-A¡nerican I if estyle. In siurple ter¡ns this

soc-iety

they

to live

a

meant

girring up their gods and rituals, and beginning to build log houses.

All three of the native nissionaries

had been raised

in a Methodist

atnosphere which placed a heavy emphasis on personaì conversion. Two of

them, Jacobs and Salt, had undergone intensely emotional conversions of

their own. Although Steinhauer

had been raised a Methodist and appears

his calling, he renained a deeply introspective
nan who was constantly concerned with his inner state of grace. All
to

have never doubted

three

men had come

frugality

to equate such secular virtues as "hard work'',

and sobriety

with Christianity itself.

They had come to

believe that the Indian people were especially cursed with the sins of
drunkenness and gambling, so

should expect

it

their converts to

was

natural that the Native nissionaries

make

the

same break

with the past that

they had made. Under such circumstances, both the Native missionaries
and

their ¡netais

similarities

opponents emphasized the differences rather than the

between

the two rel.igions. As a result, the opportunity

for any form of adaptation

was almost non-existent.

Steinhauer, Jacobs and Salt were representatives of those Ojibwa,
who, faced with the breakdown

to adopt the beliefs

of their traditional society, had chosen

and customs

of the

dominant

culture.

Having nade

a
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radical break with their

own

past, they were unwilling and unable to

serve as bridge figures between the two communities at Rainy Lake. In

other situations, working with other Indians, both Steinhauer and Salt
were able

to function as very'effective cuJtural brokers. Both men

became respected

by the Indian and Euro-American communities for their

help in mediating between the Canadian government and the Indians
regarding treaty rights. 0f the three missionaries, only Jacobs found

it personally impossible to bridge the gab between the two cultures, but
all of then were affected by their experience at Rainy
Crooked Neck and Maskohonuya, two

Lake.

of the leading metais at

Rainy

Lake, were equally secure in their own beliefs, and confident of their
own

abilities.

customs and

As such, they were unwilling

ideals.

Faced

with

to

compromise

their

own

new challenges from Euro-American

society and religion, they solidified their
strengthened the barriers against the new

own

position

and

religious ideas.

While

neither lived to take an active part in the treaty negotiations of the
1870s,

their views continued to

Other Ojibwa leaders

like

dominate Rainy Lake Ojibwa thought.

Gauba, rr;ho had

listened to the Methodist

missionaries, remained determined to avoid then in the future.
Canadian ¡nission

hjstory has changed considerably since the early

hagiographies, but there is still
accepted Christianity because

a tendency to suggest that Indians

their societies

had disintegrated

face of a nore powerful Euro-American society. Wh.ile this
undoubtedly true
Rainy

in

so¡ne

in

the

was

instances, the explanation does not apply to

Lake. Traditional. Ojibwa society and religion ¡rere both strong

and healthy, and Methodist attenpts

to convince the 0jibwa

otherwise
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were therefore doomed to failure.

In the final analysis, RaÍny Lake

was

the story of two groups of strong-¡ninded, stubborn individuals who were
deter¡rined to impose their particular worldview on the local

peopJ.e.

There are no heroes in the piece, nor are there any real villains.
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